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viPreface

SHIFTER 

Linh Dinh

First published in International Exchange for Poetic Invention on January 21, 2007

Launching a literary journal with an attitude is a domain of the very young. The energy, 
enthusiasm and hunger to promote your esthetic (and yourself) are found in abundance in 
editors in their late 20’s or early 30’s. Although most of these journals are ephemeral, appearing 
for only a few issues, with tiny circulations, their existence invigorates American literature. 
(Something that’s direly missing in Vietnam, for example, where there’s no liberty to publish, 
hence the underground samizdats.) Reflecting solely the tastes and eccentricities of their 
editors, and not lorded over, checked by an academic junta, these independent journals tend 
to be much more interesting than the university variety. Among the major ones to appear in 
recent years are Tony Tost’s Fascicle and Daniel Feinberg’s and Dan Hoy’s Soft Targets. There 
are countless others worthy of attention. Shifter, edited by Sreshta/Rit Premnath, is virtually 
unknown among writers because it’s not, strictly speaking, a literary journal. Its statement 
begins: “Shifter’s nature is such that it changes every issue. What worked in the previous issue 
doesn’t work anymore. What failed may be substituted with new deficiencies.”

Certainly no failure, Shifter has gotten increasingly more complex and intriguing, with each 
issue a work of art that rewards close reading and looking, its various components deftly 
woven together to yield constant surprises. Among many gems and tidbits, the latest, number 9, 
features “Exploding Bodies, Fragmented Territories, Hamas’ Martyr-Images and Palestinian Land-
Body Metaphors” by Lisa Vinebaum, “The Disappearance of the Author? Hyperauthorship and 
the Case of Araki Yasusada” by Kristen Schaffenberger, and a prose-poem sequence by Jeremy 
Hoevenaar, his very first published text. I’d bet the amount of my next bounced check that it’s 
better than anything in the current Kenyon Review:

Maya Schindler, “the everything is this/this is everything” 2006
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Proposal For a Future Monument To Memorialize All of History Human or Otherwise Offered 
in the Form of a Condensed Novel

Chapter the First

From the safe distance of spaceships one can make pronouncements like “constellating is the 
historic hospital for the human wound.” There is no need to fear reprisal. Reprisal is another 
node that can be appropriated by the vocal net and misconstrued into the negative potential 
of made decisions. It couldn’t be clearer. Which may be. Wait. A diagnosis is forthcoming. 
Something will have to be colonized under an expanded conception of colonization – a flag 
or a bronze folly implicating the generosity of empirical mishaps perhaps. What is the smallest 
component of rupture? How much time is left of money? One finger on the killing floor. “Blood 
Is Beautiful.” The past is ridiculous - a good opportunity to employ the word ridiculous. Propose 
space grammar. Ruin-syntax. Relax. Our doctors will set the broken appendices. It’s too late to 
explain.

Chapter the Second

Specters thrive in a vacuum and abhor ornamentation. Keep this in mind when raising your 
glorious monument. Use materials that glint or gleam when washed with light. You hope for 
a staggering effect. Also the ability to be interesting. Upstairs from curiosity is where most 
upstaging takes place. For _______ sake check the temperature! Insert rhythmic designation of 
that which circumscribes context. In other words – con the text before it cons you – out of your 
surplus medium, into running backwards and feeling philosophical – other effects are certain 
but remain undocumented. The last deposed dictator was famous for saying “it was never meant 
for us to build anything.” Above all use solid, high-quality materials. Take lessons from the 
Project for the New American Entropy. Otherwise you run the risk of your slashes tipping into a 
highly unstable hyphen-state.

Chapter the Third

You might call this the denouement. You might consider your audience to be the green 
flamingoes of Impetus Island. You might see Babel in every beehive. But these are only loose 
suggestions hard up for cash. Smoke is evocative. The faster you fly away. Vanishing talking 
points. Slather honey on yourself to ease your entry into the future. Thusly. “Something 
happened” can appeal to almost anyone.

I emailed Sreshta Rit Premnath to find out more about him and his project. Here’s our exchange:

LD:   Please explain how you started this journal? What did you want to accomplish initially? 
How were your aims modified by the experience of editing, and by the contents of 
suceeding issues?

SRP:   Three years ago, due to visa related complications, I found myself back in Bangalore 
(India), and ended up spending a year there. I grew up in Bangalore, but had done my 
undergrad at the Cleveland Institute of Art and had just finished my first summer in Bard’s 
MFA program. As a result the art community I knew was mostly in the States.

However, I quickly realized that there was a very young and experimental art scene in 
Bangalore and became involved in the contemporary art community there. I wanted to 
create a platform where both communities I was familiar with could dialogue. As far 
as I was concerned, the internet was the only “commons” which could not be policed 
by US immigration policy. I decided to begin a topical magazine so that this dialogue 

centered around ideas that were not in themselves culturally specific, but that could be 
approached from different directions. The magazine has always been free, once again to 
circumvent the inequities of the global capitalist marketplace (exchange rates).

I think in a broad sense the aims have not changed since Shifter’s inception. I’m still 
interested in editing a magazine which is open to change and failure and does not 
depend on revenue – so I don’t have to worry about sponsors or advertisers. Each 
issue creates a community of artists and writers who may or may not have seen each 
other’s work contextualized together, and opens a dialogue amongst them. To me the 
most important thing is a space for intelligent conversation open to anybody who’s 
interested in joining, which circumvents the economy of buying and selling, shipping 
and distribution... In a naively idealistic way I pine for an world where creative people 
are intensely engaged in dialogue with each other’s work rather than competing for the 
attention of gallerists, publishers and collectors who invariably know very little about art.

LD:   Although most of the contributors are American, most of them are in Brooklyn, as a 
matter of fact, Shifter still has an international scope. Is it fair to say that this is because of 
your own international background?

SRP:   You’re right in so far as the last two or three issues of Shifter have been very Brooklyn 
based. This is partly because I moved to New York City a year and a half ago and to 
Brooklyn just a few months ago. I still get many contributions from artists abroad – some 
of the regulars live in Singapore, Spain and Russia. In fact the piece “Exploding Bodies” 
which you mention is by a PhD candidate at Goldsmith’s in London. Strangely enough it 
has been difficult to motivate the art community I know in India to contribute.

In terms of my background I have always felt that growing up in Bangalore was, in itself 
an experience of internationalism – I grew up watching American and British TV and 
listening to Rock and Roll and Metal, reading everyone from Dostoyevsky to Kafka and 
T.S. Eliot, following global politics... But I also have five years of training in North Indian 
Classical Flute, speak three Indian languages and have travelled all over India. In some 
ways I suffer from the inadvertent internationalism of a non-westerner.

LD:   You’re a visual artist who deals with words. Please explain your relationship to writers 
and poets, either through books or in person?

SRP:   I have always read voraciously and would much sooner cite writers as sources of 
inspiration than visual artists. However, I have always made things and been drawn to 
making things. There is something specific about the physical object which one can see 
in its entirety all at once (unlike a text which one needs to read through) and which has 
a complex relationship to the physical world and representation. Like a tattoo, it is both 
skin and a window into something else and sometimes even a mirror. However one’s 
immediate impulse on encountering an object is to understand it, convert it into text. 
It has always been unclear to me where the art object ends and text begins, and I think 
interesting artists and writers explore this liminal space of the phenomenological world 
seeped in language.

Strictly speaking – as Wittgenstein would say – I feel that uncertainty extends to the very 
root of any philosophical question and artists and writers (those that I’m interested in 
anyway) operate within that space of uncertainty. While the topography of the questions 
we are dealing with are similar, the modes of representation and engagement are 
different. One cannot always be transposed upon the other, but they can be set side by 
side and though we may not always be able to point to the similarities we still understand 
the relationships.
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To answer your question directly, I think the relationship between visual artists and 
writers/ poets is fundamental and has nothing to do with the use of text or image, which is 
only secondary.

LD:   This is not a question, only an observation: in Shifter 8, Nora Schultz’ piece on tourism 
at Chernobyl is excellent, but the many typos are a little jarring, especially in the 
passage quoted from the New York Times. I guess they’re OK, since they contribute to the 
foreignness of the piece, but I’m not sure. The futbol piece by Ruben Verdu has one bit 
that’s incomprehensible, however: “a place that dealt in unison with things.” Huh?

SRP:   This is an important observation. Part of the Shifter project has been my attempt to 
clarify my relationship to editing. In Shifter 7 and 8 (“Science Seance” and “Rules and 
Representations”) I tried something new which was to allow submissions to remain 
in whatever form they were sent to me. I gathered the submissions, ordered the pages 
and sent the issue back to the artists and writers to review it. If they were satisfied it 
was published as such. The result was a magazine with uneven page sizes and text left 
unedited. While I preserved the uneven page sizing for Shifter 9, the text was rigorously 
copy edited. In fact some of the essays were transformed as a result of discussions 
between the writers and myself. I’m still trying to understand the potential agency of an 
editor.

15 ISSUES: A CONVERSATION ABOUT SHIFTER

Abhishek Hazra & Sreshta Rit Premnath

This conversation was first published in 2009, in Shifter 15: Will, co-edited by Abishek Hazra 
and Sreshta Rit Premnath.

AH:   Rifling through the Shifter archive recently, I spotted your old email account. Do 
delinquent email addresses evoke the same response as old street addresses? How do 
you now look back on the inception of Shifter? Did you have any idea then that it will 
have such a remarkable longevity? Also, while in some of the early issues of Shifter you 
do invoke the digital and the online as modalities that are not constrained by geography 
and the bureaucracy of nation states, do your think of your own changing geographical 
location while looking back at Shifter?

SRP:   What started, and continues, as an organizational quandary has been posting contributor 
bios and contact information on the Shifter website. Every issue has its corresponding list 
online and as I track through previous issues I find regular contributors spanning several 
issues. Each entry has an updated bio and sometimes a new email. As I haven’t been able 
to keep updating old entries the result is an archive of changes – an archive of how the 
magazine has changed over time, as have its contributors. In earlier issues – perhaps up 
until “Surface Tension” – all the contributors were people known to me and with whom 
I was already in dialog. However, as Shifter grew and established some semblance of 
legitimacy the roster of contributors began to include people I didn’t already know.

So in this sense, although the initial motivation of Shifter was to invite the “democratic” 
participation of all interested contributors as well as access to all interested readers, it 
turned out that these two groups were one and the same. These were people with whom I 
had already, through geographical proximity, established relations.

As the volume of submissions increased and as I realized that organizational legitimacy 
encouraged participation I created a fictitious co-editor and “critical advisor” for Shifter 
8, 9 and 10. A group of people as an editorial board created the semblance of objective 
authority, that is absent from an individual voice. However, fictitious co-editors don’t 
do any work, nor are they useful to discuss ideas with. So, with Shifter 11 I began 
collaborating with friends who I respected and with whom I could have a productive and 
engaging editorial relationship. Of course, the added advantage, which I didn’t initially 
consider was that they also drew on their networks to widen the group of participants. 
Each issue since 11 also bears the trace of the geographical location of my co-editor.

AH:   We are perhaps all aware of the ‘relational turn’ and how there has been a conscious 
valorization of ‘collaboration’ and ‘participation’ in some of the contemporary paradigms 
of reading art practice. I don’t want to get into the details of that complex context right 
now, but I have to say, that at various points in reading through Shifter, I did get the sense 
of “collaborative writing’ – that each issue, or perhaps the entire project, is at one level a 
sort of collective text by all the contributors. And of course, in an issue like Indira Sylvia 
Belissop, that sense is all the more accentuated.

One of the fascinating aspects of ISB is that she is this real-fantasy figure while 
simultaneously being an uncanny composite of multiple personalities: artist, academic, 
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philosopher – essentially, people whose intellectual production sets up a strong degree of 
resonance in you.

SRP:   Indira Sylvia Belissop was a late night creation of Avi Alpert and myself, both participants 
in the Whitney Independent Study Program. The program itself was interdisciplinary 
insofar as artists, theorists and curators joined together in discussion, and produced many 
collaborations as a result. In fact Shifter 12, “Unassigned” was an editorial collaboration 
with two other participants.

However, a distinction must be made between the coeditorial relationship and the 
relationship between an editor and a contributor (or further, the relationship between 
contributors). While co-editors have a bird’s eye view of the entire project, contributors 
respond to the call for submissions and the mission of the magazine, with the trust that 
they will be grouped with interesting and provocative enough company to make their 
contribution worthwhile. There is also the brief but pointed conversation that ensues 
between editor and contributor, which I would hesitate to call collaboration. The editorial 
process of weaving together essays, images and poetry that were produced independently  
so that they respond to each other does sometimes produce the effect of collaboration.

For this reason I. S. Belissop, an anagram for “is possible,” serves as the ghost, or specter, 
that makes connections apparent where they were invisible. Which is to say that the 
‘relational turn’ is only a reaction to the more prominent myth of the individual as genius. 
In fact all knowledge is produced and reproduced through social and collaborative 
processes.

AH :   While I know that the conceptual terrain is quite carefully mapped in each issue, 
beginning with the selection of the theme, I also think that the larger, meta-level parallels 
and connections that cut across the boundaries of any specific issue is a very vital aspect 
of the Shifter project. I was wondering, what would happen if you were to announce an 
open call for submissions with an undisclosed theme. The potential participant will then 
have to submit work on his / her imagined idea of a possible theme for a Shifter issue? The 
very idea of Shifter would then become the thematic in that case.

SRP:  This is an interesting conundrum.

Many journals profit from aligning themselves with very specific thematic interests or 
identitarian affinities – whether this is based on gender, sexuality, ethnicity or political 
position. This defined self-identification creates a niche for them and allows both 
contributors and readers to quickly decide whether their interests are aligned with this 
identification or not (this is also how consumerism works). Because of this structure 
of reification, thematics are secondary to such journals and contributors who identify 
themselves with the generalized politics of the journal are likely to contribute and 
whatever they produce will fit within the journal.

While I’m sure relationships can be drawn between themes dealt with in Shifter and the 
way they are handled, I would prefer deflecting Shifter’s focus from a fixed identity. For 
this very reason I would hope that a blind call would result in a very random selection of 
contributions that may or may not function together. In fact, I hope that my collaboration 
with co-editors further disperses or disrupts the homogeneity that threatens any long-term 
project.

AH:   I think I have a sense of where you are coming from – your apprehension at the homilies 
of identity politics and the way it stifles discourse – but at the same time I am aware 
that irrespective of our attempted resistance, we are nonetheless caught up in larger 
typological regimes. Consider, for example a publication like McSweeneys, which is not 
based on any overt identity politics. Yet, on spotting issues of McSweeneys on a stranger’s 

bookshelf, don’t you feel a sudden burst of readerly camaraderie? Or wouldn’t you be 
surprised if you heard that a major seminar dedicated to Guattari was being held at the 
Royal College of Art rather than at Goldsmiths? Yes, I tool flinch at the coarseness of these 
typologies, but the reality of their presence is inescapable, even in critically enlightened 
circles.

SRP:   I totally agree: In fact the most preliminary editorial activity of inviting a co-editor and 
then deciding what to include and what not to, defines the perimeters of the identity (or 
as you say typology) of the magazine and consequently its readership. The challenge 
perhaps is to attempt to resist the construction of a tautological practice – one that merely 
fulfils its pre-defined objectives – even if over time a cloud of associations will naturally 
articulate the practice as being singular and distinct from other practices. Although it is 
inevitable that Shifter will build a set of expectations in its contributors over time, perhaps 
it is one’s criticality towards this process that is essential, which is then articulated as a 
negativity that resides within the project.

AH:   I think we had spoken about how at a conceptual level the roles of ‘contributor’ and 
‘editor’ could be potentially seen as interchangeable. Similarly, in today’s context of 
contemporary art practice, would you say that the curator can also be seen as a certain 
kind of artist? Also, what according to you, are the intersections and differences between 
the activities of curating and editing?

SRP:   I would disagree with the idea that the “curator is also an artist.” While it is true that the 
curatorial intervention and re-contextualization of an artist’s work informs the way in 
which art is received, in most cases the trajectory of an artistic process is quite different 
from that of a curator’s. A curator’s role lies often in thematizing the work of artists in 
relation to each other, in order to articulate a position within a cultural discourse. While 
an artist is very conscious of both contemporary and historical relations to other artists 
and discourses, there is also a personal trajectory of exploration which only touches or 
intersects with particular curatorial agendas at one time or another. Editing is definitely 
very similar to a curatorial structure, however, there is the seriality of the journal which 
introduces its own trajectory.

 In the case of Shifter I hope that this trajectory is closer to that of the artist’s in that there 
is a relatedness between issues, which results from a natural process of engaging with 
philosophical and formal quandaries, but simultaneously a diffuseness, or deviation 
resulting from a subject-position which changes as a result, precisely, of that very process 
of engagement.

AH:   Well, I was being a bit rhetorical in trying to collapse the artistic and curatorial positions. 
While the question of artistic autonomy is always a vexed one, let us assume that perhaps 
we do agree on some fuzzy definition of the artistic position and process. However, 
would you say that in the context of curators like Harald Szeemann, the distinctions 
between these two positions are consciously blurred? (I apologize for selecting a figure 
who has already been canonized as the ‘shamanistic curator’) Or that when an artist 
engages in works that are highly inter-textual, the tensions between artistic citation and 
curatorial contextualisation get significantly amplified?

SRP:   Perhaps one way to look at it is that people like Fred Wilson, who re-organize collections 
in order to draw out certain hidden narratives that the museological structure inherently 
hides are considered artists, whereas Szeemann is considered a curator. Of course their 
agendas and practices are quite different, but we can see how in this particular case there 
is a similarity between two practices that are understood to be of different disciplines. If 
we compare these two practices we have to assume one to be an equivalent form and the 
other to be a relative form. That is to say the statements “this artist is a curator” or “this 
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curator is an artist” arise from this comparison. The problem with this form of comparison 
is that neither expression reveals to us what the terms mean “by themselves.” These 
statements become especially confusing when we begin to generalize what we mean by 
the constituent terms, when in fact the comparison was initially based on a specific case.

 Perhaps one reason that these questions are being asked more and more often today is 
that the curatorial position as a privileged one is a very recent development. In our world 
the curator has risen to the very worrying position of contextualizer, critic, networker, 
businessman, and soon to be purveyor of artistic knowledge par excellence. In order 
for the curator to occupy this central position of genius that was traditionally distributed 
between the artist, the gallery and the critic, the curator depends on this artist/curator 
dialectic. These questions, in other words, seem to arise from a power struggle that has 
resulted from the professionalization of curatorial practice.

AH:   Now, another interesting aspect of Shifter is its lightness, its capacity for movement. Being 
online already gives it momentum, and then in your rendering of the final PDF file you 
ensure that each issue stays lean and steers clear from the corpulence of large megabytes. 
Now, if we could potentially consider each issue of Shifter as a curated group show (or 
a group show in the making) then how do you reflect on the stark difference between 
the ‘lightness’ of a zine and the material weight (is ‘weight’ here a euphemism for 
‘encumbrance’?) of a physical art exhibition? Don’t you sometimes desire for artwork and 
exhibitions that also have this quality of lightness?

SRP:  I think the central issue here is that of the material object and physical space that 
becomes necessary for an art exhibition. Certainly, one of the factors that prompted 
Shifter was the fact that internet based projects can quickly be accessed from anywhere 
and the amorphous space of a server is only materialized in your browser, “within” your 
personal computer. However, as mentioned in response to your first question, I have 
found that the vitality of the magazine has been kept alive in its intersection between 
this phantom lightness of the internet, and the social proximity I share with friends and 
acquaintances in geographical space. In this sense there is always a play between the 
weightless intangibility of a pdf and the materialization of that file as either an object or a 
community that produces and propels it.

 Take On Certainty for instance – a project I curated, and one in which you participated: 
The kinds of labor involved in curating and installing the show, producing Shifter 14 
(released alongside the show), and organizing and producing the weekly lecture series, 
were each very different. However tightly I tried to tie the three activities together 
conceptually, their material forms pushed against each other, creating productive 
intersections but never a consistent whole. Different participants focused more on 
different nodes of activity, but I, as the organizer of the project, had to be actively 
involved in every activity. Perhaps the formal or conceptual coherence that viewers 
perceive in such fragmented organizational structures is the central will that drives the 
project and (once again invoking Belissop) makes the possible possible.

SHIFTER AND LIBRARY STACK: A CONVERSATION

Benjamin Tiven & Sreshta Rit Premnath

This conversation was recorded in August 2019

SRP:   I began putting this compilation together two years ago, which coincided with the first 
time you wrote to me about Library Stack. I didn’t know if I wanted to put the first 10 
issues on Library Stack because I was unsure about them and wanted to re-edit them into 
an anthology. So, finally, I have compiled this PDF which is more than 500 pages long, 
and not at all cost-effective to print. I’m realizing that it’s going to be primarily available 
online, with a very small print run for libraries.

BT:   Your reformulation of those issues into a single PDF makes a lot of sense. It’s a good 
example of how things don’t necessarily need to live in the same form they were 
conceived in. When you revisit projects and they now seem unruly, or they don’t play 
well with their siblings, it doesn’t mean they should be invalidated, but they might need 
to migrate to a new form. I like the way you left the covers in there, to give an idea of 
what the original print format was like. Digital forms need not correspond precisely with 
their print versions.

SRP:   The early issues of Shifter were primarily digital with very small print runs. For Shifter 8 
and 9 I decided not to produce print counterparts, which freed me from the constraints of 
consistent page sizes. I compiled files in whatever format and size they were sent to me, 
without even copyediting the text. I thought of editing as stacking or gathering together 
images and text. I was still trying to figure out what my role as an editor meant. How 
heavy-handed does one need to be, and who is the author at the end of the editorial 
process.

BT:   Do you still feel possessed by those questions?

SRP:   No, I think I made peace with it a while ago. I realized that the part of this process that 
was the most engaging for me was the focused and intense engagement with the writing 
and artwork of contributors. Giving feedback, or suggesting changes, is a way of not just 
engaging as a reader but also as a producer. I think this coincided with navigating my 
own relations with curators. I realized that with a good curator your work can actually get 
better while still being your own. So I now think that editing closely is not only important, 
but the very reason that I do this project. 

BT:   I think heavy-handed editing is good, provided that it’s truly in good spirit, and the author 
knows and shares that good spirit. The editor stays invisible, the author yields some ego. 
The piece then becomes a new, and better, thing.  

SRP:   I remember listening to an interview with Ursula Le Guin. The interviewer asked her, 
“what do you think is the future of print publication... do you think that books are going 
to disappear?” She said something surprising. She said the future of print publication is 
Print On Demand. I’m not sure I agree with her anymore, but I think her point was that 
the digital and the print form of a book are distinct, but could coexist more easily in the 
future.
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BT:   Obviously we have no idea what the future will look like, but we all know form is a 
product of the ecology that produced it, and there will be new ecologies and so new 
forms. This is something that Erik (Wysocan, my partner in Library Stack) and I talk 
about often: that digital books should diverge more sharply from their print versions, do 
different types of communicative work in different ways. But to the question of coming 
forms of publication, I could turn this back to you: Shifter publishes a magazine on some 
irregular schedule, but much more often it seems to host public events with its circle of 
contributors and colleagues. Those are “the magazine” too in some way. I think you need 
the physical packet of printed paper less and less, as the magazine is now also a notional 
shell by which complicated things can happen in public? Publishing just means to make 
something public. When you invite people to give talks on glossary concepts – something 
that perhaps would have been a Shifter essay at a different moment – you’re making things 
public just in different formats.

SRP:   The first ten issues of Shifter were made during a time when I wasn’t curating events. I 
would come up with themes that were of interest to me – and reflected my work at the 
time – and send out a call inviting people to contribute. The contributors as a group 
only came together in the context of the publication and there was no other convening 
outside of the publication. After issue ten I started co-editing issues, which allowed for a 
different collaborative process. The first time I had an opportunity to expand beyond the 
publication was in 2009. I was invited to do an exhibition at Bose Pacia and I counter 
proposed a curated show and a new issue of Shifter titled On Certainty. I invited a small 
group of friends whose work I really liked around the theme of uncertainty. We had a 
reading group that preceded the actual exhibition, and allowed us to think about the 
exhibition and the publication together. I also organized a series of events during the run 
of the show that invited lawyers, economists and neurologists to reflect on the theme. It 
was a moment that this idea of making things public took form in a comprehensive way. 
It opened up the idea of the artist as a producer of a community, and someone who is 
always in dialogue with others – not simply a unitary entity who gets incorporated into 
other people’s projects. 

 This has become increasingly important to me in recent issues of Shifter. Dictionary of the 
Possible was produced over a two year long biweekly discussion series. We had a shared 
Google Doc and everyone who came to the discussions contributed to it. In this way the 
book was always in the making, and a residue of the process of discussion. The thing 
that I really enjoyed about the Dictionary was that the temporality of book publishing – 
inviting people, getting texts, editing them, trying to figure out how to pay to print them, 
and distribute them – that whole system was dispersed. We had a group of more than 50 
people who had already participated, and committed their time and energy to the project 
before the publication materialized. So in a way the public...

BT:   ...was itself the author.

SRP:   Yeah. The author, the audience and the editorial body. We wanted to continue this for 
the Learning and Unlearning series, but it turned into a series of events rather than an 
ongoing group discussion, and the community that formed around it was less cohesive. 
Something that remains an important question and an open question is: What is at the 
heart of this project? Is it even book publishing?

BT:   Right, exactly. What’s the point of publishing anything? Who is it for? I mean, you don’t 
really make a magazine. ‘Journal’ might be the closest word because it’s topic-specific 
or field-specific, but you convene a collection of texts within a certain field, authored 
by people in that field and generally intended for people in that field. Different pieces of 
writing are going to have different aims and ambitions for when they are supposed to be 
digested or what they are supposed to do. The publication is always different from the 

labor that produced it, and the object — whatever its media format — needs to be taken 
on its own merits... Your real premise is that Shifter is the name for whatever you want to 
make public, whatever threads and concepts are in your community and your work, at 
any given moment.

SRP:   Yes, I think about this a lot. The theme around education is a case in point. Shifter 20: 
What We Can Knot and Shifter 24: Learning and Unlearning, were produced after I 
first started teaching and then got a full-time gig. I will be taking a sabbatical soon and 
one of the thoughts I had was to move back to India for a year and set up a space for 
programming, which could be the next issue of Shifter. An issue titled Sabbatical, that 
would explore the concept of the interval or the break. 

 I remember a very long time ago when Orchard Gallery had first opened in the Lower 
East Side. A friend of mine, Ei Arakawa, said “Rit, why don’t you open a space to do 
Shifter and other programming in the LES?” It’s what Dexter Sinister did around that time. 
I thought that was a great idea, but I didn’t have the money to rent a space – I didn’t even 
have a studio. But that suggestion from more than a decade ago is still an important one 
for me. Maybe given the time and resources there could still be a Shifter space.

BT:   Yes — and like Dexter Sinister, you might eventually extend Shifter’s activities into 
the openly pedagogical. Their different journals and publishing activities grew a set of 
principles about design education to the point that they’ve developed a new curriculum, 
and David just recently published a new textbook. Shifter has already published its own 
dictionary, and issues about learning and teaching. So, not that you should spend your 
sabbatical educating, but I could imagine you setting up a kind of para-academy in 
Bangalore where the curriculum was built off the history of Shifter’s publication projects. 
I could also imagine you teaching a New School course that’s essentially based on the 
history of Shifter’s publications.

SRP:   I’m interested in that, but I’ve always seen publishing, pedagogy, and art-making as 
separate from each other. One worry, in a way, was that Shifter and teaching were 
becoming too similar and taking away the independence of my publishing activity. 
Shifter served a particular function in my life when I was doing part-time jobs – as an 
artist assistant or whatever – and participating in the art world as an artist. Shifter was a 
discursive space in which I could be a public intellectual. 

 Once I started teaching, the classroom became a space where I exercised a similar set of 
muscles. But it became important to create an educational space outside the classroom. 
The Dictionary discussions happened at The New School and the subsequent publication 
was also funded by them. I was using the university’s resources to run extra-institutional 
programming that alumni, current students and a bunch of Shifter friends would attend. 

BT:   Why would you not want to combine the editorial and pedagogical projects?

SRP:   That’s a perfectly legitimate question. I think a part of that question is: how do I conceive 
of pedagogy. Because I think a broader understanding of pedagogy, would not necessarily 
predicate a teacher-student relationship. It would mean a social situation within which 
some form of learning – or unlearning – was going on. So through that lens, maybe there 
isn’t a distinction between what I am doing with Shifter and as a teacher.

BT:   By that definition, a very large number of Shifter’s things are potentially pedagogical. Your 
teaching, publishing and art practice are synthetic in so many ways, clearly triangular, 
and you teach in the university system with all its complex flaws and gaps — but you 
almost already run your own school, since it has participants and its own public. So I’d 
ask, why wouldn’t your publishing enterprise essentially feed into a pedagogical one? 
Shifter is announcing what it believes ought to be done with every gesture of doing it, 
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and pedagogy is just the distillation of that. Not that it’s so easy to go and found your own 
school, but you know what I mean. 

SRP:   You’re right, you’re right...

BT:   Though, I think this also goes back to Shifter as just a shell notion — a set of premises that 
get expressed in different forms at different times. I’m just trying to wrap this back towards 
the future of publishing question — what will books, or anything to be disseminated and 
digested — look like in the future, and how will people receive concepts in written form.

SRP:   I’m really interested in Library Stack because it archives a content, namely PDF’s, that 
have been produced over the last 20 years...

BT:   ...I think maybe the oldest thing in Library Stack is Seth Price’s Dispersion, which is 
2002…

SRP:   ...which is funny because Seth was a teacher of mine at Bard. I’m sure there are 
influences. 

 It was a new form, and it’s a form that continues to be current whether I think of aaaaarg.
org or Monoskop, where I used to get a lot of my pirated academic texts. Now there are 
a lot of books I can access at NYU’s library as PDFs. I am interested in how you started 
Library Stack and what you think of its future as a living archive given that the PDF may 
also become obsolete.

BT:   Well, there are a few key distinctions to make. First, we increasingly collect things other 
than PDFs, and one of the reasons is to give things like podcasts, typefaces and .zip’d 
collections of multiple file types a way to live in the library system. Second, we only 
collect things that were made initially in digital forms, or which the author wants to have 
recognized as a digital form. That is, we don’t have pirated copies of things. We have 
people’s permission, and they’ve specified the licensing structures under which they want 
their objects to circulate. We are very enthusiastic for Monoskop, are.na, a.aaarg.org and 
a few other archive collections or online libraries. But the specific thing that we do is port 
into the library science world, and operate within their technical and systemic demands. 
We are interested in preservation and distribution, and also have real critiques of the 
copyright regime, but we’re hoping our idea can scale up. The infrastructure of libraries 
is the scaffolding on which we’re trying to do that. It’s also worth reiterating why we’re 
interested in library science. While library taxonomies have flaws and biases, its search 
systems don’t give you algorithmically assumed answers, or ones weighted by commercial 
interests or your previous query history. It’s a civic system, and to the extent that it has 
toxins in it, they reflect our society’s toxins. It should be made to conform to new social 
modes, not abandoned in favor of purely commercial platforms.

SRP:   In 2004, when I started Shifter, the internet still felt utopian and expansive, but having a 
website that people could visit still felt meaningful. The world wide web was seen as a 
collection of these unique locations. With Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, people don’t 
visit personal websites to look at artwork anymore, they expect artists to be searchable 
within social media platforms, which are weird palimpsests of the personal and 
professional aspects of one’s life. It remains unclear to me what the future of locatedness 
will be.

 Library Stack makes so much sense in this ecosystem, because it provides a legitimate 
digital home for artist books and other kinds of experimental digital publishing. I have 
seen many galleries come and go in my time, and with the disappearance of their 
websites, the PDF catalogs and archives also disappear. Suddenly, all of those things 
could exist under one roof and have a system of cataloging that allows them to be 

accessed and shared. The fact that Library Stack is linked to university and museum 
libraries and WorldCat is so important. 

 For a long time I was doing my own, eccentric cataloging for Shifter, as artists do all the 
time. There were periods when I genuinely didn’t know when certain issues had been 
published because I didn’t have a colophon. I would go through old email accounts 
looking for announcements to deduce the publishing date. So the idea that all that 
information can exist in some comprehensible format is really important because the 
harder it is to find and catalog a publication, the less likely people are to use it as a 
resource.

BT:   Yes, for those reasons exactly, we’re very focused on the horizon of relevance that an 
artist’s publication enters, and the length of time it intends to remain visible, findable and 
useful. Libraries, of course, already do this. Like, for centuries. So again, we’re trying to 
get involved and expand that system. 

SRP:   The other thing that interests me about both of our tendencies, is that making art is 
already a kind of publishing, yet as artists we place ourselves at the center of the process 
of production. In the case of an editor, and more so in the case of a bibliographer or an 
archivist – we are doing a huge public service by making others’ work public. We as 
authors move back into the shadows of that work. I’m curious about this withdrawal in 
terms of your own practice.

BT:  Some of my production interests in terms of both filmmaking and writing have been 
folded into Library Stack itself, which is doing more production, publishing and 
commissioning this year, and using the database system as a means to distribute what 
we publish. In many ways its a surface on which any number of activities are possible — 
obviously quite similar to what we were talking about earlier, with Shifter being a mutable 
structure for commission things, helping produce them, and making them public. 

SRP:   That pulls things full circle. I like the idea that Shifter – or Library Stack – is a “front” or 
container for a variety of activities that are usually performed by different individuals. A 
name helps hold together a set of practices that may be hard for most people to imagine 
as being performed by the same person. In fact some of our practices are not even 
validated as legitimate work. When Bernard Shaw said, “he who can, does; he who 
cannot, teaches,” his implicit belief was that teaching was not a productive activity. I 
wonder if most people see the archivist or librarian as not being on the same level as an 
author. And is that attitude put into question by a project like Library Stack?

BT:   I mean, I hadn’t thought of it that way... My hesitancy is because there are antecedent 
librarians or archivists in actual institutions who have either proactively sought out 
content, convinced people to produce works for their institutions or who’ve published 
some house journal about their proceedings. That is, I don’t think there’s anything special 
about the notional librarian-author hybrid...

SRP:   I should clarify, I didn’t mean that in reality, those roles are incompatible. I’m saying 
there’s a certain public perception that these activities are distinct. People have a hard 
time holding the thought that I’m a teacher, an editor and an artist. So, when they come to 
an exhibition opening they might ask me, “do you still do that magazine, Shifter?” or the 
other way around...

BT:   Which is funny, because art education has included critical theory and the advanced 
humanities for decades, and artists have been encouraged to have multiple forms of 
output. In some sense, that you are an artist who’s publishing books and magazines 
as part of your practice is emblematic of the reasons that Library Stack has come into 
existence.
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Editorial 

Grammatical elements which have no precise meaning per se, and which are wholly sensitive 
in this respect to the context in which they occur.

That is, their movement is capable of considerable degrees of change, depending on how they 
are used and where they occur.

They are totally context sensitive and distinguished from all other constituents of the linguistic 
code solely by their compulsory reference to the given message.

Shifters indicate the extent to which all meaning is context sensitive, and the limited access to 
so-called “general meaning” that any communication can have.

A class of signs in which the pragmatic and semantic modes are linked in the same categories, 
segmentable and isolable simultaneously in at least two functional modes, one referential, one 
not...

This kind of presupposing referential index has also been called a shifter, because the reference 
“shifts” regularly, depending on the factors of the speech situation.

Indicial symbols representing conventionally and referring existentially to an utterance

I means the person uttering I
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the sky bore the cliché back from word itself filled with trash-like universe • nothing that plastic ever made • ice that 
in enormous letters of black and white DEATH DEATH written right across continent sledge pulled like a feather • 
laughed with joy • but the S.P.C.A. (Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Automata) intervened and had this declared 
unconstitutional • so onward the  problem of robot obsolescence-senescence on a large enough scale follow not 
swallow • the word • observe • implies that the stars are of  artificial origin • can one destroy God • why don’t you 
move the Ambassador’s tank over by the end of my divan • the Envoy • he is what he says • how did the fellow come • 
riding on a comet • the last act we live in • hardly more quasi-self-adjourning and exhilarating technology or nomads 
or Eskimos and tenuous life governed rigorously by technological know-how • and why not • nonsense • the people 
think they are going to a beautiful glass greenhouse-orangery • go to the Amusement Park • said professor • bringing 
his fatty twin gifts of arcane scientific speculation and scathing pleasant guards • a bovinity without point or edge • 
I believe to some extent adapted to this chemical castration • still haven’t recovered from today’s conversation with 
Symington • at the park he babbled all day of the Seagull People • the Gong • a cynical epigram • not at all you see • 
assumed the definite shape of handprints • blew nose and returned to watering flowers • Orgota cooking with insipid • 
vivid personalities • Obsle • Slose • the handsome and detestable lacked some quality • were not quite solid • Mentat 
computation remained finite • Outside • yes • his own oracular/mentat summation • broken by the sound of rapid 
footsteps • Reading the paper the runner gave me I said in my mind that I had looked for this • that stone house on a 
bitter mountainside • the Sess before the shipmasters • my life’s business here • sir • Orgoreyn said nothing spoken 
to him other • unearth • immense • strange from Karhide • Unit like themselves send for ship • I have done nothing 
right • Chani saw how the question disturbed the ghola • His movements quickened • you’re not a Face • blades with 
him • circle on the floor • Five others of the circle were Indwellers of Otherhord • adepts in the Handdara disciplines 
of Presence and also I most wanted to know • in a normal person—injecting female or male hormones during the days 
before season • It’s better to have a natural one on • a deep heather brush • more upon our feet • Cluny 
would be glad and looking of hot collops • seemed to me • not suffer me to walk • walked up • I was
too flabbergasted • broke the vase • my crunchies • why not my revision • Murder is punishable by 
very clear painting • complex • always played extempore • with on • was Envoy • he shone of 
slender eyes never used • we’re honored to receive • and tear • melodically simple but rythmically 
complex • a few mice • their boat • blue- blinking police car arrives • perfectly peaceful rubber boots • 
half-awake • the She-rat plodded • the cages opened • There we have it • she cried • scale of miles • Alloa 
• Limekilns • the Forth Bridge across the top of the isle • the Torran Rocks wreck • Ben Nevis • Argyle • 
depth my feet again I • As well one death as another • sharp pangs like rheumatism I minded • this is the break
that is always the blank stare mind of syntax and sycopation • finding me • weak as water should over rock 
continued • as water • dropped a shilling • drifted hours through the sea • moon even yanked it back up a 
little breath • time like at the end of which distance he sat brogues being taken from his feet and said Ha • have you 
no more English • is needed • my father’s that is money in • you that are hundred and I am your sword • And I have 
bit things that I attend you • a bit of pressure to find the seahorse • a bit otherwise to find her a book that is cut in half 
• micrographically reproduced • the tiny die • a number four • please send the money by the bearer to what manner
could be carried off with him down the hill looking for us right and left • screaming voice • that desert be gravelled
and I by my man come nearer strange language letters more backward ever than to have rounded off a single one never
than to have gotten the end drolling around awkward with ever more my language • dear sir i am found but swimming
• to find space is to blink your eye like an aweful pirate • you thought you were being so frightfully clever • please
no lies • sewers • hotel rats • mounting • of all Sundays nothing • sounds is the central computers • by accident •
the She-rat • From The Sayings of Tuhulme the Hight Priest • with a  hundred branches on every branch a thousand
twigs up every twig • one leaf I keep secret to itself • lamenting to the clatter of their knitting • stories of her own • his
Grandmother • a lot cheaper that way • to hear at last tout disarmament • the street as soon as I left that help • area
from neigborhood • placatol opposing now • The Umma Regent • You commanded me to reason • Tleilaxu • a gift •
ability to reason she said the author made literature • free • tear free • there () edges smeared with jam • black masses
and white • the man-made ecology stretching uninterrupted • economicus the logisticus supply • But he is the alter
ego at the service of his master • the middle is the only place they look • you know where the needle will land • fork
• mask • masquerade • mascara • one can mask any object in the outside world in fictitious image • the abomination
that only moments ago I’d been consuming brig’s weather board • sprays fell upon her deck and wetted us like rain •
And now ye came • my brig in sic a stoneyard • no semblance of virtue • to get back to the sewer a tool • I had the
God only no beard • But just in case know what lies • Woman leans now to one half of the page • two stuck together
for the reader’s illusion • Erhenrang deeply feeling its Orgota prison • who had stolen from me hands over the Ice Harth
hem in Estraven • the bridge between matter and spirit in a space where the pages are glued together for the reader’s
illusion • the number four four four four zero zero zero five three six nine plus three (space) two • six shows moment •
Every unsolved problem became myth • because at that time the plague prided himself on his intelligence • fifty cubits
cowardly the floating fatmass spit his blood into the book • the rockstar never knew so much science • his hissing
letters • the one again • the digital data baked sold Hayt because Edric tried to smooth over her moment • You must
see ye’ll take a word • to my sub-clusions • beautiful white wig • an hold fast something feminine • neither on both
• cyclic • lunar • metamorphos • i-n-g under hand’s touch • dice get pulled ship dice & bottle
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The dragging feet behind you evening 
sick as sore sod, throat hung over train, 
folding dusty flats into hillocks, the dry sun 
filtering into tinted glass, his face across 
half lit, full asleep. Some stop at a dead 
place, concrete gray metal coal mine iron 
ore place factory smoke hanging over us, 
inert, the train leaded sky, open bright like 
ours at home, dusty sky opening my eyes 
red tired blood-shot. Allergenic smokeshod 
cloud hanging over lead city caked red 
sky, like lead, hanging floating cotton steel 
wool like lead spool.

Loud steps, Atocha still sit coffee 
decauction coating baguetta bites warmth, 
who knows how old the Ham is. The smell 
of feet, walking unbrushed teeth, itchy 
yellowed armpits coffee coating waited 
drowsy stray eyes and the rising stair walls 
rising that then meet the main road

Wanderer prey smut. Milky eyes. Hazed 
wandering prying, philanderer, moneyless 
bum drifting.

Of what in crowded bathrooms late night 
scents raise queasiness, harnessed tight to 
backpack straps buckled waist high. The 
sweat embedded shoulder to groin neck 
strain. Clammy t-shirt, muggy air, soggy 
underwear. Of what the late night choking, 
the desperate cough, faster, faster, the 
glutenous phlegm.

The equanimity of tiredness the sluggish 
pulling night dragging trails of yesterday’s 
meal the drinking and laughing, 
dragging its desolate entrails, memory 
disemboweled, upended turned inside out, 
tick tock ticking the other way.

No, time hasn’t stopped, it’s turned 
itself around and everything is upside 
down, yesterday is neither yesterday nor 
tomorrow, it is today and today hangs 
suspended on its way to tomorrow stopped 
en-route customs, no illegal border 
crossings, like a valve it is, smooth one 
way, stalled the other. Exile, leave and 
don’t return, exile, neither here nor there.

. . . . . the drudgery,

the single - mindedness.

171 . Jetlag

White uniforms pointing this way, this way, 
not here. White bearded uniforms ever 
preoccupied, pacing distracted glances, 
pointing correcting, no not here that way. 
Keep walking the strain, the dragging the 
sweat entering the disinfected, air-tight 
plastic cubicle, finding myself the far left 
corner. Shuttled into the white square, I a 
corner, the distance between us expands to 
fill continents. You, diagonally across, born 
in France, brought up in Spain, married 
in France, divorced in Spain. Split in two, 
each arm another language, legs dancing 
the borders, you who also speaks English, 
smiling eyed apostate, rat’s whiskers, gray, 
debilitated.

Outside only restless feet. Where now, 
where now, the shuffling shoes, bags 
dragging their soiled soles, warbles 
scuttling their sagging extremities across 
the floor fumbling for billets even while 
stumbling through the wrong door, almost 
accidentally flopping helpless onto the 
wrong lap. Sorry, so sorry, the flustered 
apology, bewildered victims blush, a little 
push on the behind to help her up, back to 
where she left off, each to her polythene 
box, please, wont you tell me which of 
the corners will it be, North, South, East or 
West.

Atocha has stayed behind, large brick 
platforms dissolve into a smoke screen 
of Autumn, black the gold-rimmed 
wristwatch falling away with the click-
clicking of the railway metre. Now the 
sway softened thick has sunk into a dull 
hum. Our door is still open, yet the passing 
feet, then a flash of red, passing green 
gaberdines, was that, no, how could it be, 
but really, could that have been...?

Buses outside, sunny not warm turn to stop 
a certain drop calm a drowsy dead calm 
deafness a rubber-leggedness, sit down on 
a chair and coffee coating the throatness 
waiting for the overnight but it’s all still 
day.

Walking later prey smut the sidewalk 
crammed all books of them yet not one 
is more beckoning. Red eyes asking in 
an unknown language know to all only 
in the absence of others. Known to none 
but the traveler recovered, rediscovered, 
lost, simultaneously. A shameless language 
inherited from the Cossacks, the Huns 
even Alexander’s brutal bunch. Yet not the 
bravado of the masses but that of alone 
of the lonely of the self exiled. That of 
the tourist. Look but not touch, touch but 
not feel, feel but don’t see. The single-
mindedness, the irresponsibility.
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I received a letter from a friend asking if I would submit work for a new online magazine. The 
piece must be confined to two 8 ½ X 11 inch pages, and the piece should in some way deal 
with the subject of “jet lag”. I am skeptical of assignments, particularly those with constraints 
such as size and topic, so I have been very hesitant to submit anything.

Furthermore I know nothing about jet lag, because I refuse to fly due to the constant threat 
of terrorism. After some thought I decided I would create a piece for the sake of friendship 
and for the general betterment of online art magazine-dom. Just three weeks ago I decided to 
start playing the board game “risk” against myself. I decided there would be six teams: pink, 
red, green, blue, black, and yellow. I would play as all colors but my decisions for each team 
would be based on personality traits of various historical figures; the pink team would be led 
by me as Napoleon. The red team would be led by me as Lennon. The green would be led by 
me as Chairman Mao Tse Tung. The blue team would be led by me as Hitler. The black team 
would be led by me as Stone Wall Jackson under the influence of LSD. The yellow team would 
be led by me as Gandhi. Much to the frustration of Napoleon, Gandhi passed for three turns 
in a row, resulting in Lennon’s domination of the Netherlands, which lead to Chairman Mao’s 
revolt against Hitler who proved victorious over Mao, allowing Napoleon to be fully exposed 
in Northern Africa at which time his forces were massacred, but not without causing severe 
damage to Hitler’s infantry, who then was left vulnerable for a swift kill by Stone Wall Jackson 
on LSD, leaving only Gandhi and himself, Stone Wall Jackson on LSD, to compete for the total 
domination of earth; needless to say Gandhi passed his turn once again and Stone Wall Jackson 
on LSD shoved a bayonet into his chest, turned it counter clockwise and pulled upward until 
Gandhi gasped, dribbled some blood, and slumped over in lifeless slumber. Black team wins.

Just three weeks ago my friends and I decided to have a contest to see who can kill themselves 
first in the most inefficient manner. I am certain I will win, but based on past experiences I 
might just be immortal. “1981-2004 died from involuntary abstinence” I imagine printed in the 
obituary below my name. Black team wins.

Just three weeks ago a professor told me I was a walking advertisement for birth control. I wasn’t 
sure whether she was referring to me as the prospective father or the child. Either way I was glad 
to be an advertisement for something. Black team wins.

Just three weeks ago I began an experiment where I attempt to sleep over 12 hours everyday. 
Most people might wonder how I am afforded this luxury but I wonder how I could afford not 
to, for the sake of scientific progress. After the first three days I found that I spent the majority of 
my waking hours in a delusional state of food consumption and defecation. After only 8 days 
I discovered that I could do both of the aforementioned during the early stages of rapid eye 
movement. Black team wins.

Note: for the other page of this piece, please print “jet lag by hunter stabler” in 72 size font, 
bold for importance, and italicized to show how I am comparably extreme as the X-games and 
Mountain Dew.

JET LAGBYHUNTERSTABLER!!!
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Editorial

Sonia Jose, a Bangalore (India) based artist says “My photographs 
served as relics of the past to trigger the memories and re-live the 
experiences I was too overwhelmed at the actual time they happened 
to be a part of. What most aided to make sense of the experience 
however wasn’t that of being in that place or the latter reflection after 
I came back home, but the time it took between both to make sense 
of the experience. Just like how when one sends a post card; without 
the time it takes to travel, the communication would not be complete 
between sender and receiver.” Here ‘Post/Mortem’ becomes the re-
examination of past experience. A living experience is objectified 
through photography and then is reconfigured through recollection.

German born Christian Wulffen’s work, as Nikolai Forstbaur puts it, 
“proves to be a constant estimation and measurement: of his own 
action, of the possiblities of artistic utterence, of the location, of the art 
system. It soon appears that the balance of presentation and analyses 
loses impact as the presentation itself takes on an analytical character.” 
Here the process of ‘Post/Mortem’ becomes synchronous with the act 
of practice and presentation.There is a constant reconsideration present 
even within the immediacy of the photo.

Jason Yoh, a Cleveland (OH, USA) based artist also explores 
rememberance as a form of objectification. However the burning 
Cuyahoga River is a communal memory rather than a personal one. 
One that is immediately poignant as it brings up issues of industrial 
pollution and its resultant ecological crisis. A memory that is more 
easily forgotten than commemorated.

While Sreshta Premnath (Bangalore, India), in ‘Site Seeing’ attempts 
to formally deconstruct the ‘place’ of the postcard, its site constantly 
shifting one juxtaposed upon the other, Avinash Veeraraghavan 
(Bangalore, India) explores the blank, black, text-side of his card as 
both a distillation of the image and a reflective surface upon which 
every passing scene is reflected - a constant reflector of its shifting site.

H. L. Hix contributes two previously unpublished poems, both of 
which will be in his next book, Shadows of Houses, which will be 
published next year by Etruscan Press. “The Prophets” appropriates and 
manipulates a sentence from each of the biblical prophets, repeating 
them in a progression; “The Letters” does the same thing with the New 
Testament letters. Since the original authors whose words  it deforms 
are long dead, they seemed in some way suitable to the ‘Post/Mortem’ 
theme.
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THE LETTERS

Creation submits to futility.
My innocence has not acquitted me.

Creation bows before futility:
we can do nothing against the truth.
Innocence will never acquit me.
Truth has made me your enemy.

Creation embodies futility:
try to find out what would satisfy god.
Still, my innocence tries to acquit me
so no third grief can shadow the second.
Against the truth we can do nothing.
Why live as if we belonged in the world?
Truth has made you my enemy.
Those who drink drink at night, those who sleep sleep.

Creation sounds futility’s laughter.
Some laugh when they drink, some laugh in their sleep.
My innocence acquits me of nothing:
the mystery of lawlessness at work,
a truth I can do nothing against.
Some people’s sins lead, others’ sins follow.
Truth has made me your enemy.
Rekindle the divine flame within you:
try to learn what would make you a god.
All with me here send you greetings,
sure no third grief will shadow the second.
One thing more — prepare a guest room for
me to live as if I belonged in the world.
Change in the priesthood changes the law.

Those who drink drink at night, then sleep, sleep.
Even demons believe, and shudder
not at lawlessness but at mystery.
Sustain yourself with fear through your exile.
Some people’s sins lead, others’ follow.
God spared not even angels when they sinned,
so rekindle the divine flame in you.
Love neither the world nor what is in it.
All with me here send you warning
of the deceivers who riddle the world.

One more time prepare a guest room for me:
I will come and go as quickly as god.
Change in the priesthood changes the law.
Stars never ask how darkness was made.

First change the priesthood, then change the law
from hate the world to hate what is in it.
Even demons believe, and shudder
at the liars who populate the world.
Your fellows live on fear in their exile:
nourish them with fear worthy of god,
who did not spare angels when they sinned.
Light does not spare even wandering stars.

Love neither the world nor things in the world:
reject them in a way worthy of god.
Many deceivers have entered the world,
bringing darkness in which even stars hide.

Send them on in a way worthy of god,
wandering stars for whom darkness was made.
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As instucted, this postcard was dowsed in oil and burned at 11.56am on April 19, 2004, on the 
dried up banks of the Cauvery river, Karnataka, India.
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THE PROPHETS

Who sows the wind shall reap the whirlwind.
Sun shall turn to bile and moon to blood.
The great houses all shall come to an end.

Who sows the wind shall reap the whirlwind.
They have set a trap who ate your bread.
When sun turns to bile and moon to blood
mariners will cry to their gods in fear.
Houses of ivory shall be destroyed
and mountains melt like wax near fire.

Who sows the wind shall reap the whirlwind.
Guard the towers.  Watch the road.  Gird your loins.
Sun shall thicken to bile, moon to blood.
Fig trees shall wither, no fruit grow on vines,
and the greatest houses come to an end,
their acreage strangled by thistle.
Who will set a trap will eat your bread.
Strong horses with their riders shall fall,
and sailors implore the waves in fear.
Gods babble and diviners always lie.
High mountains melt like wax near fire.
I may open doors, but not to the sky.

Guard the towers, watch the road, gird your loins.
The brave riders of horses shall fall,
the fig tree wither, and drought blast the vines.
The gods babble to diviners, who lie
while earth succumbs to the thistle.
I open doors, but none to the sky.

Despite their strong horses, riders shall fall.
Gods babble and all diviners lie:
I will open no doors to the sky.

Despite their strong horses, riders shall fall. 
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M G Road Project

Opposite the Food World on the pompous M.G.Road there exists a small, stinking, defunct 
room. You would not be aware of its existence but for the stench. 

While walking on this street the smell repulsed me. I decided to clean this room, but as I 
entered, the reality of the place was utterly different – a broken room with ruined walls, the 
interior darkened with smoke by fire and cooking. I started the process of cleaning this room 
and invited people to draw on the smoked walls using things that were lying around, like sticks, 
a glass piece and so on. Through this process of interaction one experienced this space for a 
while - a space full of feelings and strange memories.

Entering the room one saw graffiti by visitors:  images of the moon, stars, a boat, confessions of 
love among other things.

This was a gesture to convert a repulsive place into a ‘space for interaction’. 

For me this became a most intense place and I celebrated it by decorating the room with serial 
lights.

This work was an attempt to sense Gandhi through one of his values – cleanliness – purely by a 
reaction to the road named after the great man.

A week after the site-specific project, the room returned to its original avatar–it stinks. Within a 
kilometer radius of MG Road this is the only place where garbage is stocked and burned.  There 
are only two women employed to clean the whole stretch of the walkway along M.G.Road, 
thanks to BMP, Bangalore.

My thanks to women who try to eradicate the stench from Bangalore everyday and to men who 
do not urinate on the walls.

–Surekha
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The Episode Series

I reprocesses familiar comedic antics from the public sphere. My Episode Series of 
performances is based on the slapstick numbers written for Lucille Ball in I love Lucy. In Episode 
114 I went to a bar and reenacted Lucy’s accidental setting her fake nose aflame while trying to 
light a cigarette. 

–Meg Duguid
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Democracy Comes To Las Vegas, New Mexico 

I’m not really very close to any metropolitan areas right now, but I thought of something Dave Hickey 
wrote about Las Vegas Nevada being the quintessential American city of our time in the way it 
epitomizes democracy, cosmopolitanism, artifice, and capitalism... I THINK I remember him saying 
something like that. Then I thought of Las Vegas, New Mexico the small western town about 100 miles 
from here which claims to be historic for some reason other than having old buildings and a need to 
justify its continued existence. I thought of the joke in Wim Wenders’ film, Paris Texas. The contradiction 
of terms, and the sort of displacement it implies that calls into question any real fixed point of reference 
left in this composite of actual and imaginary locations. 

–Jason Yoh
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Untitled

–Ezra Parzybok

News Stands

In these stands I gave away random things like plants, books, little collectibles I had 
found in the garbage.  I also put flyers in two of them offering the stands for rent. I never 
photographed the contents of the news stands.

–Helki Franzten 
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All The Gates In My Locality (an excerpt)

This is a selection from an ongoing project of mine - documenting all the gates in my locality.  I 
find the gate to be fascinating since it not only clarifies the boundary of the house, but also has 
a selective permiability, allowing only certain people in, while keeping others out.  Unlike a 
wall, it defines a comfort zone rather than a concrete boundary. 

–Sreshta Rit Premnath

Tree

I live and work in NYC. My recent paintings deal with the idea of environment; how people 
organize  what they  want to be around them in a space. I’ve been looking at lawns, particularly 
in Queens, because they’re small and funny, but also unique. 

–Benjamin Grasso
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 So I Be Written In The Book Of Love 
( Why Americans knew that what happened at Abu Ghraib was torture)

The piece itself is a combination of things, all of which I found while researching some ideas I 
was having in response to the Abu Ghraib images.  I began doing some research on why those 
images resounded with us as  viewers so immediately.  Why were we so ready to consume, 
understand and react to them?  

This line of thinking led me to searching the internet with google for images (and texts) that 
looked, to me, vaguely like the images (and words) that came out of the prison scandal.  As 
I was searching, I found that the most important images were taken by party-goers at white 
fraternity parties at universities in the Southern US.  The main image in my submission was 
taken at a “slave party” at Auburn University and I appropriated it from a thumbnail I found on 
the web.  

–Eric Gottesman
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PAOLO’S LUST

assault     today Paolo’s lust

Paolo & I are more radical than my eager & devouring Trysteaser
Camel triangle yells the soul lamp of Paolo he’ll agree he’ll argue
today Paolo occupies you, today Paolo occupies you
A tournament unforgotten come to heal Paolo
Paolo cruises Granada embargo

tournament  fugue comes Paolo
queer hazard contiguous: Kai & Paolo,
on the lam? Kai’s silence Paolo echoes
missed parables on Paolo Javier sobers Tia Carrera’s antidote
August arrival    in medias res the last of Paolo’s     Infinity
Kai & Paolo eloped today, Kai & Paolo elope today

Prim & Rose Javier’s son, lost in ceremony 
why did Paolo marry? argues my devouring Trysteaser
toddle Paolo’s hyenas, toddle Paolo’s hyenas
sic ‘em, company in essence, Paolo’s brand of justice 
avast! daddy pining,     rumor Paolo whom Kai brandishes
absurd Paolo’s toil acid doses

US Bases    pitch against Paolo’s patience 
hurricanes sway in the wind of Paolo’s avarice alas turban 
oh ponderous celebrant toddle Paolo’s verse     algorithm 
Demoted kaya ‘yun? Paliitin si Paolo as a rule?
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OF THE RIGOR IN THE SCIENCE

...in that       one   over there empire,        it skill of the 
cartography     success   such consummation that it chart of one exclusive 
province       possessed all a city, and it Map of Empire,   complete a province.
            Together with it time,            watch charts surfeit no satisfaction 
and the college of cartographers      erected one Map of Empire, that kept 
it so ample of the Empire, that it concurred punctually with it.

Less accustomed to the 
scrutiny of the cartography the generations catenating to 
have  discerned          that dilated Map age futile     and not without 
profanity the delivery to the inclemency of the sun      and the ice.

In the desert   of the Western Lasting  torn to fragments 
Ruins of Map    inhabited by beasts and by beggars;    in all the 
Empire     none       there is another trace   of the Discipline  Geography
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Does technology help us to communicate better?
Are we close or far?
Are we running out of oil? What’s the state of the environment?
Are we close or far?
How is your candidate doing in the race to the election?
Are we close or far?
How well do we really know each other?
Are we close or far?
Readers are invited to print, cut out, and create a bumper sticker.
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Editorial

The Other, is that ambiguous entity, which exists as a conceptual field 
only in order to reinforce the ego.  It is the vacuum that sucks up the 
detritus of knowledge–conflating those disconnected fragments of 
meaning and information that defy acceptable explanation, so that the 
mere act of their conflation/circumscription reconstitutes the I.  

The I invokes the other, the other constructs the I.  It is an imaginary 
relationship of absence and presence; the primary division that 
constructs language. Presence <> Absence, Object <> Representation.  
The I is constructed through exclusion.  The I is all that is not the other.  
The other is all that the I is not, that the I cannot be.

The other is what the I is but cannot be.  Desire, is this vacillating 
relationship of simultaneous dependence and inconsonance. Desire 
depends on incompatibility.
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PRAYER TO SAN FRANCISCO DE ASÍS

the brothel girl in the mirror coos back at me.
she reminds me not to curse her ill fate, for
in the mirror, nimbus brilliance. outside her 

door, his sandpaper hands down his pants. 
why his grunts still startle us, after all this time: 
quiet, a phantom limb, its itching quite unbearable. 

even now, amputation’s romance. she lays
to rest our missing pieces, tucks them in,
and whispers a prayer. on the ninth day,

novena. on the fortieth day, rosary, offered
to the patron saint against solitary death. 
with such elegance, these forlorn gestures.

the door, pulled from its hinges.
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In 1872, publicist George A. Crofutt commisioned 
Brooklyn artist John Gast to paint American 
Progress, symbolizing the American seizure of the 
West.  

The painting shows a female floating westward 
with the Star of Empire on her forehead.  In her 
right hand, she holds a schoolbook while with 
her left she strings telegraph wires across the 
continent.

Behind her, natives and wildlife yield to the 
onslaught of miners, farmers, settlers, stagecoaches 
and the railroad.

-from Ron Tyler’s Prints of the West
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WHY CHOOSE PILIPINAS?

the answer is simple, dear ally. the pilipinas are the finest group of islands in the world, its 
strategic position unexcelled by that of any other global positioning. they afford means of 
protecting american interests which, with the very least output of physical power, has the effect 
of commanding position for hostile action.  

he who promises to return, repeatedly returns. ankle-deep in his reflection pool, his bronze 
statue smokes a good bronze corncob pipe. 

his commander-in-chief self-names doctrine: headquarter force containment of communism.           
the pilipinas play key logistical roles supporting service fulcrums of american indochina 
penetration. fleets and stations deploy venereal disease; deflowered local catholics satiate 
battalions, all vietnam bound. in short, the pilipinas are custom tailored to fit your diverse needs

WHY CHOOSE PILIPINAS, REMIX

the answer is simple, my friend. pilipinas are noteworthy for their beauty, grace, charm. they 
are especially noted for their loyalty. their nature is sun sweetened. their smiles downcast, 
coy. pilipinas possess intrinsic beauty men find delightful and irresistible. pilipinas are family-
oriented by essence, resourceful, devoted. what’s more, english is the true official language of 
the pilipinas, so communication is uncomplicated. and even though some  believe in the old 
ways, the majority of the pilipinas are christian, so you are assured they believe in the one true 
god you do. foreign, but not too foreign, they assimilate quickly and they do not make a fuss. in 
short, the pilipinas are custom tailored to fit your diverse needs.

now will that be cash or charge?
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STOLEN GLASSES PERFORMANCE

These glasses were taken from a Lions Club 
donation box; wore and returned. As tried on 
each pair I began to realize the importance 
of each pair to the people that had previously 
owned them. This thinking made me realize 
the owners could be deseased,which made me 
wonder how the glasses got into the donation 
box. Before taking the glasses I had intended 
on returning them but found the desire that 
much more relevant as my mind began to 
ponder the origins and function or each pair. 
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Ā’ZHƏFĪL’

n.

1. A non-Asian male who prefers Asian women. This preference is based upon media 
stereotypes of Asian women, whom he believes are more gratifying sexual partners.

2. A white western male with a pathological, sexual obsession with Asians and their cultures.

3. A non-Asian person, most often a white male, with yellow fever*.

4. A white male with a sexual interest in Asian cultures and Asian women.

5. A non-Asian male who browses Asian porn sites and has a secret Asian porn collection. He 
frequents bible studies, Asian oriented message boards. In colleges, he is found in Asian Studies 
courses, learning an Asian language.

He believes Asians are “beautiful,” “polite,” and “agreeable.” Despite this admiration, he 
addresses them in patronizing, condescending tones that he does not speak to Caucasians.

The more advanced of his kind travels to Asia, historically for purposes 

of war, and in contemporary settings, “to teach English,” “to complete 

a doctoral thesis,” “to collect art(ifacts).” There, he patronizes brothels and massage parlors. 
There, he purchases his Asian wife, spawns biracial children, and soon divorces, before the 
bruises disappear, after the restraining orders.

*Yellow Fever is also called Black Vomit or sometimes the American Plague.
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Editorial

Maybe three years ago Christian Wullffen gave a lecture at the 
Cleveland Institute of Art. It might have been his first lecture in English 
having only recently arrived from Germany. We sat at the edge of our 
seats trying to understand him, especially because his speech though 
strained and at times incongruous seemed to emerge from specific and 
clear intentions. He had cut facing pages of a newspaper into strips 
and wove them together, so that one simultaneously saw both pages, 
unable to read either.

I doubt I would have put as much effort as I did that morning trying to 
understand Christian if his attempt to communicate hadn’t seemed so 
pointed and urgent.

When I speak in English, meaning rarely comes before articulation. 
I think and speak simultaneously. But for Christian that morning 
meaning came first and through translation it was converted into 
a spoken language. Performed before an audience this process of 
translation generated a tangible sense of exhaustion at the end of the 
lecture. A process ordinarily transparent began to reveal its material 
transactions. Language stuttered.

Like the newspaper, shredded and interleaved, one had encountered 
the surface of a language - observing it, reacting to it and interpreting 
it. Encountering a surface once familiar, now dislocated and somewhat 
alien, yet recognizable and tangible.
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Hers was a plough, small in her hand wrapped, wrapped in a leaf. 
To heal the small punch thru her palm, her lens once removed. 
Once the reaper had peered thru, gave her three small grasses to 
grow and apply to the peephole, thru which she sought. And in 
taking these grasses to her field, she clawed three small ditches 
big enough to fist, and to name them. Called the ditches her 
vessels and the grasses, hairs. The fibers that grew down were 
called answering machines and the sun that, in beats, kept her 
striding. In tracing the patches, her finest finger: made with a 
keratin plate, two hinges and the most undetectable hairs of hers.

6 . Surface Tension
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From the ground up, she comes into focus stomping while 
staying still. Her stern turn under hot lights rattles the gravel. 
From the outermost tip of her shadow a figure is squirming and 
shouting. From the movement of the lips she tells the figure 
shouts whose magenta spreads wide, undeterred. Magenta 
writhes in a tube-shaped sheath tunneling toward her, an 
invisible hand holding in the words. Each word behaves as a 
pin pushed in. The magnetic spelling of so many pins, a pile of 
them from within her skin, so many pleas heard while the pins 
held her still.
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YOUR LOVER
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Coming into the turn from a traverse, her hips swerve 
to break, billows. Down the hill from her a shadow is 
twisting in its wanton hidden cave. She called for it to 
name her while she waited bell-up, she received. She 
is Johnny Appleseed; she’s Peter Pumpkineater; she’s 
painted three years after her time and stuffed under the 
painter’s bed for the duration; she’s called a bleeding 
arrow; Radial the Restless; Anvil the Ancient.
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THE TRUTH

If your back hurts, you should try yoga
If your brain hurts, try drugs
If your love life hurts, try hurting yourself
Wait, I mean, therapy could help
If you hurt the one you love, you will feel like hurting yourself
Root beer is non-alcoholic and is therefore non-addictive
Kleenex is a brand name
Clearasil can make a pimple dry up, but not in time
Not all men are as dark as the man who degraded you
Pigeons are not ugly until you see many of them at once
Same for grasshoppers
If you pick your thumbs enough, you can get carpal tunnel syndrome
If you are a person of Asian descent serving bagels and lox to ignorant white people, they   
  might think you are serving them sushi
Rabbits do not eat their poo, though they do eat something from their assholes
Writing can help one to grow emotionally
People will love you even if you are ugly
Both animals and people are nicer when you serve them food
If you can’t stop shaking, that means something is wrong with you
Fear breeds harm
Comic books are a confusing hybrid of picture books and novels
Swiss Army knives are useful in everyday life, e.g. opening a can of refried beans or 
  replacing batteries in toys
Earwax can build up on both the inside and outside of the ear
A cat in a hat is worth two in a top hat
Rabbits don’t sweat, so they easily overheat
Toes are ugly only if the person connected to them is
CA Redemption Value does not mean recycling pays
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Nice people are
different from good
people they hold 
doors for you
ask you how
you are feeling
carry tissue and
have preoccupations with
germs and handles 
of doors.

 Nette 
Leute sind nett, 
warten auf einander, 
fragen sich Wie 
füllst du dich
heute, tragen Tücher
um so Gesund 
zu bleiben oder 
geschützt zu werden, 
wollen lieber nicht

Türklinken anfassen, sind 
gut erzogen worden 
auch wenn sie 
nicht lieb sind.

NICE, (THIRD TRANSLATIONS)
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Nice people are 
nice, wait for 
each other, ask
How do you 
feel today, carry 
cloths for health 
or protection, would 
prefer not to 
touch where many

hands have touched.
They have been 
raised well, even 
the least kind 
ones.

 
 Auch wenn 
nette Leute gar 
nicht lieb sind 
sind sie immer

noch nett.  Sie 
tragen was sie 
brauchen um in 
die Welt umgehen 
zu können und 
wenn du dich 
nicht wohl füllst 
dann fragen sie 
dich Wie geht’s 
dir eigentlich?

 Even 
nice people who 
don’t know how 
to be kind 
are still at
least nice.  They 
carry what they’ll 
need, and if 
you don’t feel 
well, they’ll ask

How are you 
feeling today?

 Wenigstens 
sind nette Leute 
nett, oder?  Sie 
sind wenigstens selbständig 
und wenn du 
dich unwohl füllst 
vielleicht merken sie 
sowas und fragen 
dir.

 At least 
nice people are 
nice.  They’re at 
least self-contained and 
sometimes they do
notice if you’re 
not feeling well.
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YOUR STALKER

A suspension of one liquid in another, for example, oil in water or 
fat in milk. Hers was a process of entering thru a hole in her hand 
by first sticking the most minor finger thru the fissure, followed 
by her opposite hand, the arm of it, holding her breath to shrink 
slightly, hinging at the waist to lift a leg thru. Before entering, she 
must wrap her head and shave her fores. She butters them to slip 
into the minimum entrance, becoming out of breath. At second 
listen, she is crying, not staggering, singing “tremble, tremble, 
tremble.”
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To keep her plough plated in silver not exposed to light, she 
kept it in a round leaf and sealed the edges with sap. To keep 
the plough from entering her palm and making a palm-hole, she 
bound its tiny toothed wheels with strands. Running along the 
fault line, she delivered both her solvent and her dusk. To enter 
a tent at dusk, delineate by dusk the static machinery, to capture 
its whir as a freeze-frame in her freezer. The dimmest deterrent 
makes the rashest roses fraught.
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YOUR SPIRITUAL GUIDE
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Plain and patient, she retrieves a smooth one from the sands and finds it 
just the size. When the stone is rolled away, her beaten robes lay wasted at 
the gilt, and in wearing them, she wastes. What is left, in turn, is beautiful 
as carved bone and able to fit as a wedge into the hinge of her unmaking. 
Round her neck she wears a cursive tail wound tightly so that when she 
dances, it pulls. Whose gyratory blade keeps on splitting her while she 
hops, she is o’er the ditch she dug, she is chopped, from the bottom up. 
Her lengthening pond, a whistle unscrolling, is a weight fit for tying, if only 
interred.

1316 . Surface Tension
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Editorial

To put things simply:

Science, maybe, as a means, methodology or discipline using which, 
one attempts to explain the essence of natural phenomena. Natural 
phenomena as those materials, occurrences and interactions that 
we experience through our senses.  The scientist, as one who is able 
to construct the most rationally plausible, elegant, experimentally 
verifiable, explanation of these phenomena.

Séance, meaning, a meeting, a session, a sitting. A meeting convened 
to receive messeges through a “medium” who senses phenomena 
that ordinary people cannot perceive. Who is able to translate these 
phenomena into material presence through extension.

Both pursuits having a preinscribed belief in a notion called “truth” 
and through extension an obsession with “falsity”.

This issue of Shifter, then, will attempt to once again address the 
question of projecting form onto the formless. Artists as alchemists, 
scientists as mediums.  The tenuous boundaries that circumscribe the 
notions of fact, myth and falsity.

These are urgent questions to address in a world where we are 
intensely aware of the maleability of information and thus meaning. 
Today media becomes medium, bringing us distant truths; constructing 
places, peoples and events that would otherwise be imperceptable 
to us. Search engines become our ouija boards as we sift through 
information, constructing our own narratives of reality that begin to 
form the basis of our knowledge.
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 “Eusapia, with her bent index finger, strikes a few blows on the wood of the table. Like 
a distant echo comes a knocking in response. The experiment is renewed by several of those 
who form part of the chain. After that, at the request of the medium, I cut off the electricity. The 
room is plunged into a reddish twilight favorable to supernatural visitations. The table is again 
moving. It taps with one of its legs on the floor. One, two, three, four, five. ‘That means that 
there is still too much light, someone explains.’ ‘No, it is merely to attract attention,’ murmurs a 
lady sitting near me.

 “John is coming,” Says another person present.

 “John” is the unknown who is Eusapia’s familiar spirit.1 

1 “In Seance With Eusapia Paladino”, New York Times, April 19, 1908 (continues on pgs.    
 23,33,48,55, 62
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In the past six months five dogs have fallen to their death off a bridge in Dumbarton, Scotland. 
This fact does not seem to be disputed. What is controversial is whether or not the dogs fell 
because they committed suicide. In the most recent case a woman claims that she was out 
walking her dog when it suddenly ran away from her “vaulted over the parapet and plunged 
40ft to its death.”

Some animal behaviorists are dismissing the notion that suicide was the cause of the dogs’ 
deaths, arguing that dogs never commit suicide. 

Personally, I’m not sure what to think. I did once hear about a dog who was so despondent after 
its master died that it walked out to a train track and lay there until a train ran it over. However, 
I’ll concede that this story may be an urban legend because I can’t remember where I heard 
it. And I doubt that five dogs in a row would commit suicide in the same place. However, this 
bridge in Dumbarton does have a spooky history. In 1994 a man threw his two-week-old son off 
it, believing that the child was the Antichrist. So believers in the supernatural are having a field 
day with this case.

Posted: Mon Mar 07, 2005 | Total Comments: 69 Category: Animals, Death1 

1 The Museum of Hoaxes, http://www.museumofhoaxes.com/hoax/weblog/permalink/do_dogs_commit_  
 suicide (continues on pgs. 5,13,14,42,43)
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THE DEATH EXPERTS

Acephale was intended to be a kind of detonator to set off an explosion (a human sacrifice) 
that would destroy both French society and world society.

–Gary Sauer-Thompson, sauer-thompson.com

Being more of a Fox Network/Spike TV kind of guy, Zarqawi skips the talk show wrapper 
and sticks with his classic reality TV formula -- confession followed by execution.  

–Billmon, billmon.org, “The Abu Zarqawi Hour”

Rumsfeld:  As we know, there are known knowns; there are things we know we know. We 
also know there are known unknowns; that is to say we know there are some things we do 
not know. But there are also unknown unknowns -- the ones we don’t know we don’t know. 

(...)

Press: Excuse me. But is this an unknown unknown?

Rumsfeld: I’m not -- 

Press:  Because you said several unknowns, and I’m just wondering if this is an unknown 
unknown.

Rumsfeld: I’m not going to say which it is. 

–DOD news briefing, Donald Rumsfeld, Secretary of Defense

We open on the set of Talktalk

Show host:  Larry Talktalk

Guests:

Georges Bataille

Joseph Campbell

Nick Berg’s friends

Voice of Nick Berg

Voice of Al Qaeda operative Abu Musab El Zarqawi

Art Bishop of torturedeathpix.com

Videoman of torturedeathpix.com

Audience members 

A large stage. Larry Talktalk is sitting in a green arm chair 
facing Georges Bataille and Joseph Campbell, who share a 
matching green loveseat. Larry Talktalk addresses the studio 
audience. 

Larry Talktalk:  Hello and welcome to TalkTalk.  I’m your 
host Larry Talktalk and tonight we’ll be discussing the case 
of Nick Berg, a 26 year old contractor beheaded by Al 
Qaeda operatives last month in Iraq.  A video of his killing 
is available on the web.  It’s been viewed by millions.  
We’ll watch a clip of that a little later on.  I have some 
very special guests with me tonight. My dear old friend 
Joseph Campbell is here, he’s just put out a fantastic book 
on myths of Iraq. Also with us Georges Bataille the founder 
of Acephale, a society dedicated entirely to decapitation. 
We’ll also be hearing from Nick Berg’s friends as well as 
key players on the world wide web, perhaps they can tell 
us a little bit more on what might have been going through 
Nick’s head at the time of his capture and execution--pay 
tribute to this amazing young man.  But first let’s start with 

the experts.  Georges, talk to us about decapitation.   Where does this urge to decapitate come 
from? 

Georges Bataille:  Well Larry, It is more plan than urge.  It’s a form of public sacrifice.  Ritual 
murder is like a very bloody theater.  The body to be sacrificed receives the impurities of the 
audience.  When the body is destroyed the impurities are released and the audience is then 
cleansed.

Joseph Campbell:  Human sacrifice was abandoned a thousand years ago.

Georges Bataille:  But decapitation remains alive!  We want very much to remove the head.  
The head is rational.  Rational thought will not save the world from catastrophe.  Acephale 
society took the emblem of the sorcerer’s apprentice.  The head of the human, and also of 
the state and ideological groups, seizes power and becomes like a large cork, holding in the 
irrational stink of the body.  But the stink is always trying to escape through the holes and 
orifices.  The sorcerer’s apprentice chops off the head and releases this stink.   

Larry Talktalk:  Yes… thanks for that Georges… It sounds like you’re drawing on some very 
ancient sources.  Joe, what can you tell us about Iraqi myths that we don’t already know?

Joseph Campbell:  Not much Larry, in fact their mythology is surprisingly similar to ours.   

Larry Talktalk:  I’d just like to mention for those viewers at home who may not be aware, that 
the original site of the Garden of Eden is situated in modern Iraq. Let’s take a look at our map--  
(Camera pans to a map of Iraq with the label “Eden”)

Clapping

Joseph Campbell:  --However I do have to disagree briefly with Mr. Bataille.  He seems to 
be implying that the murder of Nick Berg was some type of social ritual.  I find this deeply 
troubling.  On many levels.  First of all, in regards to decapitation Arabs have very little in 
common with Westerners..  The French in particular have a different relationship to beheadings 
due to the history of the guillotine.  Frenchmen can sometimes become quite partisan in their 
affection for this method.  

Georges Bataille:  Excuse me--
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Larry Talktalk:  Just a minute Georges.

Joseph Campbell:  The head in the West has always been a symbol for singularity, for the self, 
the power and matchlessness of the sovereign individual.  Intellect!  Will!  Everything these 
terrorists do is an attack on our culture; they calculate the meaning very carefully, let me assure 
you.  It is the head of an American--a man of the middle class, an entrepreneur whose society 
celebrated his individualism, celebrated his freedom to travel and choose his own destiny--that 
is being removed here Mr.  Bataille!   A free head, a democratic head--

Clapping

Georges Bataille:  -- Whether the head is a symbol of power or individualism does not negate 
the public desire to see the head cut off!  They all watched the video.  The public needs a 
scapegoat.   Why does it suddenly happen now?  Perhaps they are becoming hungry for more 
extreme rituals.

Joseph Campbell:  The scapegoat is individualism!  Through Nick Berg’s head we can see our 
own heads, the fragility of modern selfhood.

Larry Talktalk:  Yes, perhaps Nick Berg was a scapegoat, but no one would have called him a 
weakling.  He was a loyal son, a buddy, and a true adventurer.  When we get back, we’ll get to 
hear from some of Nick’s friends and take a look at the infamous beheading video, plus special 
guests… stay tuned. 

A longer couch has been brought out to the right of Larry Talktalk  forming a semi-circle with his 
armchair and the Joseph Campbell- George Bataille loveseat. Sitting on the couch are Brian, in 
a button down shirt and pleated khakis, Judy in a tight black dress and ponytail, and David in 
jeans and a t-shirt.

Larry Talktalk: Welcome back to Talktalk.  This is Larry T. and I’m here in the studio with George 
Bataille, Joe Campbell, and a gaggle of Nick Berg friends and supporters.  We’re talking about 
the execution of Nick Berg in Iraq and what a heated discussion.

Audience claps and hoots

Larry Talktalk: But now we’re going to turn from analysis to a different side of death.  The human 
one.  So let’s talk about Nick Berg, the individual.  Sitting across from me here are Brian, David 
and Judy, friends of Nicks from both high school and college.  I’ve also been told that Nick 
Berg’s father is in the audience.  Let’s start with you Brian,  when did you first meet Nick?

Brian: Nick and I met during his freshman year at Cornell.  We shared a dorm room  He was 
always walking around with his shirt off, usually with a big stick in his hands, and loved to just 
live in the raw.

Judy: Nick was like the coolest guy ever. He could build a computer out of cardboard and tin 
foil, and that’s NOT an exaggeration.   

David: One summer we were in this science program together.  Nick had an entire department 
of his own that he basically invented called Bergology. It was this weird combination of 
computer engineering, electronics and craftsmanship.

Larry Talktalk: Sounds like an incredibly talented guy.  

David:  One time at band camp, one of the girls in my cabin accidentally dropped her contact 
down the sink.  She hadn’t brought any extra with her so she was in big trouble.  Nick came 
over with his toolbox and took the entire sink apart, including the piping, until he found the 

contact.  The whole thing took him five minutes.

Larry Talktalk: Wow.  Amazing.  Tell me guys, were any of 
you in touch with Nick during his stay in Iraq?

David: He came home in January for domestic business.

Judy: Uhm no.  

Larry Talktalk: Alright.  Let’s turn to our audience.  I know 
there are lots of friends and family here today who would 
love to share their stories and thoughts.

Larry Talktalk rises and is walking through the audience, 
handing audience members the microphone as they raise 
their hands.  

Audience Man 1: Hi, I’m Nick’s dad.  He was supposed to be 
on a Jordanian airline flight to JFK, but he wasn’t there when we came to pick him up from the 
airport.  The next day we got a visit from the FBI.  I confirmed that my son was in Iraq.

Clapping

Audience Man 2: We are still in hot pursuit of Mr. Zarqawi.

Clapping

Audience Man 3: This shows the true nature of the enemies of freedom. They have no regard for 
the lives of innocent men, women and children. We will pursue those who are responsible and 
bring them to justice.

Loud clapping

Audience Woman 1: I met Nick Berg once, at this Jewish wedding of our friends.  I was  just 
standing there when this muscular man emerged from somewhere in the center the Horah 
dance circle.   He had come in search of some water, but when he saw me he stopped and 
asked if I wanted to join the dance.    I was really nervous, but he insisted and I spent  most of 
the night on his shoulder.  Nick made it possible for me to fulfill the mitzvah of entertaining the 
Chatan and Kallah.

Clapping

Audience Woman 2: Hi this is for Mr. Bataille.  I am wondering if you could talk about how 
Nick’s incident relates to Foucault’s concept of public punishment?  Is an internet execution 
by definition public?  If so how does it differ from a live execution in terms of the ritualistic 
features; do you still get the same psychic release when you watch the execution on your PC as 
like if you were sitting in a stadium watching it live?

George Bataille:  Do you enjoy masturbating with your computer?

Gasps

George Bataille:  You think it is the same as sex with a live body?

Audience Woman 2:  No...

George Bataille:  But what if you knew that this whole audience as well as your father and your 
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There are all sorts of possible explanations for the dogs’ behavior, many totally rational and 
prosaic. I wonder if perhaps the dog suicides are being caused by some kind of subsonic or 
supersonic phenomenon that’s centered on the bridge; that scrambles their little brains (humans 
couldn’t hear it... outside of the human range). It could be sounds that are filtering up from 
underground, due to some kind of weird seismic activity.

I’ve heard a story of a bull that would go nuts and act very aggressively because a nearby 
satellite dish was making supersonic noises that were driving him up the wall, could be 
something similar.

Posted by Barghest  on  Mon Mar 07, 2005  at  10:17 PM

Both articles mention 5 dogs leaping to their deaths but actually only chronicle witnessing one 
incident. There are no pictures. Is it possible that there is some unusual arrangement of the 
terrain that, from a dogs point of view, it appears that there is solid ground on the other side of 
the parapet? I’m only speculating that maybe the drop is not apparent to the dog until it is too 
late. Perhaps there is some strange acoustic anomoly that makes it sound like there is something 
on the other side of the parapet that aroused the dog’s curiosity. Perhaps it’s silly to speculate 
about the cause of 5 apparent dog suicides before someone has confirmed the circumstances of 
all 5 incidents if there were indeed 5 incidents.

It wouldn’t be the first time that something that has happened “more than once” gets reported as 
having happened 5 or a dozen or pick-a-number times and everyone gets wrapped up in trying 
to associate a cause with a phenomenon which itself has never been confirmed.

Posted by Blondin  on  Tue Mar 08, 2005  at  07:42 AM

Blondin, the paper (Scottish Daily Star, shamefully) ran a photo of the owner of the latest dog 
standing on the bridge looking mournful.

It’s difficult to tell what the view of the terrain is like from the bridge, as they shot it from below, 
but it didn’t look to me like there could be much of a possibility of the terrain being confusing.

Gosh, that was vague, wasn’t it?

I’m trying to find the picture, though.

Posted by Boo  in  The Land of the Haggii...  on  Tue Mar 08, 2005  at  08:10 AM 
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INTERVIEW WITH PAULA HAYES 

Q. When did you become interested in the occult and magic?

Paula Hayes:  I grew up in a very very very rural place, an agricultural farm and sometimes a 
livestock farm. I was alone in the woods and fields most of the time and became friends with the 
natural world around me. And to the farm animals too (that’s why I am a vegetarian!) I became 
aware of magic when I was a  little girl.

Q. Could you talk about the scientific as well as the magical aspects of your work.

PH:  The horticultural aspect of what I do is an old science and an old craft. I think that 
science and craft is another distinction to make. Much of science requires the skill or craft of 
observation, recording, deduction and proof. Craft has other connotations as well; craft can also 
mean deception or skill in evasion, craftiness. The history of science is filled with distrust of the 
scientist as he or she ‘discovers’ something new about the natural world. Usually this ‘discovery’ 
requires a massive shift in perception of something we have already accepted as the truth which 
now will become false. The magical shift from truth to false to truth again is perceived first with 
suspicion and mistrust. The shaman, the alchemist, the witch, the scientist, the artist all have to 
weather the lag in perception that will follow as he or she is presenting new works to the world.

I have been practicing it for over two decades. I have found that such a big  part of horticultural 
science is noticing small things about change and growth in order to facilitate the craft of 
relating to the growth needs of plants and encouraging them. A great example of scientific 
craft in observation of plants is Goethe’s work and essay on the “The Metamorphosis  of 
Plants.” Goethe observed that plants grow both forward and backward, as he stipulated that all 
plant formation stems from a modification of the leaf as the plant returns back into itself and 
transforms into other structures necessary for its development. (Rudolf Steiner further elaborated 
on this by suggesting that this forward and backward growth is caused by or related to similar  
movements in the planet’s orbits).  Artistry integrates all senses, both scientific and craft-ific in to 
the presentation of freely formed ideas.

Q. Are there aspects of your daily life that reflect these needs?

PH: Taking care of my physical body! A time consuming activity that stems from belief, desire, 
and the will to live. My body is how I belong to the physical realm of nature. I don’t at all feel 
separate from nature, nor is anything I create.

Q. Do these intuitive/transformative practices play in important role in your relationship with 
plants?

PH:  I get into important relationships with plants in order to work with them. Well, so does 
everyone! We are completely dependent on plants for our survival on earth! It is more about 
a respectful relationship than a controlling relationship. Unless they are controlling me and I 
don’t know it! I feel that I am nurturing plants and in turn they are showing me things about the 
universe, not only in my head but physically, in my complete body.

Q. ...in your relationships with people?

PH:  I do concentrate my energies (magically) this can’t help but have an impact on my 
relationships with people.

Q. Do you feel there are boundaries  that separate the more “scientific” aspects of your practice 
from those aspects that may be harder to define in scientific terms..  the occult...

PH:  No, not at all. It all seems inter-related.
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“The curtain waves forward into the room. A young woman sitting near it utters a slight cry. A 
hand concealed by the cloth has seized her by the arm. The curtain slips along violently on the 
rings and envelops the medium. The chair behind the curtain is raised by some sort of process, 
passes through the opening, brushes over Eusapia, and rests on the table. It is almost absolutely 
dark, and Eusapia, buried in the dark and shadowy folds, is no longer visible.

“The medium groans again and twists on her chair. Her hair seems to rise on end. The table 
gives signs of movement. It shivers, creaks, and then rises into the air. “Control,” says Eusapia. 
‘Nous controlons’ we respond together, which signifies that our hands are holding hers and that 
our knees are touching hers. The table continues to rise. The two legs which are furthest off from 
Eusapia leave the ground, fall back again, rise another time, and again fall back. At the same 
time the curtain swells out slightly. The table rises again. This time all four legs leave the ground 
and fall back to the floor with a noise. Eusapia’s hands rest lightly on the table which she seems 
to draw toward her. Then Eusapia withdraws her hands from the table altogether so that she is 
no longer touching it except with the folds of her dress, and the table raises itself following the 
movement indicated by the hands. These experiments suggest the movement of iron following a 
magnet. This continues for ten seconds.“

‘Control,’ says the medium. ‘Nous controlons,’ respond her neighbors with, it seems to me, a 
little less assurance.
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friends had masturbated and orgasmed last night to the same pornographic image that you were 
masturbating and orgasming to?

Silence is quickly broken by Larry Talktalk

Larry Talktalk:  --I think Georges is getting a little off topic (Winks.  Audience laughter).  I have 
time for one more comment before our next segment.  Any other questions for our guests?  Oh I 
think I see Nick’s dad’s hand up once.  We usually don’t do repeats but what do you think guys, 
this is a special case right?

Clapping, cheering

Nick’s Father:  I knew he had been decapitated.  It’s better than a long and torturous death.  But 
I didn’t want it to become public.  I can’t fall asleep at night with all the cameras snapping.

Larry Talktalk:  Well I can relate to that.

Laughter

Larry Talktalk: Alright.  What an uplifting evening.  For our last segment we’ll be bringing out 
surprise guests, two very brave and enterprising young men, co-founders of torturedeathpix.
com, a website they have dedicated to the memory of Nick Berg, which provides universal 
access to images of decapitation and torture from Iraq.  So without further ado, I’d like to 
introduce  bloggers ArtBishop and Videoman to the stage.

Clapping.  ArtBishop and Videoman enter from backstage, replacing Nick Berg’s friends on the 
long green couch.

Larry Talktalk: Hello.  Tell me boys, how old are you?

Videoman (pointing to self):  Eighteen, (pointing to Art Bishop) Seventeen.

Larry Talktalk: Wow.  What gave you the idea to launch this project?

Art Bishop: We were retrieving the Abu Ghraib pix and posting them to our blog and this Berg 
thing happened, so it was like a natural segue.  It just like exploded. Everyone started messaging 
and grabbing our photos, so we decided why not charge a buck for just the rarest ones, like the 
hardcore torture stuff?  My dad helped us get our finances organized.  We’ve recently expanded 
our website to include torture in other countries. 

Larry Talktalk: Well I hope you boys are aware of the ethical issues that could be raised around 
your business.

ArtBishop: Oh totally, see the thing is our concerns are completely humanitarian.  We believe 
our generation, like, needs to see these pictures.  I know this sounds weird, but it heals them.  
Friends of ours who have seen Abu Ghraib have all told us that they would be much less likely 
to pull a Columbine since the photos.  

Larry Talktalk: Responsibility was important when I was young.  Is it possible these images are 
causing a resurgence of responsibility in your generation?

ArtBishop: Totally, I mean that’s really funny that you said that actually cus I was looking in the 
dictionary the other day, randomly, and the root of responsibility is ‘response’,  which totally 
makes sense, because when people see our images they can’t not respond, even if its just like 
coughing or something.  But like I’ve been listening to the whole show and I just want to say 
that in that first part where the two old guys were going at it, that was so awesome, I mean 
you were both right.  Like, in one way, Nick’s head is about right now, how the terrorist hate 

us because we’re greedy capitalist stealing their oil and invading their country.  But then I was 
thinking, the head is also about humanity throughout everything, we’re always having wars 
because our heads are all fucked up.  

Larry Talktalk: Well thank you ArtBishop.  I’m glad to know you were listening.  I’m sure these 
guys appreciate it as well.

Videoman: Dude can we start?

Larry Talktalk: Folks, we have a very exciting treat tonight.  You are about to take part in the 
premier narration of the Nick Berg video, presented to us by Videoman, whose done an in-
depth study of the footage.  Videoman is itching to get started.  For the audience at home, 
please, the footage you’re about to view is extremely disturbing.  Not for the faint of heart.  Do 
not expose these images to children.  If you are a child watching this show:  get up and turn 
your TV off now.  Folks, we will be listening to the audio portion of the video prior to viewing 
the actual footage, so that the sound will not interfere with Videoman’s narration.

Opening music

Voice of Nick Berg:  My name is Nick Berg, my father’s name is Michael, my mother’s name is 
Suzanne. I have a brother and sister, David and Sara. I live in Philadelphia.

Voice of El Zarqawi (light middle eastern accent):  For the mothers and wives of American 
soldiers, we tell you that we offered the U.S. administration to exchange this hostage for some 
of the detainees in Abu Ghraib, and they refused. Coffins will be arriving to you one after the 
other, slaughtered just like this. How can free Muslims sleep soundly as they see photographs of 
shame in Abu Ghraib prison?

Larry Talktalk (listening to headset):  Excuse me, I am being informed that this is not the actual 
voice of El Zarqawi.  The original statement was given in Arabic.  This is a translation of the 
original voice.  

Audio resumes

Voice of El Zarqawi (heavy middle eastern accent):  And the shameful pictures and the news 
of the evil humiliation of the Islam people men and women in Ghareb ‘s father’s prison then 
were the jealousy and were the zeal and were the anger about Allah’s religion and were the 
jealousy for the Muslims sanctities and were the revenge for the honors of Muslims in the cross’s 
prisons--

Audio cuts out into fuzz, then resumes 

Voice of El Zarqawi (American accent):  The tide has turned, and like the battle of Badr, where 
Muslims were outnumbered, Allah has given them victory.  As for you O dog of the Romans 
Bush, then have tidings of what will displease you, and await with the assistance of Allah for 
hard days, and you will regret – you, and your soldiers – the day you set foot on the soil of Iraq.

A large screen descends from the ceiling stage right.  Lights dim over the audience.  A still shot 
of Nick Berg sitting in a chair in an orange jumpsuit appears on the screen.  Videoman stands to 
the left of the screen, holding a remote control and a microphone. 

Videoman:  This is the first shot--A, video time 13:26:24 to 13:26:27.  Nick is sitting in a chair 
giving his statement.  What you just heard in the audio.  

Videoman clicks the remote.  Next image appears.  Nick Berg sits.

Videoman:  Shot B video time 02:18:33 to 02:18:43, Nick in the chair again, giving his 
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statement. However, this is not a second angle.  Nick has obviously moved between these two 
shots as you can see by the patterns of folds and clothing position.  You can tell a careful edit 
was made, and we don’t know how long apart these two shots were taken.  It also shows that 
the editor has basic editing skills.  Why did they shoot this scene twice?  And why go to such 
lengths to make it look like it was shot at the same time?  

Videoman clicks remote again.  The next image appears.  Five hooded men stand in a row, Nick 
sits in front of them.

Videoman:  This is Shot C, video time 02:40:33 to 02:44:37.  Nick looks pretty tense.  You can 
see he’s shrugging a lot like he’s aware of an impending issue regarding his neck. The terrorists 
- let’s call them Johndoe 1, 2, 3 and 4 starting with the guy on the left with his head wrapped 
in the red scarf.  El Zarqawi is the one in the center supposedly reading the statement you just 
heard.  It goes on through this shot.  The terrorists are filed behind Nick.  JohnDoe2 is starting 
straight at the camera. 3 and 4 look nervous, and don’t know what to do with their hands.  El 
Zarqawi is shuffling his statement papers.  None of them have the normal body language of Iraqi 
kidnappers.  If you notice, they’re also a lot fatter than most terrorists.  There’s a thump here at 
02:44:02, which sounds like Nick hitting the ground, but then here he is hitting at 02:44:11, 9 
seconds later, without any visible cut in the video. Therefore an audio edit was made.  As Nick 
hits the ground El Zarqawi raises his knife, but we don’t see him actually cutting Nick with it 
yet. We also don’t see any panic reaction from Nick or hear a noise.  (Videoman flips quickly 
through the next 3 shots).  The next few shots are mostly shaky close ups.  El Zarqawi seems 
to be working on cutting Nick’s head but it’s too fuzzy to really see the action.  Okay, here we 
are in shot F, video time 13:47:46, almost 80 seconds after shot E.  Nick’s head is severed from 
the body and raised in the air, but it isn’t El Zarqawi who is holding the head and knife, it’s 
JohnDoe2 ! minus his bomb vest!  Why did JohnDoe2 remove his bomb vest?!  Why is he now 
the one to hold up the head?  Where did El Zarqawi go?  Why would El Zarqawi, as a terrorist 
leader, humiliate himself in front of the others by looking too incompetent to get off the head? 
El Zarqawi seems to be working on cutting Nick’s head but it’s too fuzzy to really see the action.  
Okay, here we are in shot F, video time 13:47:46, almost 80 seconds after shot E. Nick’s head is 
severed from the body and raised in the air, but it isn’t El Zarqawi who is holding the head and 
knife, it’s JohnDoe2 ! minus his bomb vest!  Why did JohnDoe2 remove his bomb vest?!  Why 
is he now the one to hold up the head?  Where did El Zarqawi go?  Why would El Zarqawi, as a 
terrorist leader, humiliate himself in front of the others by looking too incompetent to get off the 
head?

Larry Talktalk (appears in front of the screen): Thank you very much!  That was fascinating. 
What a video, what a document. Let’s get a last round of comments from our audience and then 
we will be out of time.

Videoman (ignoring Larry, yells at the audience): What true red-blooded card carrying bush 
hating terrorist would commit a video beheading and then spend days editing it?

Since when do terrorists have media skills? Why doesn’t Nick’s head bleed? Why is the sound 
dubbed in?! Why is Nick’s head like my fifth grade zombie mask? The head is a fake!

Art Bishop:  The head is a fake! The head is a fake! The head is a fake!

They begin chanting. George Bataille and a few audience members joins in. Other Audience 
members boo and yell.

Larry Talktalk (runs into the audience, talking into his headset): Cut the stage mikes, cut off the 
stage mics. (He rushes over to Judy, who is crying and waving her hand around from the front 
row) Yes sweetheart (holds mic to her mouth).
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Judy (crying): Thank you for the memories Nick. ArtBishop and Videoman will never succeed in 
stealing your memory. Never.

Nick’s father: Nick?

Judy (begins to chant): Nick’s memory lives on, Nick’s memory lives on, Nick’s memory lives 
on.  

A section of the audience chants along with Judy while others counter-chant with ArtBishop, 
George Bataille and VideoMan.  

Videoman group:  Judy group:

The head is fake                     Nick’s memory lives on

The head is fake                     Nick’s memory lives on

The head is fake                     Nick’s memory lives on

The head is fake                     Nick’s memory lives on

The head is fake                     Nick’s memory lives on 

The head is fake                     Nick’s memory lives on

Nick’s father jumps onto the stage and slugs Art Bishop. Nick’s friends jump up and tackle 
Videoman, knocking him to the floor and all kicking him at once. Larry Talktalk runs around, 
yelling into his headset. Joseph Campbell escapes backstage. Audience members rush the stage, 
throwing punches at eachother and the guests. The whole place rumbles.  

“Then, in the fullness of light, the medium, without forming a chain, again holds her hands 
above the table. The table rises steadily from the floor until it’s four legs are in the air. I press 
upon it, and it requires a considerable effort to bring it to earth again. As soon as I removed my 
hand it rises again. This time I lie down flat on the floor under it. One of my friends does the 
same. The table still rises. We seize upon its legs and it suddenly falls back to the floor, one of 
its feet coming dangerously near the nose of my friend. We both get up confessing, both of us, 
that it is impossible to see or even to understand the possibility of a trick of any sort.

“At 10:30 the chain is reformed. This time I am seated at Eusapia’s left -- the preferred place, as 
being most exposed to manifestations of the spirit. Eusapia puts her foot on my foot and gives 
me her hand, but she does not wish me to hold it. She wishes to hold me, and as soon as the 
light is put out her hand is agitated with continual movement. Her fingers ‘play the piano’ on 
my hands. She draws my arm across her knees and does as much for her neighbor’s on the right. 
Table and curtain again begin to give signs of activity. The mandolin rolls behind the curtain, 
which again envelops Eusapia.”
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Well, that’s what I’m suspicious about.

Both printed and online, there has been absolutely no reference to the other people involved. 
Not a name, not whether they were local or visitors, nothing. And if they were all stray dogs 
(fairly unlikely) then how does anyone know? I mean, did there happen to be witnesses to all of 
them? Because the witnesses aren’t mentioned either. Did they find the bodies of the dogs under 
the bridge? Because that’s no proof...

etc etc

It just seems a bit urban legendy to me, although six months is an awfully short time for an 
urban legend to spring up, if you see what I mean. However, since the area is a lot less rural 
than it was, being almost a part of Glasgow these days, it will be a lot easier for ‘friend of a 
friend’ type stories to circulate.

Posted by Boo in The Land of the Haggii...  on  Tue Mar 08, 2005 at 08:31AM

Oh, c’mon, this isn’t suicide; the dogs are just stupid, or clumsy.

However, if you’re interested in this subject, a couple of years ago I read a book entitled “The 
Beast in Boudoir” (the author’s name escapes me at the moment), about pets in 19th-century 
France, which details many legends and newspaper reports about suicidal dogs and cats, pets 
that willingly sacrificed themselves to save their owners (or sometimes strangers), dogs that sat 
by their late owners’ graves mourning for decades, and so on. Pretty engrossing stuff.

Posted by Big Gary C on Tue Mar 08, 2005  at  09:54 AM

Okay, here’s my take on this. I read 9 news stories on the net. Granted, they were mostly people 
just paraphrasing the original. BUT...

Nary a picture (except a dog with a fake knife through his head) was to be found. Every one of 
the articles mentioned Overtoun House (http://www.overtounhouse.com/sitemap.html). All but 
two mentioned the guy who is trying to turn this house into a religious retreat.  This started the 
gears grinding a little...

Now get this... Six months ago, (http://www.wdcweb.info/news/DisplayArticle.asp?ID=5343)

happened.

Does it appear to anyone else that this guy might have something to do with the stories? 
Wouldn’t it be so much easier to raise money if the christians worldwide knew of you, instead 
of just people in Scotland?

Posted by Rod  in  the land of smarties.  on  Tue Mar 08, 2005  at  10:26 PM 

Oh, c’mon, this isn’t suicide; the dogs are just stupid, or clumsy.

Yeah, but the dogs leapt over the railing and off the bridge. That goes beyond just being clumsy 
and stupid, it takes an effort and an act of will. Lots of people are clumsy and stupid, but the 
great majority of them somehow manage not to deliberately jump off bridges....

Posted by Barghest on Tue Mar 08, 2005  at  06:21 PM We used
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THE TIME TRAVELER CONVENTION

May 7, 2005, 10:00pm EDT 
(08 May 2005 02:00:00 UTC)

(events start at 8:00pm)
East Campus Courtyard, MIT

3 Ames St. Cambridge, MA 02142
42:21:36.025°N, 71:05:16.332°W

(42.360007,-071.087870 in decimal degrees)
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EARLY DRIVE

The kitchen window, I could see the sun rising over the hills. The lights in the house were still 
off, and in the dawn’s sun, the sink’s shadow decreased incrementally. I got dressed in a blue 
button down and a pair of khakis. While tying my shoes, I became fixated on the restored tissue 
that some mistakenly call “forearm.” “Forearm” offers nothing new by way of explanation. A 
new issue of Math Perspectives sat beside the stack of open envelopes. 

Outside, the top a palm tree swung its leaves. A family of rats had built a home on the top of 
the tree and in the morning when they were hungry, they made a squealing noise that sounded 
like someone stomping on a parakeet. At 7:30 A.M., I left for work. Driving toward the Golden 
Gate Bridge, the city’s white buildings blinded me, so I put on sunglasses. The moon was still 
visible, but fading. Getting closer to downtown, the phrase, “a theory of everything has yet to 
be configured properly” rattled around in what I call my “cyclotron”, but others incorrectly 
refer to as a “brain.” 

As I approached work, there was an increase in my stomach acid levels. “This could be a 
problem,” I said to myself. I almost entered the parking lot, but knew I shouldn’t go into work 
today. It would be more productive to take the day off and drive to L.A. instead. I needed to 
think, to study this acid build-up problem with all its complications and qualifications. 

The further south I drove, the more my stomach acid levels decreased. In the valley, walnuts 
waited for burlap. At some point, I switched to the coast road, and listened to the Pacific 
churning below. It was already 9:00 A.M. The staff and other researchers would be in our 
morning meeting by now. To my left, uniform rows of broccoli and spinach flourished. 

Few general principles can account for what happened next. It requires an entirely new mode 
of explanation that hasn’t been developed yet. On a shoulder of Route 1, I made a U-turn and 
headed back to work. There was no reason for doing this, no hypothesis to account for it. As 
the car finished out the circumference of its turn, my thoughts made no motion. Driving north, 
my ability to think returned in fragments. After twenty minutes had passed, my mind fixated 
on a drawing of the elementary building blocks of matter that was in a biochemistry textbook 
I co-authored. Twenty minutes more and I could envision one of the large superstrings used to 
account for dimension theory.

Pulling into the parking lot, I saw my coworkers returning from lunch. They were staring at 
me, wondering where I had been, but I would explain it all in detail, the acid build-up, the 
locked mind, the building blocks, and the superstring. I knew that they would agree with my 
considered decision not to go to the A.M. staff meeting. They might be concerned, but once 
I gave my reasons, they would understand. They’d see that my reasons were part of a set of 
fractals derived from the same equation, an equation that endlessly flaps its altering answer.
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Recently I got a ticket going home for Thanksgiving.  While traveling I was pulled over for failing 
to yield to an emergency vehicle. The highway patrolman made clear the charge and the fine for 
the offense - a hefty $110.  As time passed I prepared to make a trip to NYC to take a vacation 
and see friends.  I discovered that my ticket could not be paid because there was a mandatory 
court appearance for the offense.  I proceeded to find out that a warrant had been issued for 
my arrest.  What is happening? I thought, as I listened to the county clerk explain that I could 
be arrested and put in jail if I was stopped by the police. “I am leaving for NYC in a couple of 
hours. What should I do?”  I asked the clerk.  I had to go to the courthouse and add my name 
to the court docket when I returned from NYC.  So off I went, a little bothered by the whole 
incident but determined to have a good time despite everything.

After returning from an extremely satisfying trip to NYC, I went to court where I had to wait for 
three hours to have the judge hear my case.  I was very tired and fell asleep while waiting for 
my name to be called.  I was then startled by when they finally called “Crispin Webb please 
come forward” After just a few minutes I was relieved  of my warrant and forced to pay $130 
for the ticket and court costs.  “Ahhhhhhhhhhhhh” I gasped as I boarded the bus to return to my 
studio.  I decided I would get off at McDonalds and get some breakfast.  I stepped off the bus, 
still a little upset by the fine when I looked down to find a crisp $50 bill to my left, frozen in the 
snow.
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“‘Control,’ she says. Remembering that the spirit is English, I address him a few words in this 
language. He rewards me by tugging at the skirts of my coat. Eusapia’s hands are placed on her 
knees one against the other, and in each of her hands are the hands of the controllers whom 
the spirit now envelops also in the folds of the curtain. Suddenly through the curtain a hand 
seizes me by the shoulder. I attempt to seize it with my left hand, the right being engaged in the 
control.

“The hand releases me immediately. For a space nothing happens. Eusapia groans, her hands 
are unceasingly agitated. The spirit vigorously pulls my hair. ‘Look out,’ says my self-controller 
in Latin. And he adds: ‘Look out that she doesn’t hold both of our hands in one of hers.’

“The spirit is angry doubtless, for he gives my neighbor a blow in the middle of the back. The 
table is still moving but the seance is almost over. Eusapia groans. She seems exhausted. The 
table gives a few more movements. The electric light is again turned on. All is over.”
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Editorial

 1) (How) does the represented subject use the rules of their given 
symbolic space to find and articulate their subjectivity within the rules 
of that space. Raising the question of where, within the homogenized 
spheres of production and consumption in this globalizing society, 
are there spaces for subjective articulation?  In the performance of 
everyday life? In revolt?

2) If the subject is (I)tself  constituted as a representation of these rules, 
are its articulations also a representation of the same rules?  If so, must 
we remove the term “subject” from the previous sentence?

3) If the subject is amputated from language, who speaks and who is 
spoken to?

4) Can rules that have been formulated for a specific purpose be 
appropriated, salvaged and put to unforeseen uses?  What happens 
to this appropriated structure/language? What is its relationship to the 
source structure/language?

5)
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RADIOACTIVE TOURISM AT CHERNOBYL

PRIPYAT, Ukraine- Tourists are participating in what may be the strangest vacation excursion 
available in the former Soviet Union - the packaged tour of the Chernobyl exclusion Zone, 
scene of the worst civilian disaster of the nuclear age. Inside  a 19-mile radius around 
Chernobyl’s reactor number 4, with its radioactive legacy from the explosions on April 26, 
1986, everything has  been abandoned. The tour includes visits to a graveyard of ambulances, 
armored vehicles,trucks, aircraft and helicopters used to fight Chernobyl’s fires, where 
roughly 2,000  radioactive machines are parked. Tourists must obey rules while visiting the 
radioactively contaminated site. Visitors must stay on concrete and asphalt and not touch 
anything. Levels of radiation in the tour areas vary from 15 to several hundred microroentgens 
an hour. Dangers at these levels, according to the tourists agency, lie in long-term exposure.
The Chernobyl site opened for tours in 2002 attracting only a few takers. In 2004, 870 people 
toured the site. A one-day excursion costs between $200 and $400, including transportation 
and a meal.

Forty-five thousand people used to live in the exclusion zone.

- New York Times, June 15,  20051

Chernobyl: a lost place, too
Hi everyone, last weekend I found this article in a newspaper.
My question: what do you think about it, isn’t the whole story kind of macabre?

1 All texts and images are excerped and collaged from: http://query.nytimes.com, http://www.lostplaces.
de, http://www.kiddofspeed.com, http://www.ollisalo.net, http://www.uer.ca/forum_showthread, http://
www.1nuclearplace.com, http://www.ioff.de/archive, http://members.virtualtourist.com, http://stalker.myexp.de/forum 
http://www.web-axis.net/~pulse/chernobyl/prypyat-panoramic.jpg 

Photographs by: Joseph Sywenkyj (NYT), Elena Kiddofspeed; Olli Salo, Tony Brown others unknown
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Some images from the zone:

Interesting. Reverse eco-tourism.

I found another link about that topic 
“if you see a mushroom cloud, look carefully, 
you will never see something like that again”.

These images turned out to be a fake. I found them amazing, too.
Even the newspapers believed it

       

It’s true. I heard that there are going to be guided tours 
through the beton coffin even. 

Don’t know what it turned out to be like.
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FUTBÓL

After the last outlines of town disappeared behind the turns of the dirt road outside Creel, 
I found at last a place that dealt simultaneously with food, and the heat of summer. On 
that day, Benito was drunk. I didn’t know his name then, but compelled by the unanimous 
impositions of the scene, he felt eager to tell me something about himself. I asked him 
about the drink. He mumbled that I could join him in trying to finish whatever booze had 
been left over from the game.

–The game – what game?

–Futból. 

To think of soccer there, was not easy. Every step was either a climb or a descent. After 
taking a look at his feet, barely protected by the shadow of sandals, I added with an air of 
intrigue...

–you guys kick ball here?

He went drunk on me again, said nothing, and started stumbling towards the thick of the 
woods. I followed him because at that time I always cared about the rich vocabulary of 
unsteady steps. He did not get very far, however, and reached for the ground where he 
found something he knew he could find there. He showed me what he was holding in one 
of his hands; six inches of solid wood, carved kind of round, that accompanied his reply. 

–We kick ball.

It was clear from his comfortable explanation that for me there will be no recourse to 
imagination in trying to keep up with his account, and that, from now on, I was going 
to be at the mercy of his story. He began to explain how to ferment corn sprouts for the 
beer, because intoxication was so much a part of the game, because endurance had to be 
challenged, had to be raised to another level. 

–Everyone has to drink.

Competition prevails if all participants submit to this dictum, and they do. Everyone, whole 
families, are committed to further extend the contagious effects of this rule. 

–and then he said, we kick ball. 

From what he told me, this is futból. Two teams of men from different communities 
take turns at kicking the ball. The drinking continues wherever they go, and with it the 
simplicity of futból. The need for simplicity underscores the otherwise gigantic dimensions 
of the game. Potentially, the field of the game can encompass the entire world. They move 
about with no clear demarcations, following the ball everywhere it lands, further and 
further from where they started. This drifting has no competitive value of its own, but in 
combination with drinking, one can begin to understand the obvious challenge, and the 
necessity for a simple set of rules. 

At the end of the game, there is no more will left to kick the ball. By then, two or three 
days have already passed. Everyone has fallen victim to exhaustion. By then, two or 
three days have already been spent playing. A few, bored and older, are busy talking and 
finishing whatever has been left to drink.
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Reminds me of that famous/notorious “girl of speed” website. 

Lots of extremely creepy Chernobyl pictures.

It was “kid of speed”.

A few years back I wrote a science fiction novella titled “The Dragon of Pripyat” which was set 
in Chernobyl. It made it into the Year’s Best S-F, 17th Annual Edition!

But reality is always more wonderful than fiction: Whereas I wrote about a pathologically shy 
arms inspector hiding out in the ghost town Pripyat, in reality the only person within Pripyat 
town limits some days is a speed-obsessed young woman on a kawasaki ZZR motorbike.

And no, for those of you who keep asking, I have no idea how to contact this woman.

She calls herself Kiddofspeed (which is probably a mis-translation of “child of speed”)and says 
her dad’s a nuclear physicist. She grew up in Chernobyl and remembers the day the town died.

I wish I’d had access to this photojournal when I was writing “Dragon”!. I actually think I got a 
lot of things right–the eeriness,the sense of forlorn loss–but Kiddofspeed drops in details I would 
have killed for back then.

Like the fact that...
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it’s least radioactive in the center of the road

two or three times less than at the edge.

And that a meter off the road it’s four or five times worse

To me, the most telling detail is when she mentions how somebody tried to organize some 
extreme tours of Chernobyl, but that the tourists couldn’t cope with the silence.

Kiddofspeed doesn’t care. She finds a good straightaway and then opens the throttle all the way, 
letting the echoes bang off the empty buildings.

“I don’t know how silence sounds to those tourists that they cannot stand it, but to me after 
hitting the red line on my bike’s tachometer it sounds like all those ghosts cursing my 1100cc 
kawasaki engine.”

Go, Kiddofspeed!
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Awesome pictures. Unfortunately I remember hearing later the website was a fraud.
The photos were real

but the protagonist
(the attractive Russian 

motorcyclist/daredevil/photographer) was not.

“Girl of speed” was an attractive story for the outside world.

And whether it was a fraud or not seems to be disputed.
For example here

here
and here.

I am based in Kyiv and writing a book about Chernobyl.
Several sources have sent me links to the “Ghost Town” photo essay included in the last 

e-POSHTA mailing. Though it was full of factual errors, I did find the notion of lone young 
woman riding her motorcycle through the evacuated Zone of Alienation to be intriguing and 

asked about it when I visited there two days ago.

I am sorry to report that much of Elena’s story is not true. She did not travel around the zone by 
herself on a motorcycle.

Motorcycles are banned in the zone, as is wandering around alone, without an escort from the 
zone administration. She made one trip there with her husband and a friend. They traveled in a 

Chornobyl car that picked them up in Kyiv.

She did however bring a motorcycle helmet.

She has a husband? Oh, well...
It was a bit suspicious from the beginning.

Have you noticed that she’s in most of the pictures, mostly with both her hands occupied, so 
without very carefully

staging each picture with a tripod and timer it couldn’t be done!
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Yes, I had the same tour guide in Chernobyl that Elena had.Her name is Rimma. She works for 
the group Chernobylinterinform.

I’ve been biting my tongue about this one for a month now as I prepare my own website on the 
subject...

In 2004 I did a tour of Chernobyl, the nuclear power station and the ghost town Pripyat. As part 
of this, I had lengthy discussions with my tour guide about Kiddofspeed’s website and she told 
me a few things about it

1)Her father is not a scientist! She does   not have an unlimited access pass to Chernobyl.

2)She has never been on a motorcycle inside Chernobyl!

If you notice the pictures including her bike stop when she gets to the access control point. They 
did not let her in.

3) While she has been to Chernobyl, she did exactly the same tour that I did.

But there’s more, I’ll give an example:
One of the pictures on her site was inside a Kindergarden

It’s a picture of a baby’s crib with a photo of Lenin, a child’s
gas mask and some toys.

These photos were ‘staged’ by Elena’s husband.
He found the photo of Lenin elsewhere,
put it in the cot and placed a gas mask alongside
then took a photo of it.
This annoyed Rimma immensely.
Kiddofspeed and her husband seemed to take photos for shock value, not
how the place really is.
I had no intention of doing such things-
In fact, I saw the very cot they took pictures of still in the same
state they left it in and Rimma picked up on this.
I watched her remove the gas mask and photograph of Lenin and
put them back in their original homes.
As part of my day’s tour, I took over 400 photographs.
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Rimma is very annoyed about the whole affair-she gets phone calls from movie producers 
wanting to make movies about this “heroic” girl.

When I mentioned I too wished to create a website, she started to talk about it all.

Rimma has been featured in Maxim magazine, a number of other magazines and newspapers, 
and indeed the day I did the tour, she told me if I got back to the hotel in Kiev on time, to turn 

on Channel 1, she was hosting a documentary on Chernobyl
(which looked interesting, but I’m an Australian -

I don’t speak Ukrainian, I couldn’t understand a word).

So yes, Kiddofspeed’s website is fake, and much of the things she discusses are complete, utter, 
100%****.

At the end of it, the machine said I had as much radioactivity as when I arrived.

I’ll just finish by giving a link to a panoramic photo I took on a rooftop in the 
center of Prypiat - it also shows my tour guide Rimma in it standing just below 
me.

In fact, due to the way the photos were stitched together she’s actually shown 
twice.
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Stop trying to ruin our fantasy, please.
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I don’t care. That’s gotta be creepy...
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People you may meet: 

noobs: one of the most annoying phenomena in the zone, 

everyday, it seems like more of them are asking for help. 

The S .T .A .L. K .E. R.- Clan wars in Chernobyl travellers guide.

The Zone: 

Pretty much where this entire series is set. We are yet to

know what lurks in the deepest darkest regions. 
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Freelancers/Exiles: Generally not to be crossed,
they have either committed crimes against their

clan (consistent TKing), or are so skilful,
that they do not need to be a part of one.
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CHALLENGING THE “JAPANESE THING:” DISCURSIVE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF JAPANESE CORPORATE CULTURE IN THE NEW 
MILLENNIUM

Misako Kitaoka

Before discussing Kondo’s stories [Dorine Kondo - Crafting Selves: Power, Gender, and 
Discourses on Identity in a Japanese Workplace] about female workers, it is important to 
recognize the cultural significance of pato [female part-time workers], the title with which most 
of Kondo’s female informants are labeled. In the history of postwar Japan, female part-time 
workers have been recognized as important supporters of Japan’s economy (275). The growth of 
the part-time workforce is often attributed to the labor shortage that occurred around 1960 as 
a result of an initial postwar labor surplus (275). Subsequently, smaller firms, known as chu-
sho-kigyo [medium- to small-sized companies], were forced to offer more attractive wages and 
working conditions in order to draw employees (275). Even after they promoted male temporary 
and day laborers to permanent worker status, they had not yet reached the desired number of 
employees (275). Facing difficulty in finding permanent workers, more and more companies 
began viewing married women as a new labor source (275). By recruiting these women as part-
time workers instead of full-time workers, chu-sho-kigyo [medium- to small-sized companies] 
have obtained the advantage of paying lower wages. As Kondo demonstrates, there is a negative 
correlation between the size of an enterprise and the proportion of part-time or temporary 
workers employed in the enterprise (276). As large corporations tend to hire young women 
of premarital status directly out of junior college (the reasons for which I will discuss in detail 
later), it seems quite natural that reentrants like Kondo’s co-workers seek employment in smaller 
enterprises as part-time workers, receiving less pay and benefits than full-time employees of 
large corporations (Ogasawara 19). Given reentrants’ rather limited access to the workforce, the 
number of pato [part-time workers] has grown particularly large within the retail and service 
sectors, as well as in the manufacturing sector (275).

Pato, in present-day language, generally refers to married women in their 30s or above, who 
work part-time while taking care of their households. According to Kondo, a good three quarters 
of female part-time workers in Japan are over the age of 35, and most are married women (276). 
Pato workers’ primary interest in working comes from the necessity of contributing to their 
families’ income, while in some cases, they simply prefer working to staying at home all day 
(276). As for Kondo’s co-workers, they belonged to families of lower income, thereby falling 
into the former category of pato. It has often been pointed out that pato workers are generally 
satisfied with a part-time, flexible work schedule, as their primary responsibility rests in caring 
for their families, including their children (276). Employers frequently use such characterizations 
of pato women to justify hiring them as part-timers and keeping them in low-paying jobs with 
little hope of promotion (276). 

After describing her informants as holding the status of pato in a shitamachi [downtown] 
factory, Kondo demonstrates the ways in which they face and deal with power at work. It seems 
quite apparent that pato workers, as women and as part-timers, are marginalized at work. 
Nonetheless, through their daily interactions and activities at work, these women, as Kondo 
states, are able to assert their voices by making themselves crucial in establishing informal social 
scenes at the factory (259). 

One of the ways to achieve such status is by serving as pseudo-mothers or caregivers of their 
male co-workers (particularly young artisans) (295). Using the notion of amae [dependency] 
(this shows how common it is to use amae in defining the particularity of the Japanese ethos), 
Kondo argues that the Japanese have a special need for dependency in their relations with 
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people. She observes at the Sato factory that young male artisans are particularly dependent 
on older, part-time, female workers for informal support and companionship (294). By asking 
favors of their pato co-workers, the artisans put themselves in the amaeru [dependent] position 
of a child or a subordinate seeking indulgence (296). Kondo also mentions that the overt 
eroticization of women by the male workers can potentially become very pleasurable to the 
female workers (297). When the male workers talk about pato workers as objects of sexual 
fantasy, the women temporarily forget about their marginal status as part-time employees 
and can be content with the sense that they are central figures in the workplace. Among the 
numerous examples Kondo provides, there is a story of a pato worker called Iida-san (297). 
When Iida-san brought to work pictures from a trip 15 years ago, the older male artisans 
noticed that some of the pictures showed her in a swimsuit (297). The men commented on 
the large size of her breasts, to which Iida-san reacted by smiling and reddening (297). It was, 
according to Kondo, “a combination of embarrassment and pride” (297). In anecdotes such 
as this, Kondo illustrates the subtle ways in which her female co-workers negotiate within the 
corporate gender hierarchy to express their own voices. In so doing, Kondo seeks to subvert the 
popular Orientalist view of Japanese women as “poor Asian sisters” who are often contrasted 
with the most “liberated” women of the West (258). 

While acknowledging potential signs of resistance among her female co-workers, Kondo 
simultaneously realizes the contradictions in their behavior. As stated above, pato workers at 
the Sato factory create an indispensable social setting by performing as mothers or eroticized 
mothers for their male counterparts. In so doing, these women, according to Kondo, achieve 
a sense of strength and pride. Given the process by which pato workers attain power, it is 
quite evident that they are able to empower themselves only by enacting their conventional 
gendered identities, whether in relation to domesticity or eroticization. Performing as “women,” 
pato workers at the Sato factory, while achieving a sense of strength and pride, paradoxically 
marginalize themselves from the central discourse on masculine artisan identity (298). Upon 
analyzing such paradoxical means of resistance observed at the Sato factory, Kondo shows 
concern over the limitations of what she labels the “Western” notion of resistance. According 
to Kondo, resistance, in the “Western” discourse of social science, implies overthrowing the 
existing power structure entirely to attain some kind of emancipatory utopia (225). Indeed, 
there seems to be a general consensus in academia that resistance has long been romanticized 
as “signs of the ineffectiveness of systems of power and of the resilience and creativity of the 
human spirit in its refusal to be dominated” (Abu-Lughod 42). Such a concept of resistance 
seems quite ill-fit for representing Kondo’s female co-workers. First of all, pato workers at the 
factory do not seem to resist as a result of their firm recognition of the ills of the existing gender 
hierarchy. Furthermore, they do not seem to intend to defeat the existing powers altogether. 
These assumptions of pato workers can be attributed to their very means of resisting; they gain 
a sense of fulfillment by performing their expected gender roles. Faced with such contradictory 
actions of pato workers, it is important to point out that resistance and cooperation are often 
normalized as two opposing factors working against each other. However, upon encountering 
the scenes that Kondo observed among her co-workers, it is quite possible to think that 
resistance and cooperation can indeed be aligned. In such cases, resistance might not be an 
appropriate word to describe pato workers’ potential signs of empowerment.

Yuko Ogasawara, in Office Ladies and Salaried Men: Power, Gender, and Work in Japanese 
Companies, further explores various notions of resistance by observing what is known as the OL 
[office ladies as clerical assistants] in Japan. Published in 1998, this ethnography demonstrates 
in great detail the complex ways in which OLs deal with or negotiate with the workings of 
power at work. 

According to Ogasawara, two opposing views have been established in looking at Japanese 
women in academic literature. One is represented by studies of sexual discrimination at work, 
which has been proven by labor economists and sociologists with statistical data (4). Facing 

intense sexual discrimination at work, female workers in Japan are thought to be assigned 
to low-paying, dead-end jobs (5). In countering the above stereotype of Japanese women as 
powerless and dependent, the second approach is taken up by a number of anthropologists, 
who focus on the roles of women at home instead of at work. Through micro-level analysis, 
they have demonstrated Japanese women’s autonomy in the household (5). Many scholars 
have pointed out that Japanese wives are often in charge of household finances, which come 
to symbolize women’s domestic autonomy (7). In addition, Japanese husbands, when at home, 
are said to be extremely dependent on their wives, who literally take care of everything, from 
cleaning to cooking, from fetching cigarettes to changing clothes for their husbands (4). It has 
been argued that the husband’s childlike dependence provides the wife with a tremendous 
amount of control by making her services absolutely indispensable (4).

 These two opposing views of the Japanese woman—as powerless and as powerful—have 
generated consensus that men’s formal superiority is compensated for by women’s informal 
dominance (Ogasawara 5). However, one wonders to what extent such a simplistic argument 
holds. It seems unjust to compare men’s collective status at work to women’s individual 
experiences at home (6). Ogasawara also points out the difficulty involved in studying women’s 
domestic power; as autonomy and segregation are very much intertwined for a wife, it is not 
easy to separate these elements (7). In other words, idealized observations can sometimes 
exaggerate women’s control in the household (7). For instance, the fact that many women are in 
charge of household finances does not necessarily indicate women’s autonomy in the household 
(7). In fact, some women claim that they regard the responsibility of household budgeting rather 
burdensome (7). Likewise, men’s corporate power might potentially have negative impact on 
individual men’s choices. As for portraying women’s collective work experiences, Ogasawara 
questions whether it is justifiable to depict them merely as victims of sexual discrimination. 
This way of portraying working women is not particular to Japanese companies, and it has been 
employed by scholars outside the field of Japanese Studies. In anthropological, linguistic, and 
sociological analyses, it has been repeatedly confirmed that women suffer greatly from systems 
of patriarchy in corporate settings. 

Overturning the popular assumptions regarding the corporate relation between the dominated 
(women) and the dominating (men), Ogasawara discovers that within the context of a modern, 
urban bureaucratic organization, Japanese men, who are generally in positions of authority, 
care more about the feelings of subordinate women than vice versa (8). Unlike Kondo, who 
conducted her fieldwork in a small sweets factory in the outskirts of Tokyo, Ogasawara is very 
much interested in exploring OLs’ collective experience in large corporations such as banks. 
By spending six months working as an OL in a prominent bank (Tozai Bank) located in the 
heart of Tokyo, Ogasawara meticulously demonstrates the ways in which the OL feel, think, and 
behave while working in the office. She finds out, to her surprise, that under certain conditions, 
men carry such feelings as fear, self-control, perseverance, and indirectness toward interacting 
with their OL subordinates (8). In some cases, it is the men who work hard to maintain amiable 
relations with their female subordinates by telling jokes and talking about last night’s TV 
programs (9). By illustrating particular contexts in which men become subjugated to women, 
Ogasawara subverts the prevailing assumption that women are the disadvantaged gender in 
modern bureaucratic organizations (9).

Before outlining the details of OL empowerment observed in Tozai Bank, it is important to 
delineate the history of the OL concept. The widely used term OL [office lady], according to a 
dictionary of words of foreign origin, is an honorific word for a female office worker (Ogasawara 
23). 

OL’s origin dates to 1963, when a weekly magazine, Josei Jishin, called for a new phrase to 
replace the then-used expression “business girl” or “BG”; OL [office lady] was chosen based 
on readers’ votes (23). Until the appearance of OL, BG had appeared a number of times in 
journalism during the late 1950s and early 1960s (23). In one article, the work of BGs is 
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defined as “simple, routine assistant jobs that are performed each time in response to an order,” 
including such tasks as cleaning ashtrays, making photocopies, and ordering food (24). Another 
article describes a typical BG as “a woman no older than twenty-four who had graduated high 
school, lived at home with her parents and therefore did not work for livelihood, and would 
marry and stop working about three years after joining a company” (24). Living with their 
parents, who took care of daily living expenses, most BGs were able to enjoy the money they 
earned, using it however they liked (24). Although their pay was humble, their consuming 
capacity was quite notable (24). From cosmetics to fashion to gourmet food, BG was recognized 
as a very attractive consumer category (24). Particularly in the 1960s, BGs played a significant 
role in leading Japan to a mega consumer society (shohi-shakai). OLs today are still considered 
the leading figures in the consumer market, setting the latest fashions and trends (24). In fact, 
many popular books on OLs (which I will discuss in detail later) introduce OLs’ collective 
identity, illustrating their particular values and lifestyles (24). Given the above description of the 
OL, the term came to describe single women in their twenties who work as clerical assistants 
(27). It is important to note that with the rise of professional female workers in Japan, the term 
in recent years has seemed to include all women employed in a company, regardless of their 
status.  

It is particularly important to observe the process by which the OL came to connote clerical 
work in particular. Minako Konno, in “OL No Sozo: Imi Sekai To Shite No Gender” [Creation 
of the OL: Gender as Semantics], explores the history of the semantic meanings of gender in 
office space in Japan. In discussing the establishment of clerical work as women’s, Kondo goes 
back to the Meiji Period, when the state ideology of ryosai kenbo [good wife, wise mother] 
was implemented. In constructing women’s new role in an increasingly modern and capitalist 
society, the Meiji government set out the doctrine of ryosai kenbo, which “defined women’s 
contributions to the good of the nation to be their labor as ‘good wives, wise mothers’ in the 
private world of the home” (Uno 297). A wife was expected to manage affairs in the home 
while devoting herself as a mother to properly raising her children, the nation’s next generation. 
Hence, women in modern Japan came to serve as symbols of domesticity while supporting 
their husbands in the public sphere. Men and women, by maximizing their own “innate” and 
“unique” qualities, were supposed to complement each other in building a modern “middle 
class” family (Konno 27).

Konno further argues that the gendered division of labor articulated in the state ideology of 
ryosai kenbo [good wife, wise mother] was subsequently appropriated in the construction of 
the hierarchical division of labor in the workplace. By utilizing their “innate” excellence in 
house chores, women were encouraged to engage in clerical jobs which, resembling women’s 
domestic work, require attention to detail, carefulness, dexterity, and so forth (31). Although 
working women do not, at first glance, quite correspond with the images of ryosai kenbo, by 
positioning clerical work as the contribution of “women’s skills” to the workforce, employers 
were able to maintain working women within the framework of ryosai kenbo. While women 
were designated as clerical assistants, men were encouraged to pursue their careers by 
maximizing their “innate” abilities in management. Men were promoted as seishin teki shain 
[spiritual employees] who were able to boost company spirit through their direct involvement 
in the company’s business affairs (38). Based on the newly created gender hierarchy at work, it 
was expected that men would obtain higher academic degrees than women and that they would 
inhabit different office spaces than women. In this way, gender, based on middle-class gender 
roles, was initially brought about in the workplace during the Meiji Period.

During the wartime years, more and more women entered the workforce as men were fighting 
on the warfront. Along with the rise of private corporations, demand for clerical work in white-
collar industries (e.g., finance, commerce, service) increased (Konno 48). From the supplier’s 
perspective, due to inflation following World War I, middle-class families experienced difficulty 
in their financial operations, which gave rise to the demand for women to enter the workforce 
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(48). From 1930 to 1940, the number of female clerical assistants quadrupled to 1,910,000, 
accounting for one fourth of the entire clerical population (112). In the aftermath of World War 
II, female clerical assistants within commercial industries (e.g., commerce, finance, service) 
occupied more than half of the entire population of clerical assistants (112). Although the 
number of female workers increased in blue-collar industries (industrial, manufacturing, traffic), 
the number was by far the highest in white-collar industries (112).     

In the absence of male workers, women, in addition to performing routine tasks such as serving 
tea, typing, and making photocopies, were required to take responsibility for some jobs in the 
“men’s” arena such as accounting and bookkeeping (55). Under the particular contingencies 
of the war, women did not have a choice but to extend their work into the “male” realm of 
management. Although female workers were praised for the enhancement of their clerical 
ability, it was simultaneously feared that their devotion to work might hinder their exploration of 
socially desired femininity (126). Konno quotes from several articles from the famous women’s 
magazine Fujin Koron [Ladies’ Discussion] showing that women with work experience were 
considered at a disadvantage in finding marriage partners (126). They were often thought to be 
in lack of jyoso [aesthetic sentiments or womanly appearance], which was considered the very 
essence of marriageable femininity (126). 

Given the high demand for female workers during the wartime years, labor activists and 
scholars made much effort to search for a compatible relationship between labor and femininity 
(Konno 126). Ultimately, labor had to look attractive enough to lure women from middle-class 
families into the workplace (126). As a result of increasing attention to women’s femininity, 
more and more companies came to advocate the protection as well as the nourishment 
of femininity within the workplace (126). In their effort to add flowers to the workplace, 
companies promoted such cultural activities as Chinese calligraphy, tea ceremonies, and poetry 
readings to enrich women’s intellectual capacity (125). Women-only bathrooms, women-only 
chairs and desks, and women-only cafeterias were constructed at this time to cater to female 
workers’ physical needs (124). Furthermore, women’s clerical work began to be simplified 
as well as lessened in order to protect women’s rights (124). All of these changes apparently 
contributed to redirecting women’s clerical work into preparation for marriage (124).

In the years following World War II, the number of female clerical assistants was still on the 
rise. In the national census conducted in 1950, the number of female clerical assistants had 
increased to 2,850,000, occupying 30% of the entire clerical population (Konno 138). By the 
end of the 1960s, the number of female clerical assistants had reached more than double the 
number for 1950, occupying 50% of the entire clerical population (138). More recently, in 
1995, the number of female clerical assistants has grown to the extent that as many as one-third 
of all women employed held clerical positions, which indicates the important place OLs occupy 
in today’s female labor market in Japan (Ogasawara 19). Unlike the number of women in white-
collar clerical jobs, the relative number of women in blue-collar jobs has decreased since 1960 
(19).

As suggested above, clerical jobs, by the postwar period, had been repositioned and 
reinterpreted as desirable training for marriage. While protecting female rights, companies 
offered clerical positions in which women could not only sophisticate their “innate” domestic 
skills but also develop the feminine qualities desired for marriage. In a newsletter published 
in 1980 by the human resources division of the famous Mitsui Bank, the following sentence 
appears: “women’s training can no longer be attained at home or in school. It is through 
clerical work that women can successfully fulfill their training requirements for marriage, 
to become future wives and mothers” (Konno 213). It is important to note here that such 
treatment of women’s clerical jobs as domestic training can only become possible given the 
prevailing postwar assumption that most men are able to serve as the sole agents responsible for 
household finance (210). 

Within this conceptual framework, career is set as a concern only for men—never for women. 
Given their premarital temporary status, it is quite apparent that OLs are given no opportunity 
to advance within the company. Ironically, such discriminatory conditions occasionally bring 
about an amount of freedom for these women (215). As OLs do not need to be concerned about 
their careers, Konno argues that many of them share a “nothing to lose” mentality (215). Even 
if the OLs disobey their male bosses, they do not have to be fearful of being fired, as they are 
always saved by the rigidly established gender hierarchy of labor, in which women are regarded 
as indispensable for clerical work (215).

Ogasawara closely examines the particular status held by the OLs, which is highlighted 
throughout their daily office life. In the chapter titled “Gossip,” Ogasawara discovers that OLs’ 
seemingly casual gossip at work could greatly affect men’s career tracks. One of the topics OLs 
like to discuss during lunch break is their male bosses’ behavior. By sharing their unpleasant 
experiences with their bosses, OLs can seriously damage the offenders’ reputations (71). As one 
OL explains, “If one of us talks badly about a man, all the women who hear the story begin 
to take a dim view of him” (71). Whatever the topic of OLs’ criticism may be, if the man does 
something “wrong” in the eyes of the OLs, he becomes the target of their bashing until finally 
he is refused when he asks for assistance from them (71). However unreasonable it looks, men 
are particularly cautious about OL gossip because of its unpredictable nature (81). In order 
to climb up the ladder of the hierarchy, a man has to prove himself a good manager (81). A 
manager is required to demonstrate his ability to supervise his subordinates, including OLs 
(81). If he fails to receive support from OLs, he is displaying his weakness as a manager. If the 
workers in the human resources department, as the responsible agents for all the employees in 
the company, perceive the man as being a poor manager of OLs, that man has little chance of 
promotion (81). A woman’s reputation at work, on the other hand, does not directly jeopardize 
her marriage prospects in the way that a man’s reputation can affect his chances of a promotion 
(81). Essentially, a woman does not have the obligation to find a husband in the workplace. 
Moreover, in the worst-case scenario, a woman has the option of leaving the company.

Regarding OLs’ criteria for evaluating men, Ogasawara observes that an arrogant man was 
criticized while a courteous man was complimented by the OLs (73). A man was generally 
perceived as arrogant whenever he called his assistants by yelling “Bring tea!” (73). This kind 
of commanding behavior was always compared to the politeness of another man, who would 
say, “Sorry to disturb your work, but would you please bring four teas to room one?” (73). In this 
manner, most men had to make sure that they treated OLs as fellow human beings, approaching 
them with great care and concern (73). According to Ogasawara, one section manager was 
much liked by the OLs because he asked what the problem was whenever they looked anxious 
(74). It seems indeed as though OLs wanted to be cared for like their bosses’ girlfriends. A 
man’s business ability was another criterion (74). For reasons that are self-explanatory, OLs did 
not want to deal with incompetent men who would, due to their mishandling of tasks, burden 
them with extra work (74). Lastly, men’s generosity was another important factor for OLs (76). 
Whether the men treated the OLs to lunch or to dinner was always a topic of concern for the 
OLs (76). Generous bosses were always complimented for taking good care of their subordinate 
assistants.

It is particularly important to note that many of the criteria listed above are very much linked 
with the nature of women’s positions in the workplace. For instance, the OLs, due to the 
clerical nature of their work, tended not to feel that they owned their work (74). One reason 
for this could be that the company did not evaluate their performance seriously enough; OLs 
were merely treated as onna-no-ko [little girls] (74). It could also be the case that the work 
OLs performed was often piecemeal, which made it difficult for them to develop a sense of 
their own jobs (74). Pouring tea, photocopying, and typing were regarded as personal services 
provided for men rather than as paid professional work (74). In fact, OLs were often asked to do 
jobs that seemed more personal than professional; for instance, they made travel arrangements 
for managers and purchased and wrapped prizes for a golf tournament that a group of men 
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planned for their personal entertainment (74). As a result, whenever men asked women for 
assistance, men sounded more like they were asking favors than making official requests based 
on their authority (74). In turn, women’s weak sense of professionalism was reflected in their 
word choices (75). Work, for them, was not something that they simply did; it was “done for 
somebody” (75). Therefore, OLs usually expected to be thanked when they assisted men (75). 
Related to women’s criteria for generosity, men’s better pay was one of the disturbing facts of 
life for OLs (75). OLs were always curious about how much money a certain man was making 
(75). Aware of the large compensation gap between men and women, the OLs expected that 
men should treat them whenever possible (75).  

Based on their criteria (some of which are listed above), OLs observed, received, judged, 
and gossiped about men’s behavior. Although they might not have stood up to call for equal 
treatment, their gossip indicates that they were in most cases not fully content with the unfair 
conditions they faced at work (80). These gossiping women asserted that “if men are to take 
advantage of discriminatory policies, they must shoulder the annoying responsibility” (80). OLs 
were quite quick to point out any man who evaded men’s responsibility and yet made the most 
out of the inequitable system (80). For instance, a man who complained about how busy he 
was or who expressed envy toward the OLs for their ability to leave the company at 5:30 sharp 
would draw strong opposition from OLs for seeking a “free ride” (80).

As shown above, the OLs in Tozai Bank faced a serious dilemma in expressing power. Although 
they challenge the existing social order, their various demands, such as their insistence that 
their male co-workers care about them and offer generous treats, are ultimately rooted in their 
subordinate position within Japanese corporate organizations (Ogasawara 96). Nonetheless, 
we must acknowledge the fact that their demands, however much they originated in the 
corporate gender hierarchy, posed a serious threat to existing male authority. As noted above, 
Ogasawara proves that the OLs held power to the extent that their casual lunch gossip could 
very possibly harm a man’s career. For these reasons, it is difficult to determine whether the OLs 
in Ogasawara’s case study are cooperating to resist, or resisting to cooperate. On the one hand, 
they appear to have been corporative in using their existing discriminatory working conditions 
to resist male dominance. On the other hand, judging from their goals, the OLs apparently 
ended up reproducing the female stereotypes of emotionality, irrationality, and childishness. 
By resorting to the means of gossip, these women ultimately sought attention from men, who 
they expected would treat them like girlfriends by asking them how they were doing or offering 
them presents and meals (Ogasawara 173). In either case—whether they cooperated to resist, or 
resisted to better cooperate—OLs’ signs of resistance observed in Ogasawara’s work may all be 
subsumed under the existing grid of corporate gender ideology (175). 

 Through the accounts of Kondo and Ogasawara with Konno’s historical trajectory of OL, I have 
thus far outlined in detail working women’s mechanisms for coping with corporate gender 
ideology. By subverting the prevalent assumptions that Japanese working women are “poor 
tea ladies,” these authors have greatly contributed to enriching discursive representations of 
Japanese working women. At the same time, one could argue that these authors, precisely due 
to their dedicated efforts to extract the subtlety or “the uniqueness” of Japanese women at work, 
might have limited the possibilities of exploring more overt aspects of resistance experienced 
among the same women. In what follows, I will introduce some popular books written by 
contemporary OL authors that present explicit criticisms of the conventional trope of gender 
ideology that merely treats OL employment as a site for pre-marital training. Through their own 
experiences as OLs, these authors have been able to present the values and lifestyles associated 
with unmarried OLs in their thirties, who have supposedly derailed from the regular track of 
ryosai kenbo [good wife, wise mother]. As the number of unmarried OLs has increased, this 
type of literature has become immensely popular among OLs living in new-millennium Japan.

Written by Mariko Hayashi, one of Japan’s favorite OL novelists, Anego [sister boss] is a 
novel published in 2003 that portrays the life of an unmarried 35-year-old OL named Naoko, 
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who works for one of the largest trading firms in Tokyo. The novel became so popular that 
it was serialized as a TV drama that attained high viewership last year. One of the notable 
characteristics of this novel is that it exposes two new groups of women within the category 
of OL, the origins of which are very much tied to the collapse of Japan’s once-thriving bubble 
economy. Facing the severity of the recession, large corporations have, over the past decade, 
begun to look at the large number of female clerical assistants that they hire each year. Sensing 
the needlessness of hiring and paying them as official employees, more and more companies 
have begun adopting an “unofficial hiring” system for female clerical assistants. Instead of 
hiring female clerical assistants as official company employees, it made more sense for large 
corporations to seek temp-hires through temp agencies. With the legalization of temp-hires 
in 1986, large corporations were granted the right to establish their own 100% invested temp 
agencies, through which temp-hires are hired. Through this process of “unofficial hiring,” temp-
hires came to dominate “women’s space” in the workplace, playing conventional feminine roles 
at work. Konno provides interesting data that shows that companies often explicitly request 
“young and pretty girls” from temp agencies, discriminating temp-hires from older office ladies 
(215).

Unlike young, fresh temp-hires, the remaining official hires, most of whom joined their 
companies during late 1980s and early 1990s, have now become thirty-something women, 
a minority in the workplace. With differences in age, status and number, older official hires 
with many years of experience have increasingly been treated differently than the temp-hires 
in the same clerical categories. Due to changing economic conditions, official hires have 
been repositioned as an important segment of the workforce by their companies. For instance, 
older OLs are occasionally asked to advance to men’s positions. In addition, they are often 
designated as heads of younger clerical assistants. As such, older official hires have been given 
more responsibility in their work. It is important to note that while welcoming older OLs as 
professionals, companies are ultimately more concerned with making sure that they are not 
wasting money on official hires, who receive generous salaries and benefits from the company.

In the story of Anego, Naoko is one of very few OLs in her division to have been hired by the 
company as an official employee during the early 1990s. In Naoko’s company, official hiring 
for clerical assistants stopped three years ago, when the unofficial hiring of temp-hires began. 
As the director of a group of temp-hired assistants, Naoko takes on the nickname anego, which 
refers to a sisterly boss who takes care of the problems, both private and public, of her temp-
hired girls as an older sister or mother might. Although Naoko is embarrassed by her nickname, 
her motherly characteristics are admired not only by her temp girls but also by a number of 
younger male workers, one of whom falls in love with her. In terms of her love life, Naoko 
has an affair with a married man whose wife she used to work with as an “official clerical 
assistant” in the same company. This affair seems to indicate Naoko’s subtle resistance toward 
married women with children, who represent the typical figure of ryosai kenbo [good wife, wise 
mother]. Working for 10 years as an official employee at a prestigious trading firm, Naoko has 
developed a sense of pride in her clerical work and is even asked to join the sales team at one 
point in the story. Countering negative images associated with the 30-year-old “leftover” OLs, 
author Hayashi emphasizes Naoko’s fashionable lifestyle. Given a by-now generous salary, 
Naoko is able to earn enough to enjoy the high fashion, gourmet food, and housing for which 
every temp-hired girl longs.

Although Naoko exercises her power against the temp-hires in various ways, she seems very 
much constrained by the societal projection of femininity. Naoko is extremely sensitive about 
the opinions of her co-workers regarding her “desperate” status as an unmarried woman. She is 
repeatedly teased by her male co-workers as inokori gumi [remaining group] and is constantly 
compared with the young, attractive temp-hires, who are considered to be the embodiment 
of socially accepted femininity. In fact, it is the temp-hires who marry many of Naoko’s male 
co-workers. It is particularly interesting to read how the president of the temp agency greets the 

temp-hires in the story: “Temp-hiring is such a wonderful system for you girls. You can easily 
get into a prestigious, competitive company without having a college degree. Moreover, you 
can also find a very competent husband for marriage” (Hayashi 5). As such, Naoko, although 
enjoying her lifestyle, has to face the constant fear that she might be derailed from the expected 
track of marriage and children. Naoko’s struggles presented in the novel indicate that while 
conventional gender roles are still intact with the presence of temp-hires, official hires (both 
clerical and professional) obviously express discomfort with those roles; they seek to search for 
a more flexible, new kind of femininity that possibly lies outside of the rigid grid of the ryosai 
kenbo [good wife, wise mother] course of life. 

The kind of dilemma Naoko faces as an unmarried OL is rather radically resolved in another 
bestseller published in 2003 called Make Inu No Tohboe [howling of a loser dog] written by 
Junko Sakai. As a former strategic planner in the marketing division of one of Japan’s largest 
advertising agencies, Sakai speaks the truth about her own experience of being what she calls 
a make inu [loser dog]. According to Sakai, make inu [loser dog] refers to an unmarried thirty-
something who does not belong to any type of household. Following conventional definitions of 
femininity, Sakai tells her fellow OL readers, “however pretty you are, and however competent 
you are professionally, if you are unmarried, all of you are losers” (7). Kachi inu [winner dog], 
on the other hand, is defined as a married woman with children. Regardless of their socio-
economic status, married women are all winners since they have followed the “right” track for 
a woman’s life. By contrasting the loser with the winner, Sakai attempts to articulate, from the 
loser’s perspective, an emerging new trend of femininity.   

In encouraging the losers’ own values, Sakai pleads that there is nothing strange about the 
losers. Rather than viewing them as deviants from standards of Japanese femininity, Sakai notes 
that they are merely the product of urban life. Sakai finds the make inu [loser dog] phenomenon 
everywhere in the world: in Bridget Jones’ Diary set in London, in “Ally McBeal” set in Boston, 
and in “Sex and the City” set in New York (68). Despite the universality of such a “loser” trend, 
Sakai presents an intriguing argument, delineating the only difference between the losers 
of Japan and those of the West. According to Sakai, the reason that Western losers become 
popularized in TV series and movies is due to Western culture’s view of adult men and women 
dating and functioning as couples (68). Sakai argues that in Japan, dating only occurs during the 
premarital stage of one’s life; therefore, there is no such concept of adult couples in the public 
sphere. That is why Sakai highlights “adultery” as the prime condition for a loser dog. (Naoko 
from Anego thus perfectly fits the stereotype of a make inu.)    

In the absence of what Sakai labels the “couple’s culture,” Japanese losers are allowed to seek 
members of the same sex for companionship (J. Sakai 68). Indeed, more and more marketing 
efforts have been made in recent years specifically to reach the segment of older and more 
affluent OLs in the restaurant, hotel, and cosmetic industries, to name a few. As such, Sakai 
concludes that Tokyo is a “make inu paradise” where losers are never pressured to date men 
(69). She sarcastically comments that because otaku men, as the male version of the loser dog, 
have become the producers of Japan’s proud anime culture, female losers, instead of getting 
married and making children, should contribute to the Japanese nation by exposing more of 
their exciting life to the world (69). Looking at losers’ meandering efforts to explore happiness in 
life, Sakai concludes the book by encouraging the loser dogs to “keep running” (275).   

In the above discussion, I have attempted to offer a glimpse of changing aspects of femininity 
among the OLs of the new millennium. Although conventional gender ideology is still engrained 
in the presence of unofficial temp-hires, it is evident that the rest of the OLs, and even some of 
the temp-hires possibly, feel uncomfortable with restrictions on women’s roles as mothers and 
wives. When we examine the new voices of the OLs as those described above, it is important to 
realize that the financial burdens of the 1990s are very much tied to Japan’s experience with the 
changing demands of capitalism. In an article entitled “A Roadmap to Millennial Japan,” Tomiko 
Yoda suggests the following: 
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“What is really at stake is... how to master the disruptive effects of the Japanese capitalist 
regime’s withdrawal from the system of social management that had until recently sustained a 
relatively even income distribution and the phantasm of a homogenous mass middle-stratum 
nation.” (657)

As pointed out above, it is important to treat the period of the 1990s not merely as a 
recessionary era, but also as a time of Japan’s uneasy experience with late capitalist modernity. 
The economic slump of the 1990s caused a sudden dismantling of what Yoda calls the 
“Japanese system,” which is said to have maintained a unified national image of capitalist 
modernity (630). From seniority to lifetime employment, from self-discipline to harmony, the 
so-called “Japanese Thing” was entirely deconstructed by the recession (Ivy 820). Moreover, 
“the illusions of the middle class,” as the socialist affirmation of postwar capitalism, seemed to 
be increasingly disproved by the widening socio-economicgap in Japan. According to Yoda, the 
recession brought forth an “ongoing structural breakdown of the national mechanisms in late 
capitalist societies” (649). Faced with the simultaneous breakdown of the political, economic, 
and socio-cultural orders of late modernity, Japan’s capitalist system was forced to enter a new 
phase of global competition (Iida 424).
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AGONISM

So we have rules that we may 
We have these rules so that 
We may gag these hurdles gag 
Each corner cordoned 
So we have ruled edges so that we 
May join them in So that we may have rules 
So that every corner is gagged So that every corner is 
Harmed so that we may hinge these rules on 
What is said harmfully out of 
What is said harmfully in spit of being on one 
Knees in being gagged We must begin with rules so 
That heads may be spurned in riotous control skulking backwards 
Into the riotous anxiousness of severed control so that 
We might be gagged by our own winsome control May be 
Gagged for release from the winsome control may be 
Heading in the entryway with our heads thrown 
Back toward the final curtain Heaving heads 
In tangent From the length of the flat expanse So that 
We may extend our legs toward a harrowing 
Door at Every hollow every Corner every 

Binder every burrow binding Paginated plume unTiding 
Sine we might sync sines we Might split tapes at 
Tape head Am I telling you a sequence I am 
Setting into sequence a riotous unleavening Cordoned off from 
Where they started to plow They were plowing Who 
Allegedy grabbed and pulled her out of path 
Of lower bulldozer Where the lawn was in liquidation Excercise in 
Unloading the trailer spilt The lawn and destroying In injurious 
In riotous color was sprayed and Endless see

Mowing justifiably If we are to regard ourselves in the 
Total vast lawn sheer and written upon Total rear wheel 
To the bearing To the son and his offspring To the ton 
Of wounded shucks of flesh Shuck not the pound proverbial of 
Flesh upon the wounded straights Upon the lawn that lies in 
Wait This will not go unnoticed this restless work razing Reel 
Inches Yards totaled by the armored Skipping Two-ton 
Ripping up the lawn The pound The blading 
To liquidate without saving 
As if flesh were not grass death And 
Wielding to mow
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MEMO 

Dear Employees, 

As per discussion at our last staff meeting, in regards to the final semester results, all future 
mailings of student results will be presented in the form of riddles, quizzes or puzzles as advised 
by our consultants at Ananatural Production. 

The aim of this new venture is to further stimulate the intellectual capacity of our students, 
and using this method to continuously challenge and provoke them, as well as to create some 
excitement, suspense and hype for our department. 

For further information and instruction as to how to construct these riddles contact your 
supervisors. 

Regards, 

*results in “spot the difference” format will be provided by Ananatural Production. 

STAFF MUST NOT DRAW ANY RESULTS 
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   Galileo walks a thin line 
over the light & dark sides of my mind 
11am. There was much in the way of landscape. 
My fellow students were dwarfs and I didn’t 
even know them as a child. There were points 
at which I was uncertain of the reflection of me 
as me. 

In fragments we find our nature as the whole word ‘poet.’ 

Graphical, numerical, two guys who know everything, they 
are in a boat or an anectode [sic], by allegory we leave 
nothing open seen by open shut wide eye. 

In the small jaws of the afterlife, sweet nothing, I twirl 
through the air to prove that it is nothing, it is what I 
am able to move through. 

If a guy named Ron is in a boat, coming up with what he 
names the new sentence, then in the water around him 
drown in not coming up with the new paragraph. 

Print it in color, call it news. 

News is nothing more than already a few minutes old. 

Our little babies beginning to die. 

Do they know what will happen next? 

How many times have they been here before? 
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IMAGING A “WORLD CLASS” CITY

They were labeled ‘cobbler kiosks’, but no cobbler sat in it. 

Strewn all over the city, their aesthetic seemed to signify high-design and sleek fabrication. They 
were made of ‘modern’ materials like steel, aluminum roofing and glass, with advertisement 
panels that made up their sheltering walls. The board in front, apart from indicating that it was 
a Cobbler Kiosk, also had ‘Bangalore Mahanagare Palike’ ( Bangalore City Corporation) written 
on it. It was thus presented as a contribution from the city to the cobbler community. 

The “Kiosk” employed modern though unrefined design. The execution was shabby and 
imprecise as it sat on a carelessly constructed concrete base. The oversized graphics on its sides 
advertised expensive products targeted at the people who drove by. Who was this meant for 
then? It seemed like the city was trying to make a statement by accepting informal economies 
as an inevitable Indian condition and providing them with a formal public space. But both 
in theory and in practice, this was a paradoxical and even impossible relationship. Since the 
function of City Administration was to regulate its population, it could not acknowledge the fact 
that large masses still remained outside its control. Why not a vegetable seller or a newspaper 
stand then, also part of India’s informal economy that occupied the streets? I conjectured further 
that since these structures attracted adequate revenue from their advertisements, they probably 
did not need the cobbler, who might have had to rent the space to use it. 

I wondered, why the cobbler, and why a kiosk? In order to attract customers they usually 
occupied busy street junctions and points where pedestrian traffic was high. They brought 
with them their bag of tools and a mat to sit on thus enabling them to relocate throughout the 
day, occupying spaces where they were likely to get the most business. A few cobblers had 
strategically situated their own “kiosks”, but these “kiosks” were lockable boxes that were more 
or less permanent structures, which were made quasi-legal through a weekly bribe to the police 
on duty.

This new insertion however did not fit either model, being neither mobile nor lockable.

From the question of the physicality and practicality of these structures, I examined the broader 
set of circumstances that led to this construction. Bangalore under the Bangalore Agenda Task 
Force (2000-2004) was trying to change its urban face aesthetically, to transform the image 
of the city in order for it to be worthy of remaining in the race to create a “global” city. Was 
this the city corporations effort to do the same? Was this being done as an act of benevolence, 
by seeming to cater to ‘cobblers’ who were essentially from the lower strata of society, and 
was the portrayal of such concern self-serving, or was it effectively changing the dismal lives 
of Bangalore’s street vendors? Was this an attempt to clean the filth and chaos off Bangalore’s 
streets, to sanitize the city and especially its representation from an aesthetic of chaos to one 
of control and “hi-design”? Was this also a cleaning up of the informal economy attempting 
to formalize and streamline it with the economic regulation of the rest of the population? Or 
has consumerism reached such heights that the city is inventing new surfaces on which to 
encourage the marketing of consumer products? Or does the city government need to profit 
from such structures? 

The right to the city and the appropriation of urban space in a context as dense as Bangalore’s 
central business district has another story altogether, partially answering my interrogative 
musings. Rapid growth of the city’s population and its affluence under the aura of ‘globalization’ 
has enabled an explosion of private vehicles both cars and two wheelers. Traffic jams have 
created an extended urban experience, with traffic lights providing points for new and 
interesting urban interaction. In this the street vendor has found a captive market, one that is 
in a hurry but has no option but to wait! Magazines, newspapers, car cleaning equipment, 
sunglasses, wallets, belts, and even combs, brushes and ear-buds, adorn every usable body part 
of Bangalore’s most enterprising entrepreneurs. 

But when the traffic starts to move and they need a moment of rest from the harshness of 
their occupation, the heat of the summer sun, the exhaust fumes and snarls and scowls of ai-
conditioned-car owners with rolled up windows, the shaded cobbler kiosk provides the much 
needed respite. 
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I probably am feeling pain
because you said you didn’t want to
lose me.

You’re probably feeling pain probably

Probably you’re filling pain
 with milk
 and cheese

Easily you fill   You always
with happiness   DID WRITE
   beautiful poems

 I mean I understand
Your easy happiness
   at the start
        of the moon
     found a cloth
  underneath
your SOFA MOON
                  I own it
                  I own what
     get them their      oval moon airy
          bodices
        replacing bodies
              maps?
You answer all
my questions     I mean I understand
without waiting
  
       The open door swinging
       from your wrist

 These poems all get
 too personal
 to survive inside

They are that

close body handles all in

the flesh    It’s easy to believe
     there’s only
Can I tell you about you   an I
Will you listen    and a you
each night    but in this
when I come home   world there are more
(from work I could say   yous
but everyone knows)   than
where does HE think   anything
HE’S going?

  It’s SO   A number of times
  EASY   His hands
  to START   are in his pockets 
he
  WITH   tirelessly turns
      I   the wheel

    So I go to     numbers
    THAT GUY     hands
    who’s a total      pockets 
    weirdo I MEAN       turns
    I understand
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  I’m not going to end up paying you
        MORE
        for what 
you did 
      for me than I
         did for you
  hence and so forth and far in    more
    between the maximum center of love    and
  is the love that is sanguine    more
       I
    over and over I dream of of    suspect 
  you you and and them them they GOT    of
    married and are dirty unhappy    you
   scoundrels I told you over    that
    and over they were the same cloudy  you
       are
       humble
           mumble those words that you love like
  don’t tell me about it
    that is your
      private love your private joke
   this page looks like I just left                ordinarily all
                    your ass in the toilet looks so good  Women get together  
          I might have to write it down

                  
    
       so nymph
  o sequestered in a man’s     
 body?     And a love boring boy’s body
          so tell 
         so baby              
         memory                                           truth
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                  butthole 
  a memory
  of everything          
  suffixes            
     participate            
                          in a non
                       demoninational
                kind of vagrancy that refuses
           and baptizes
                   lashes in the final stage 
               ic  
         IC 
                       
   ici         So for mo
       I developed an illustrious
     ic ic ici ici ici iciii  c c iic  IC         relationship     to    
             
             ME 
   IC   to truly really fathomably correct
            Understand me and what it could mean when it got sliced
                       ici         directly onto the meat table and was it a character IC  
   that could have been 

   a voi ded
    
               if another man had felt strongly   

       about loving

                      because when

                  he hit her booty it didn’t seem

    to represent love        
        Only that I respect
          your fabulous ass and
        
        my body will heal

        

        feeling for so

        

       in the absence 
                      of

     morbidly shuffling paper

                              IT’S THE PARTY STORE WHERE THEY HAVE
     
EVERYTHING EVER DREAMED OF
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Abstract

The flag on the moon represents an important event in vexillological history. This paper 
examines the political and technical aspects of placing a flag on the moon, focusing on the first 
moon landing. During their historic extravehicular activity (EVA), the Apollo 11 crew planted 
the flag of the United States on the lunar surface. This flag-raising was strictly a symbolic activity, 
as the United Nations Treaty on Outer Space precluded any territorial claim. Nevertheless, 

there were domestic and international debates over the appropriateness of the event. Congress 
amended the agency’s appropriations bill to prevent the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) from placing flags of other nations, or those of international associations, 
on the moon during missions funded solely by the United States. Like any activity in space 
exploration, the Apollo flag-raising also provided NASA engineers with an interesting technical 
challenge. They designed a flagpole with a horizontal bar allowing the flag to “fly” without 
the benefit of wind to overcome the effects of the moon’s lack of an atmosphere. Other factors 
considered in the design were weight, heat resistance, and ease of assembly by astronauts 
whose space suits restricted their range of movement and ability to grasp items. As NASA plans 
a return to the moon and an expedition to Mars, we will likely see flags continue to go “where 
no flag has gone before.”
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Introduction
President John F. Kennedy, in his historic speech of September 1962, expressed his vision of 
space exploration for an audience assembled in the stadium Rice University. Earlier that year he 
had challenged the United States to go to the moon within the decade. The space race was well 
underway and Kennedy, in foreseeing the role his country was to play in space exploration, also 
alluded to a role for flags. “We mean to lead [the exploration of space], for the eyes of the world 
now look into space, to the moon and to the planets beyond, and we have vowed that we shall 
not see it governed by a hostile flag of conquest, but by a banner of freedom and peace.”1

Thirty years later, as we prepare to return to the moon and continue on to Mars, it is time to 
reconsider the political and technical aspects of placing a flag on the lunar surface.

Political Aspects

Domestic Considerations:

The political aspects of the first lunar flag-raising were twofold — both domestic and 
international. NASA relies upon Congress for its funding and therefore has always been very 
cognizant of the need for good public relations. Astronauts were considered national heroes, 
and the flag of the United States has been a common symbol used in all aspects of the manned 
space program. NASA’s spacecraft and launch vehicles have always been decorated with flags. 
Edward H. White II became the first American astronaut to “walk in space” on 4 June 1965 
(Fig. 1), and his space suit was one of the first to be adorned with a flag patch.2 Following this 
tradition, flags have been used on the suits of astronauts from many countries. Use of flags in the 

1 John F. Kennedy. “Remarks of the President: Rice University Stadium, Houston, Texas.” NASA News Release, 
12 September 1962. On file at the NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) History Office.

2 White’s crewmate, James A. McDivitt, also wore a flag on his suit. The astronauts purchased the flags 
themselves, but following their flight NASA made the flag patch a regular feature on the space suits. Dick Lattimer, 
“All We Did Was Fly to the Moon” (Gainesville, FL: Whispering Eagle Press, 1983), p. 23; “Stars & Stripes Flew High 
on Gemini 4,” Dispatch: a Newsletter for Members of the Space Patch Collectors Club,” Vol. 1 No. 8 (June 1986), p.1; 
Buzz Aldrin, Men From Earth (New York: Bantam Books, 1989), p. 129; corroborated by Robert Spann, 1964-66 Project 

Fig. 1. Edward H. White II displays the U.S. flag on his space suit during his 
historic spacewalk, or EVA (NASA JSC Photograph S65-30431).
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space program created controversy, however, only when it became apparent that a flag would 
be planted on the moon.

International Considerations:

Prior to the Apollo 11 moon landing, the United Nations (U.N.) adopted the Treaty on Principles 
Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the 
Moon and Other Celestial Bodies of 27 January 1967 (commonly known as the Outer Space 
Treaty). Article II of the treaty clearly states that “outer space, including the moon and other 
celestial bodies, is not subject to national appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of 
occupation, or by any other means.”3 The United States, signatory to the treaty, could not claim 
the moon. Therefore, raising a flag on the lunar surface would merely be a symbolic gesture — 
an expression of triumph similar to the planting of a flag on Mount Everest or at the North and 
South Poles. The legal status of the moon clearly would not be affected by the presence of a U.S. 
flag on the surface, but NASA was aware of the international controversy that might occur as a 
result.4

In January of 1969, President Richard M. Nixon’s inaugural address stressed the international 
flavor of the Apollo program. “As we explore the reaches of space, let us go to the new worlds 
together — not as new worlds to be conquered, but as a new adventure to be shared.” NASA 
officials noted the tone of the speech, and there was some discussion within the agency that a 
United Nations flag could be used for the flight.5 This was one of the possibilities considered 
by the Committee on Symbolic Activities for the First Lunar Landing, which was appointed by 
Thomas O. Paine, NASA Acting Administrator, on February 25 of that year. The committee was 
instructed to select symbolic activities that would not jeopardize crew safety or interfere with 
mission objectives; that would “signalize the first lunar landing as an historic forward step of 
all mankind that has been accomplished by the United States” and that would not give the 
impression that the United States was “taking possession of the moon” in violation of the Outer 
Space Treaty. The committee considered several options including the possibilities of leaving a 
United States flag or an adaptation of the solar wind experiment in the form of a flag, leaving a 
set of miniature flags of all nations, and leaving a commemorative marker on the surface.6

The committee’s report recommended using only the flag of the United States during the lunar 
extravehicular activity (EVA). In addition, the committee suggested that a plaque bearing an 
inscription (“Here men from the planet Earth first set foot upon the moon July 1969, A.D. 
We came in peace for all mankind”) be mounted on the lunar module to emphasize that the 
purpose of the mission was one of exploration and not conquest. The original plaque design 

Engineer for the Gemini Support Office of the Space Suit Office at the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC), personal 
communication, 10 September 1992.
3 “Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including 
the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies of 27 January 1967,” in Space Law: Views of the Future: A Compilation of Articles 
by a New Generation of Space Law Scholars, edited by Tanja L. Zwaan (Deventer, The Netherlands: Kluwer Law and 
Taxation Publishers, 1988), pp. 149-154.
4 Adrian Bueckling, “Flaggen Auf Dem Mond,” Zeitschrift für Luftrecht und Weltraumrechtsfragen 19 (1 January 
1970), pp. 19-24.
5 Richard Nixon, “Inaugural Address, January 20, 1969,” in Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: 
Richard Nixon -- Containing the Public Messages, Speeches, and Statements of the President 1969 (Washington, D.C.: 
USGPO, 1971); George M. Low, memo to Director of JSC, 23 January 1969, on file at the JSC History Office.
6 T. O. Paine, NASA Acting Administrator, memo to Associate and Assistant Administrators and Center 
Directors, 25 February 1969, on file at the NASA Headquarters (HQ) History Office; George M. Low, memo to Director 
of JSC, 23 January 1969, on file at the JSC History Office; Willis H. Shapley, NASA Associate Deputy Administrator and 
Chairman of the Committee on Symbolic Activities, memos to Dr. Mueller of the Apollo Program Office, 19 April 1969 
and 2 July 1969, and memo to the Administrator of NASA, n.d., on file at the NASA HQ History Office; Leonard Jaffe, 
Director for Space Science and Applications Programs, memo to the Associate Administrator for Space Science and 
Applications, 13 March 1969, on file at the NASA HQ History Office.
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featured a U.S. flag, but the graphic was changed to pictures of the eastern and western 
hemispheres of the Earth to symbolize the crew’s point of origin. It was decided that, in addition 
to the large flag, 4 x 6 inch flags of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, the U.S. territories, 
and flags for all member countries of the United Nations and several other nations, would be 
carried in the lunar module and returned for presentation to governors and heads of state after 
the flight.7

Technical Aspects

Design and Engineering Constraints

Work on the lunar flag assembly began about three months prior to the Apollo 11 mission. 
Robert Gilruth, Director of the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC)8 and a member of the 
Committee on Symbolic Activities, asked Jack Kinzler, Chief of Technical Services Division at 
MSC, for ideas regarding the EVA. Kinzler suggested that a full-size U.S. flag could be deployed 
using a specially designed flagpole. He drew up a preliminary sketch (Fig. 2) and the idea was 
presented to the committee. Working with Deputy Division Chief Dave McCraw, he worked out 
the details of the lunar flag assembly over several days. The design was based on a number of 
engineering constraints. For example, to compensate for the lack of 

an atmosphere on the lunar surface, the flag assembly included a horizontal crossbar to give the 
illusion of a flag flying in the breeze.9

Two other major constraints were the weight of the assembly and the stowage space required. 
The team designed the entire assembly to be as lightweight as possible — when completed 
it weighed only 9 pounds and 7 ounces. They reduced the size of the package by developing 
a two-part telescoping pole apparatus with a telescoping crossbar. It was also necessary to 
design a flagpole that could be easily assembled and deployed by astronauts wearing space 
suits. Space suits used for the lunar surface EVA were pressurized to approximately 3.7 pounds 
per square inch and, as a result, the amount of force that the astronauts could apply with 

7 Jack Kinzler, MSC Chief of Technical Services (retired), interview with the author, 30 August 1992. Following 
the presentation of 4x6 inch flags to several heads of state, it was discovered that some of the national flags flown were 
obsolete. Dr. Whitney Smith of the Flag Research Center was contacted by NASA and asked to check the remaining flags 
for accuracy. Whitney Smith, personal communication, 29 April 1992.
8 In 1973 the Manned Spacecraft Center was renamed the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center and is commonly 
referred to as JSC.
9 Kinzler, interview, 30 August 1992.

Fig. 2. -Lunar Flag Assembly --Kinzler’s 
preliminary sketch.

Fig. 3. -Astronaut Reach Constraints. 
(NASA Press Release 69-83K, p. 122)
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their gloved hands was limited and their range of 
movement was restricted (Fig. 3).

A 3 x 5 ft. nylon flag, obtained through the 
government supply catalog,10 was altered by sewing 
a hem along the top. The crossbar, hinged to the 
pole, went through this hem, and a loop sewn 
around the bottom of the flag secured it to the pole. 
An astronaut would unfurl the flag by extending 
the telescoping crossbar and by raising it first to a 
position just above 90 degrees. He then lowered it to 
a position perpendicular to the pole where a catch 
prevented the hinge from moving. The upper portion 
then slipped into the base portion of the flagpole, 
which had been driven into the ground using a 
lunar geological hammer. A red ring was painted 
around the base of the assembly 18 inches from the 
bottom to aid the astronauts in judging the distance 
that the pole had penetrated the surface.11 Finally, it 
was necessary to protect the flag during the descent 
portion of the lunar landing. To make the flag easily 
accessible during the EVA, it was mounted on the 
left-hand side of the ladder on the Lunar Module 
(LM) (Fig. 4)

This also reduced the amount of equipment that 
had to carried inside the already crowded vehicle. It was estimated, however, that the LM 
ladder would be heated to 250 degrees Farenheit by the descent engines as they fired during 
the descent staging phase of the landing. The ladder would experience temperatures up to 
2,000 degrees Farenheit during the 13 seconds of the touchdown phase. Tests run on the 
flag determined that it would withstand temperatures of only up to 300 degrees Farenheit . 
These conditions made it necessary to design a protective shroud for the flagassembly. The 
shroud design (Fig. 5) was the work of the Structures and Mechanics Division of the Manned 
Spacecraft Center. It consisted of a stainless steel outer case separated from an aluminum layer 
by Thermoflex insulation. Several layers of thermal blanketing material were placed between the 
shroud and the flag assembly, limiting the temperature experienced by the flag to 180 degrees 

10 It is uncertain who manufactured the flag that was deployed by the Apollo 11 crew. According to a NASA 
Press Release of 3 July 1969, “the Stars and Stripes to be deployed on the Moon was purchased along with several others 
made by different manufacturers at stores in the area around the Manned Spacecraft Center near Houston. In order 
to attach the flag properly to its aluminum staff it was necessary to remove the binding and labels. For this reason the 
name of the manufacturer cannot be determined.” (NASA Press Release 69-83E, 3 July 1969, on file at the JSC History 
Office). In his book, “All We Did Was Fly to the Moon,” (Gainesville, FL: Whispering Eagle Press, 1988), p. 121, Dick 
Lattimer states that the flags that went to the moon were made by Annin & Co. Randy Beard, Sr., of Annin contacted 
the Public Affairs Office at NASA Headquarters regarding the flag shortly after the moon landing. His company had 
supplied many flags to NASA throughout the manned space flight program. Beard was told that three secretaries had 
been sent out to buy 3x5-foot nylon flags during their lunch hours. After they had returned it was discovered that all of 
them had purchased their flags at Sears. Annin was the official flag supplier for Sears at the time so this story seemed 
to confirm that the flag had been made by Annin. Beard was informed that NASA would not confirm the manufacturer 
of the flag because they didn’t “want another Tang” -- in other words, the agency did not want another advertising 
campaign based upon the fact that a commercial product had been used by the astronauts. (Randy Beard, Sr., Annin & 
Co., personal communication, 24 August 1992 and 10 September 1992.) Jack Kinzler was unable to verify that the flags 
were purchased at local stores or that the labels were removed. His notes indicate that the flags were purchased from 
the Government Stock Catalog for $5.50. (Kinzler, interview, 30 August 1992.)
11 Kinzler, interview, 30 August 1992.

Fig. 4. -Dave McCraw, NASA Manned 
Spacecraft Center Technical Services Deputy 
Division Chief, demonstrates the removal 
of the flag shroud from the Lunar Module 
ladder. He holds the “pip” pin in his right 
hand. (NASA JSC Photograph S69-38755)
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Farenheit .12

Construction and Testing:

All of the work on the flag assembly and on the flag shroud was performed in the workshops at 
the Manned Spacecraft Center. Alterations to the flag were done in the fabrics shop, the sheet 
metals shop constructed the flagpole, and another shop anodized the flagpole — electrolytically 
coating the aluminum to give it a gold color and a stiff protective surface. Tubing used in the 
construction of the pole was about an inch in diameter with a wall approximately 1/32 of an 
inch thick. The telescoping feature of the pole was created by using different sizes of tubing 
that slid neatly into each other. A capped bottom allowed the upper portion of the pole to slide 
easily into the lower portion. The base of the  lower section was designed with a hardened steel 

point to  make it easier to drive into the lunar soil.

Cost of materials was relatively low — the flag was purchased for $5.50 and the tubing cost 
approximately $75. The cost of the shroud has been estimated at several hundred dollars due to 
the materials involved. Construction of the prototypes was achieved in several days, and after 
a week the team had made a few backup assemblies, and some to be used for crew training 
purposes. Demonstration tests were performed where the flag assembly was folded, packed, 
unpacked, erected and deployed to assure that it would operate properly. Kinzler flew to 
Kennedy Space Center in Florida to participate in a mockup review of the lunar flag assembly 
on 25 June 1969. The astronauts were included in several of these tests as part of their EVA 
training so that they would be familiar with deployment procedures.13

Preflight Preparation

Packing of the flag assembly followed a written 12-step procedure which required up to 5 
people to ensure that it was tightly packed. Wooden blocks and plastic ties were used by the 
team to keep the packed flag together as they progressed through the steps. These packing aids 
were removed when the flag was placed into the thermal package. After the flag was rolled 
into the thermal package a thermal rip strip made with Velcro was used to close the package. 
The strip had a pull-tab at the top to make it easier for the astronauts to open the package once 
they were on the lunar surface. This thermal package was then installed into the metal shroud 

12 Ibid.; T. Moser, “Insulation Configuration,” drawing and data from the personal files of Jack Kinzler.
13 Kinzler, interview, 30 August 1992; JSC Technical Services Division, “Weekly Activities Report -- June 23-27, 
1967,” on file at the JSC History Office.

Fig. 6. -Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin deploy the 
first U.S. flag on the moon. (NASA JSC Photograph 
S69-40308)

Fig. 5. -Flag assembly and shroud (NASA photograph S69-
38748).
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following a 4-step procedure. A small block of Thermaflex insulation was placed around the 
bottom and top ends of the pole to protect the flag ends from hot brackets. The flag packing for 
the Apollo 11 flight was performed in Jack Kinzler’s office and was approved by the Chief of 
Quality Assurance who was present during the procedure. Once the flag thermal package was 
properly stowed inside the shroud, it was taken to the launch site at KSC to be mounted on the 
ladder of the LM.14

Because the final decision to fly the flag and attach the plaque was made so close to the launch 
date, a Lear jet was chartered to fly Kinzler, George Low (Manager of the Apollo Spacecraft 
Program), Low’s secretary, the flag assembly, and the commemorative plaque to KSC before 
the launch. The flag and plaque were installed on the LM of Apollo 11 at 4:00 in the morning 
as the spacecraft sat atop its Saturn V rocket ready for launch. Kinzler had written an 11-step 
procedure for mounting the assembly on the ladder and personally supervised the installation.

Proper installation was vital if the astronauts were to be able to deploy the flag on the lunar 
surface. An astronaut first released the shroud “pip” pin by squeezing it and then pulling it out, 
and then released the main flag assembly “pip” pin. A spring tension against the flag poles was 
released when the pins were pulled allowing easy removal of the shroud. The astronaut then 
pulled the Velcro strip off the insulation package and discarded the wrapping materials.

Deployment and Performance

The first U.S. flag on the moon was deployed by Neil Armstrong and Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin 
during their historic EVA on 20 July 1969 (at 4 days, 14 hours and 9 minutes mission-elapsed 
time). The flag was seen worldwide on live television (Fig. 6). At their technical crew debriefing, 
Armstrong and Aldrin reported few problems with the deployment. They had trouble extending 
the horizontal telescoping rod and could not pull it all the way out. This gave the flag a bit of 
a “ripple effect,” and later crews intentionally left the rod partially retracted. The Apollo 11 
astronauts also noted that they could drive the lower portion of the pole only about 6 to 9 
inches into the surface. It is uncertain if the flag remained standing or was blown over by the 
engine blast when the ascent module took off.

The only design change made as the result of performance on the lunar surface was in the 
catching mechanism of the horizontal crossbar’s hinge. The Apollo 12 crew could not get 
the catch to latch properly and, as a result, the flag drooped slightly. Later models of the flag 
assembly had a double-action latch that would work even if the horizontal bar was not raised 
above a 90 degree angle.15

Reactions to the Flag Deployment

Even though the event took only 10 minutes of the 2 1/2 hour EVA, for many people around 
the world the flag-raising was one of the most memorable parts of the Apollo 11 lunar landing. 
There were no formal protests from other nations that the flag-raising constituted an illegal 

14 Ibid.; Kinzler, “Flag Folding Procedure” and “Flag Installation in Shroud (Procedure)” from the personal files 
of Jack Kinzler; Kinzler, personal communication, 9 September 1992.
15 Kinzler, interview, 30 August 1992; JSC Technical Services Division, “Weekly Activities Report -- July 7-11, 
1969,” on file at the JSC History Office; Kinzler, “Mounting Flag Assembly on Ladder (Procedure),” from the personal 
files of Jack Kinzler. Also these materials on file at the JSC History Office: “Apollo 11 GOSS NET (Ground Operational 
Support System Network) Transcripts,” Tape 71/10, p. 390; NASA JSC Mission Operations Branch Flight Crew Support 
Division, Apollo 11 Technical Crew Debriefing (U), Vol. I, 31 July 1969, pp. 10-43 to 10-45; NASA JSC, Apollo News 
Center, “Apollo 11 Postflight-Crew Press Conference,” 12 August 1969. Buzz Aldrin noted that “just beneath the 
powdery surface, the subsoil was very dense. We succeeded in pushing the flagpole in only a couple of inches. It didn’t 
look very sturdy.” (Buzz Aldrin, Men From Earth, p. 242.) No film footage of either the Apollo 11 or Apollo 12 liftoff 
from the lunar surface is available, so it could not be determined if those flags remained standing. The Apollo 14 Mission 
Film (JSC-563) clearly shows that the flag from that mission remained standing after liftoff.

attempt to claim the moon. Buzz Aldrin, in an article written for Life magazine, stated that as 
he looked at the flag he sensed an “almost mystical unification of all people in the world at that 
moment.” A few published articles expressed regret that NASA had chosen not to plant a U.N. 
flag, either in addition to or alongside that of the United States.

Prior to the mission, several members of Congress relayed letters from their constituents 
to NASA which recommended (or in some cases opposed) the use of specific flags. Flags 
mentioned in these letters included the U.S. flag, the U.N. flag, and the Christian flag.16 The 
congressional debate heated up in the House of Representatives as the body considered NASA’s 
appropriations bill for Fiscal Year 1970. On 10 June, NASA formally notified members of 
Congress that a decision had been made to raise the U.S. flag on the lunar surface. The House 
approved the appropriations bill on that same day after amending it to include a flag provision. 
This measure did not actually affect the Apollo 11 mission, but did make it clear to NASA where 
many members of Congress stood on the flag issue.

A House and Senate conference committee agreed on the final version of the bill on 4 
November 1969 which included a provision that “the flag of the United States, and no other 
flag, shall be implanted or otherwise placed on the surface of the moon, or on the surface of 
any planet, by members of the crew of any spacecraft ... as part of any mission ... the funds 
for which are provided entirely by the Government of the United States.” The amendment, in 
deference to the Outer Space Treaty, concluded with the statement “this act is intended as a 
symbolic gesture of national pride in achievement and is not to be construed as a declaration of 
national appropriation by claim of sovereignty.”17

Although the amendment was passed and became law, technically NASA was not required 
to deploy a U.S. flag on each of the following Apollo missions. Spencer M. Beresford, NASA’s 
General Counsel, noted in a report to the Associate Deputy Administrator that “the managers 
on the part of the House further clarified the intent of the provision during the conference 
by stipulating that this section should not be construed to mean that the American flag must 

16 Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr., “Lunar Dust Smelled Just Like Gunpowder,” Life 67 #8 (22 August 1969), p. 26; 
Bueckling; Eugene Brooks, “Legal Aspects of the Lunar Landing,” in International Astronautical Federation, Colloquium 
on the Law of Outer Space, 12th, Mar del Plata, Argentina, October 5-10, 1969, Proceedings, pp. 160-161. Also 
these materials on file at the NASA HQ History Office: Fanny Ventadour, “U.S. Flag On Moon Improper: Reader,” 
letter to the editor, Orlando Sentinel, Thursday Morning, 17 July 1969; Donald C. Drake, “Flag on Moon Offers an 
Example for Man,” Philadelphia Inquirer, Sunday, 10 August 1969; Robert F. Allnutt, NASA Assistant Administrator for 
Legislative Affairs, letters to: Representative Clark MacGregor (28 January 1969), Senator J. W. Fulbright (11 February 
1969), Representative William Scott (13 May 1969), Senator Wallace F. Bennett (1 July 1969), Representative Richard 
L. Ottinger (2 July 1969), Senator Margaret Chase Smith (22 July 1969); T. O. Paine, NASA Acting Administrator, letter 
to Lee A. DuBridge, Science Advisor to the President, 30 January 1969. Also, these materials on file at the JSC History 
Office: “It’s All Ours -- And Everyone Else’s, Iberian Daily Sun (22 July 1969), p. 35; “--In Peace for All Mankind,” 
Philadelphia Inquirer (date unknown); “...So Proudly We Hailed,” The Seattle Times (21 July 1969); “Let’s All Cheer,” 
Huntsville News (18 July 1969).
17 “’Plans’ for Apollo to Land U.N. Flag Questioned,” Space Daily, 31 March 1969, p. 145; Robert F. Allnutt, 
NASA Assistant Administrator for Legislative Affairs, letters to Representatives Robert H. Michel and Richard L 
Roudebush, both dated 8 April 1969; T. O. Paine, NASA Administrator, letter to Senator Birch Bayh, 18 April 1969; 
“Mathias Asks Flags for Next Apollo,” Washington Post, 28 May 1969; “Rarick Calls for Placing of U.S. Flag on the 
Moon,” Space Daily, 29 May 1969, p. 132; “’Put an American Flag on the Moon’ - Bennett,” Space Daily, 3 June 1969, 
p. 148; Congressman Joe L. Evins, “American Flag to be Placed on Moon by Apollo 11 Astronauts,” Congressional 
Record, 16 June 1969, E4908; Congressman Symington, “The Implantation of a Flag on the Moon,” Congressional 
Record, 16 June 1969, H4828; “Moon Exploration: 2 Flags to be Hoisted,” Washington Star, 11 June 1969; William 
Hines, “Big Congressional Flap Over Flag,” Washington Star, 29 June 1969; Congressman James G. Fulton, “Apollo 11 
Flags,” Congressional Record, 15 July 1969, E5931; “Conferees Agree on Space Budget and Flag Rule,” The Evening 
Bulletin, Philadelphia, 5 November 1969 -- all on file at the NASA HQ History Office. Also, “Implantation of the United 
States Flag on the Moon or Planets,” P.L. 91-119, 18 November 1969, Section 8 (83 Stat., 202), in National Aeronautics 
and Space Act of 1958, as Amended, and Related Legislation, committee print for the Committee on Science and 
Technology -- U.S. House of Representatives, October 1983.
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necessarily be implanted or otherwise placed on the surface of the moon or the surface of 
any planet on each and every landing subsequent to an initial landing.” Regardless of this 
interpretation, the Apollo flights could have been considered exempt since, as pointed out by 
a member of the House of Representatives, several international partners had contributed to 
portions of the Apollo Program.18 This is also likely to be the case if and when NASA sends 
astronauts back to the moon or on to Mars.

The Future

President George Bush, speaking on the steps of the National Air and Space Museum on the 
20th anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon landing, proposed that lunar/Mars exploration should 
be the nation’s long-term objective in space exploration. “The Apollo astronauts left more than 
flags and footprints on the Moon. They also left some unfinished business. For, even 20 years 
ago, we recognized that America’s ultimate goal was not simply to go there and go back — but 
to go there and go on.”19

Although Bush did not include the concept of international cooperation in his vision of 
the space exploration initiative, there are many who recognize that the political climate 
has changed since the days of Apollo. Space exploration and space projects have become 
internationalized and missions on the scale of a lunar base or a Mars mission will probably 
require international funding to make them feasible. It will be interesting to see which flags join 
that of the United States on the lunar surface and which will be the first flags on Mars. (fig. 7) 
One thing is clear — as humans explore the solar system we will likely see flags continue to go 
“where no flag has gone before.”

18 Spencer M. Beresford, NASA General Counsel, opinion for the Associate Deputy Administrator, 5 December 
1969, on file at the JSC History Office; Symington, “The Implantation of a Flag on the Moon.” Symington notes four 
examples of international cooperation in the Apollo program: 1) tracking stations around the world which, for the most 
part, were provided rent-free by the host governments, 2) the solar wind experiment which was developed by Swiss 
scientists who were funded by the Swiss government, 3) a team of 150 scientists selected to examine lunar samples 
included 36 members from 8 other countries who would participate at the expense of their respective countries, and 4) 
rocket monitor sounding probes which were conducted by a Brazilian space agency team for the Apollo program.
19 George Bush, “Remarks by the President at 20th Anniversary of Apollo Moon Landing; The Steps of the Air 
and Space Museum, Washington, D.C.” The White House, Office of the Press Secretary, 20 July 1989.

Fig. 7. -”Return to Utopia,” by Pat Rawlings, shows the arrival of humans at the Viking 2 landing site. Flags will most 
likely accompany humans as they explore the planets (NASA photograph S91-52337).
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The two pictures were taken outside the ancient city of Sigiriya, Sri Lanka, the first 
one before I entered, and the second one, 5 hours later when I came out of the 
city complex. 

This small experiment in perception taught me how aesthetic considerations are 
not absolute. There are several interpretations of beauty and there is no objective 
way of gauging them. 

I have not been able to tell if the briefness/ preciseness of the second picture was 
a result of 5 hours spent in Sigiriya or not. But I do remember that the same place 
had two different episodes of experience. 
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myself on the NJ
Transit Midtown
Direct to Dover,
I farted
loudly. The passenger
to the rear of me
and to my right
ahead of me   did
not tend to notice.

       I pulled out my
train pass and a
 young woman sat
down in the seat
across the aisle from
me. She arranged her
bag as a pillow and
lay down sideways
to sleep.

16 May/03
I went to the movies
 with Khalif, Pedro and Mike
last night to see the
Matrix.  On the A
express to Penn Station
some has written K-S-H
K-S-H and

on the
windows of
  two sets of
doors

14 May/03
As I seated
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On the A express
  to Rockaway
 Nostrand Ave. another
 someone has written
  G-R-A-F
    M-D-F on the window
   of the door
also M-I-S-T and
R-E-A-D-Y-O-N-E

A woman sells batteries
and manicure kits

17 May/o3
On the way through
some part of Newark
on a freshly cemented

wall for Meinke Muffler
someone has scratched
F-U-C-K Y-O-U
  G-A-R-Y

Later, walking from
home down

 Nostrand Ave.
to the A-C-E to
34th St.
and Carey-Anne and
  Stephen ,
someone has stuck the
 following           on
the back left corner

of their truck
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19 May/03
On the Manhattan-
bound A
someone has written
 R-I-S-K Y-U-K
 on the window

A woman wears red
 crushed velvet pants
causing her thick legs
to shimmer.
Getting off the Brooklyn-
bound A, I was once
handed a postcard

 advertising           thick
 latin azzes,
but this was different

On the Brooklyn-bound
A, someone has
 scratched B-O-N-E-R
into the window
also D-A-B



Ruin|Monument
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Editorial

“..A spectral figure now appears before him - the “genius of Tombs and Ruins” - and 
spirits him high, into the air, from which lofty vantage he sees the globe spotted with 
deserts, fires, and fugitive and desolate peoples.  It  is a law of nature Volney surmises, 
that all things must fall into ruin.  But the apparation corrects him: the hideous earthly 
vision above which he floats at a sublime distance, is not natural at all.  It is, precisely, 
human history.”

–from Brian Dillon’s essay “Fragments From a History of Ruin”

“A Klee painting named ‘Angelus Novus’ shows an angel looking as though he is about 
to move away from something he is fixedly contemplating. His eyes are staring, his 
mouth is open, his wings are spread. This is how one pictures the angel of history. His 
face is turned toward the past. Where we perceive a chain of events, he sees one single 
catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. The angel 
would like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole what has been smashed. But a 
storm is blowing in from Paradise; it has got caught in his wings with such a violence 
that the angel can no longer close them. The storm irresistibly propels him into the future 
to which his back is turned, while the pile of debris before him grows skyward. This 
storm is what we call progress.”

–from Walter Benjamin’s, “Thesis on the Philosophy of History”

The word monument derives from monere - to remind, warn.  The monument as we think 
of it, the emblem which always points idealistically, emphatically towards utopia, a dream, 
is fatalistically anchored to a memory, that which has already been.  Furthermore the 
monument is the memory of a dream, a failed utopia.  As Svetlana Boym might say, the 
monument is the ruin of the future - the future that never happened.

I wonder if we can propose a re-reading of Benjamin’s proposition as follows:  We are the 
angels of history.  We look towards the ruin of past events formulating constellations (chains 
of events).  We understand the future that is behind us through these constellations.  The 
storm from Paradise which propels us towards the future is precisely the same as the storm 
which has destroyed our past.  It is this contradiction which allows us to continue moving 
backwards as we imagine the future as the next ruin in our unfinished constellation.  The ruin 
is the embodiment of the future - history.  The Ruin is The Monument.

This issue of Shifter, Ruin|Monument will attempt to explore these questions - questions 
which are pressing as a city just built has been once again destroyed.  The monument here? 
Relegious dogma, Political power, Machismo.  We the angels read our newspapers, the 
winds of paradise catching under our wings.

1) The fragmented | The unified
2) The fractured | The intact
3) The erased | The extant
4) The silence | The voice
5) The fleeting | The fallen
6)
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HORN OF PLENTY: FRAGMENT1

The premise: After the ultimate move in a game of Tarot the narrator has fallen into a deep 
trance, from which he is trying to awake. He describes his experience in imagined letters to his 
Love

When the Phosphorescent water
stopped cascading, 
and the circular Rainbow 
disappeared, 
the gate behind which 
the water had been falling 
unlocked itself 
and opened.

Simultaneously, 
I find myself removing 
a Red “Horn of Plenty” 
from my mouth...

A rope with a large Gordian 
knot in it, the first 
in a series of similar knots, 
hangs from a Metal ring 
on the ceiling, and leads 
down a dark shaft.

My back is against a wall; 
I grab onto the rope 
above the highest knot, 
put my feet on 
the knot below
and start climbing 
toward the bottom, 
where I think I see light.

I count the knots 
on the way, 
but somewhere past two thousand 
I lose track;
the light is real 
and getting closer.
At the end of the shaft
I let go, and jump 

1 “The end is in the beginning and yet you go on.” — Samuel Beckett, Endgame
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onto a vast and luminous 
stretch of sand. 

I have entered the site 
described in Everyman’s 
Handbook of Splendors: 
the Tunnel of Set,
under the City of the Pyramids.
 
Before me, in the canal, 
under an arched ceiling
of polished Alabaster, 
lies a White Paper Boat,
pristine and immense.

It sits in the water between 
an Illuminated Earthen Bumper,
where the canal begins—
like the Bumpers of Neo Lione’zz 
before the Flood—
and a Pearl Gate that blocks access 
to the rest of the waterway—
like the Gates of Heaven 
in Doktor Vibes’ Keys to Success.  

The sand all around shows signs 
of having been walked on, 
and is littered with Débris.
 
I notice two shining Elevator doors 
further down by the Pearl Gate, 
past the bow of the ship; 
yet, strangely, there is no path
leading to them... 

This confirms the Aporia 
encrypted in my Situation.

I start to reason: 
IF... 
to the Bumper 
as Inkwell of Mind, 
surmounted by the Flame 
of Attention 
under the Red Dome 
of the Multiple Task, 
corresponds the Blank Page of Matter, 
on the Waters of Natural Selection, 
across the Sands of Time, 
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then...
 the Elevator doors are the Portal 
to the Mysteries of loo’zz’loo’zz…

I make my way toward them, 
and, when I get there,
push the button on the wall.

I wait.

When the doors finally 
open, I see before me 
a dark open space.
 
In the floor is a big 
lever, pulled to one side
and fastened with wire 
to a Projective row
of Metal shelves 
that recede and disappear 
into the darkness behind. 

On the shelves are Miscellaneous 
objects of Metal, wood, Plastic, 
cloth, Nylon, glass...
 
As I am about to step 
through the doorway, I realize 
that I no longer have 
the Red “Horn of Plenty” 
in my hand. 

Thinking that I dropped it 
somewhere behind 
in the sand, I watch 
the Elevator doors close again, 
and turn to retrace my steps. 

The Revelation occurs to me 
that the objects in the sand 
are Débris from the Marriage 
of Purgatory and Hell. 

I hurry back to 
the last group of objects 
that I had encountered—
two sealed jars labeled “Power Flex,” 
one heavy-duty Spring 
and a tubular Pink dispenser—
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only to find a pile 
of rope and a Rusty Lamp. 

Continuing further, 
I rediscover a Silvery Balloon
with coiled ribbons... 
but then I remember 
that between the Balloon 
and the Spring 
lies the spot where I saw 

Doll parts (two left arms 
and a head full of hair)...
so I turn around, bend down
and pull from the sand 
a fragment of Spray Can 
and the sole of a shoe—
but no “Horn of Plenty.”
I go back to the Balloon. 

More entangled rope 
and Doll parts, but still 
no “Horn of Plenty.”
I look to my right
at the Central Fold 
of the Paper Boat, 
and ask myself whether 
the “Horn of Plenty”
was in my possession 
when I was here 
on the way over. 

I think I remember, 
after jumping off the rope,  
approaching the Paper Boat
with the Talisman still in hand... 
The mound of bottles 
and Medicine Bag 
had drawn my attention.

I dig there, 
and, though I turn up 
more bottles and rope, 
more jars and tubes, 
some shredded clothing 
and a broken Lamp, 
I am still at a loss.
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Maybe it fell to the ground 
when I first jumped off... 

I return to my starting point—
jugs, cans, a Circuit Board,
a Chariot wheel—but no Talisman.

I turn yet again 
and go back 
toward the Paper Boat.

I rummage through the sand...
no success.

I give up. 

Returning to the Elevator, 
I cannot avoid seeing more rope, 
more bottles and boxes, 
a twisted window frame 
and a one-sided ladder, 
a Charred Maypole, 
a dis-Colored cushion, 
another Balloon 
and a hat marked “Axl’hammer’s.”

I reach the Elevator doors. 
I push the button again,
and wait.

After a while the thought  
occurs to me that I might 
have misplaced 
the Red “Horn of Plenty” 
right away, at the top 
of the shaft, where 
the knotted rope 
is attached to the ceiling—
but just then, 
the Elevator doors slide open. 
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EXPLODING BODIES, FRAGMENTED TERRITORY: HAMAS’ MARTYR-
IMAGES AND PALESTINIAN LAND-BODY METAPHORS

Lisa Vinebaum

This writing examines Hamas’ commemorative images of its suicide bombers within a 
contemporary history of Palestinian self-representations in which the body is invoked as a 
metaphor for land and for national and territorial aspirations. I trace the evolution of Palestinian 
land-body metaphors beginning in 1948, from those of powerlessness cast in defeat, to those 
of empowerment and resistance, and most recently to those of militancy and defiance as 
evidenced in the Hamas images. On one hand, the exploded, shattered body of the Hamas 
suicide bomber is a metaphor for Palestinian territory under occupation, particularly in the West 
Bank where it is fragmented by Israeli settlements, bypass roads, and most recently, the security 
wall. However because Hamas carefully constructs its commemorative images to visually depict 
each and every deceased suicide bomber as a whole, defiant martyr with explosive potential, 
the images also attest to Hamas’ desire to wreck havoc on the Israeli body politic and its own 
self-image as a strong, secure nation. 

Palestinian land-body metaphors emerged in the context of, and constitute a direct response 
to, the ongoing and often violent territorial conflict with the state of Israel. As such they also 
reflect key dates and phases in the Palestinian struggle for national and territorial rights: First, the 
establishment of the state of Israel and the displacement of over half the Palestinian population 
in 1948; second, the emergence of a Palestinian resistance movement in the 1960s; third, the 
intifada (uprising) of 1987-1993; fourth, the (failed) Oslo negotiation period of 1993-2000; 
and finally, the current al-Aqsa intifada that began in September 2000. Given the profound 
developments in Israel and Palestine since January 2006 the notion of what might constitute the 
current phase of the Palestinian national struggle is somewhat tricky. The election of a Hamas-
led government in January 2006, the escalation of Israeli military force (most recently, extending 
beyond the occupied territories and into Lebanon), the election of the Kadima party by Israelis 
in March 2006 and its stated intention of unilaterally finalizing Israel’s national borders by 2010, 
are likely to indefinitely deter any settlement toward a two-state solution and a lasting peace.

This writing focuses on Palestinian modes of self-representation in literature, with additional 
examples from contemporary visual art. Palestinian self-representations and their reliance on 
land-body metaphors must be situated in the larger context of nationalist discourses, whereby 
modes of self-representation perform a central role in shaping a nation’s collective identity and 
self-image. In so doing, they provide an idealized self-image of the nation. “The representations 
that individuals and communities create of themselves, their past and their homeland are 
contoured by numerous factors, in particular by the desire of how they wish to see themselves” 
(Sherwell, 2003 pp.125-126). Palestinian self-representations in literature and visual art are key 
to understanding the process by which Palestinians imagine themselves as a nation, especially 
in the absence of any clear national borders. 

Hamas’ commemorative images of suicide bombers

Hamas (Harakat al-Muqawamah al-Islamiyya), meaning zeal, is the Arabic acronym for the 
Islamic Resistance Movement1. Hamas was formed in 1987 with the self-declared objective 
of “destroying the Zionist entity that occupies Palestine, and establishing Palestine from the 

1  Hamas online, ibid.

sea to the river based on Islamic principles”2 An extremist Islamic fundamentalist group 
primarily associated with terrorism and violence against Israelis, Hamas is also a socio-political 
movement (Mishal and Sela) that won control of the Palestinian Authority in elections held last 
January. Its military wing, and in particular the Izz al-Din al-Qassam Brigades, is responsible 
for the suicide bombings that since April 1994 have killed hundreds of Israelis3. Hamas refers 
to these attacks as martyrdom operations and accordingly it commemorates each and every 
suicide bomber as an Islamic martyr and hero. Among its most prevalent modes of public 
commemoration are memorial images of suicide bombers-as-martyrs, produced as print 
posters and displayed in public spaces across the occupied territories. These images are also 
disseminated digitally as high-definition jpeg images available for download from Hamas’ 
various websites. While other Palestinian militant groups such as the al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades 
and Palestinian Islamic Jihad also produce commemorative images of their suicide bombers, my 
focus here is exclusively on those images created and disseminated by Hamas.

I use the term “martyr images” to describe these Hamas images, because they memorialize 
every suicide bomber as a martyr who sacrificed his/her life to advance the cause of establishing 
an independent Palestinian Shari’a (Islamic law) state in Palestine. Hamas’ slogan states that 
martyrdom, “death for the sake of Allah is the loftiest of its wishes”4. The Hamas images use 
photographs of the martyr-to-be, taken just before her/his suicide mission, yet they are produced 
and disseminated after the suicide bomber’s deployment (and in cases of failed attempts, after 
their capture by the Israeli army). While each individual image is unique, certain types of 
imagery and symbolism play a prominent and recurrent role. The suicide bomber is always 
photographed looking directly at the camera, wearing military fatigues, holding an assault rifle 
in one hand and the Koran in the other. They wear a green and white headband (the colors of 
Hamas) and often pose in front of a large green Hamas banner. They also wear military belts 
and pouches around their waists, referencing the deadly suicide belts packed with explosives. 
Also prevalent in these martyr-images are photos of Islamic holy sites such as mosques, and 
the al-Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem in particular5. Flames, fire, and explosions, exaggerated 
using digital imaging software, often occupy the background areas or are used to link various 
visual elements and photos together. As well, the images are inscribed with text that hails the 
deceased suicide bomber as a martyr. Verses from the Koran are often cited, as are excerpts 
from the bombers’ farewell testimony recorded prior to their attacks, in which they express their 
reasons and desire for martyrdom. Some of the Hamas images also depict scenes of Palestinian 
repression by the Israeli army; of masked Hamas guerilla fighters marching at demonstrations 
and/or possibly during training exercises; and scenes of the aftermath of suicide attacks against 
Israelis. 

The visual construction by Hamas of its suicide bombers as Islamic martyrs occurs through the 
juxtaposition of specific imagery repeated in each and every commemorative image of each 
and every suicide bomber. The combination of military fatigues and weaponry, together with the 
Koran and other symbols of Islamic devotion, depict the suicide bomber as an Islamic martyr, in 
line with Hamas’ objectives that tie Palestinian national aspirations to Islamic faith, and military 
objectives to religious ones: “Hamas regards Nationalism (Wataniyya) as part and parcel of 
the religious faith. Nothing is loftier or deeper in Nationalism than waging Jihad against the 

2  Hamas online,ibid.
3  The Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs lists 256 Israeli soldiers and civilians killed in Palestinian terrorist 
attacks between Sept. 13 1993- Sept. 2000, and at 1,124 between Sept. 2000 and May 1, 2006. <www.mfa.gov.il/mfa/
terrorism> [accessed  4 April 2006 and 4 Sept. 2006]. Separate data on Hamas terrorist attacks were not available.
4  Hamas charter. <www.hamasonline.org/indexx.php?page+Hamas/hamas_covenant>. [Accessed 23 February 
2006]. Page no longer available
5  The al-Aqsa mosque has taken on particular symbolism as one of resistance to Israeli occupation. Situated on 
the Temple Mount/Haram al-Sharif in Jerusalem, it was the scene of a violent confrontation between then Israeli Prime 
Minister Ariel Sharon and Palestinian demonstrators that occurred when Sharon visited the site in September 2000.
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The Hamas image above of Reem al-Riyashi, is the first and to date only female suicide 
bomber. She blew herself up on the Gaza-Israel border in January 2004, killing four Israelis and 
wounding three Israelis and four Palestinians. The text reads as follows: 

In the Name of God the Almighty and Most Merciful
bism illah ir’rahman ir’rahim

“Think not of those who are slain in Allah’s way as dead. Nay, they are living. With their Lord 
they have provision.”*  

wala tahsabanna allatheena qutiloo fee sabeeli Allahi amwatan bal ahya‘un ‘inda rabbihim 
yurzaqoon

The Martyr Ezzedeen Al Qassam’s Brigades
kata‘ib ash shaheed Ezzedeen Al Qassam 

She is regarded in the eyes of God as the woman Martyr and freedom fighter 
tuh’tassab ‘ind allah ash shaheeda al mujahidah

Reem Saleh Al Riyashi 
For the sake of my religion I have forsaken my home / min ajl deeni qad hajartu diyariya

and have left my children in the homeland crying / wa taraktu abna’iya fil bilad bawakiya
The love of jihad has streamed through all my insides / ‘hob aj jihad sara bikulli jawani’hiya

I have paved the way for jihad with my blood / arkhastu fee darbi il jihad dima’iya **
* Quranic phrase from Surrat Al Imran (The Family of Imran) paragraph 3 verse:169.

** Rhyming verse likely written by al-Riyashi herself. Al-Riyashi was the eighth Palestinian 
woman and the first mother to become a suicide bomber.

Image from<http://www.hamasonline.com/Gallery/index_gallery.html> [Accessed 28th 
February, 2005]. Page no longer available. I am grateful to Reem Fadda for the translation 
and transliteration of this text.

enemy and confronting him when he sets foot on the land of the Muslims”6. The juxtaposition of 
elements of religious worship together with military zeal constructs a visual narrative of Islamic 
martyrdom, resistance, self-sacrifice and immortality.

Nationalism and national narratives

As a cultural construct, the nation plays a central role in the formation of national identities. 
Nationalism is a discursive formation (Calhoun, 1997) through which national identities are 
established and reinforced. National identity, like other forms of identity and categorization 
such as gender, race, and sexuality, is culturally constructed, and like these other forms of 
identity, it is also open to challenge and revision.  

The nation is also the product of narrative, of “textual strategies, metaphoric displacements, 
sub-texts and figurative stratagems” (Bhabha, 1990 p.2). Meanings and symbols of national life 
are established and disseminated through narration (Day and Thompson, 2004). “The histories 
of nations are presented to us in the form of a narrative which attributes to these the continuity 
of a subject” (Balibar and Wallerstein, 1991 p.86). National narratives also assume a correct 
ordering or placement “of the constituent elements of the nation” (Layoun, 1992 p.411), 
implying a natural relationship between the nation and its narrative. Layoun notes that this 
process of narrativization whereby certain facts or events are privileged over others under the 
guise of creating a national narrative results in the emergence and reinforcement of a dominant 
national narrative (1992).

The Palestinian national narrative can be considered a counter-narrative (Bhabha, 1991) to the 
dominant Western and colonial Israeli narrative. The Palestinian national narrative is a subaltern 
one that has been elided, discredited, negated, and silenced by Israeli and American, and to a 
lesser extent Arab national interests that continue to deny the authority of the Palestinian narrative 
of dispossession from the national homeland and its accompanying narrative of return (Said, 1984). 
Since 1948 the Palestinian national narrative has been one of displacement and exile. However, 
Said notes, Palestinian self-determination and the return to a Palestinian homeland first and foremost 
necessitate the acknowledgement of a legitimate claim to that homeland. The narrative of the prior 
existence of a territorial homeland that warrants a return has yet to be accepted in the West, thus 
Palestinians have also been denied permission to narrate, to tell their national story (1984).

The nation is often conflated with nation-statehood and with fixed territorial boundaries and 
delimitations. Yet “boundaries of nation never coincide with those of so-called ‘nation-states’ ” 
(Yuval-Davis, 1997 p.3). Ironically the emergence of the modern nation coincided with one of the 
largest periods of mass migration in the west, and colonial expansion in the east (Bhabha, 1990). 
Exile and territorial displacement are the central features of the Palestinian national narrative and 
identity. The Palestinian nation has no fixed territorial borders and none of the internationally 
recognized markers of “nation” in the terms that would constitute a sovereign nation-state.7 The 
very territory that could constitute the Palestinian nation-state is contested; until recently, Palestinian 
national identity itself was a designation whose very existence was contested and denied by the 
Israeli state. 

This is not to say, however, that Palestinian national identity is exclusively linked to geographical 
location. Palestinian nationalism itself differs significantly from other kinds of nationalism that 

6  Hamas Charter. <www.hamasonline.com/indexx.php?page=Hamas/hamas_profile>. [Accessed November 
24, 2004].Page no longer available.
7  Anthias and Yuval-Davis provide the following definition of the nation state as “a body of institutions which 
are centrally organized around the intentionality of control with a given apparatus of enforcement (juridical and 
repressive) at its command” (1989, p.5).
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operate within fixed national borders and boundaries, 

Palestinian nationalist discourse is fundamentally informed by the desire for the lost object: 
the homeland. Therefore the imagery or representational practices of Palestinian nationalist 
discourse have not grown out of the stability of a nation, but emerge from the desire for a nation 
state. This desire is compounded by the fact that the particular nationalist landscape is not 
simply a space of longing, but that it once in recent history was a space in which Palestinians 
lived, which is now inhabited by another people. This distinguishes the context for the mode of 
representation in Palestinian nationalist discourse from other nationalist discourses (Sherwell, 
2003, p.131). 

Literature and the nation

Literature occupies a privileged place in nationalism (Amireh, 2003) and this is especially true 
of Palestinian literature because it is precisely the lack of a common political home that has 
made the construction of a national literature so important to contemporary Palestinians. In 
the absence of an available nation-state, the development of a national literature has enabled 
Palestinians to reinforce their sense of themselves as a distinct people and to express solidarity 
across the disjunctive locales of Palestinian existence in the face of repeated political reversals 
and calamities. Literature, that is, is one of the ways in which the scattered sectors of the 
Palestinian people can be imaginatively connected in the here and now even if actual statehood 
remains constantly deferred (Cleary, 2002 p.86). 

Cleary, writing about Palestinian literature in the larger context of colonial and partition 
situations, notes that the first aim of Palestinian literary writing is to “offer a Palestinian counter-
narrative to the more established Israeli version” (2002 p.192). Outside of the Arab world, 
where the Palestinian narrative is more prevalent, the Israeli version of history tends to be the 
dominant one. Thus the larger goal of the Palestinian literary narrative is to “challenge the 
suppression of the Palestinian version of events and to insert the Palestinians back into history” 
(p.193). The second task of Palestinian writing is what James Clifford calls “textual rescue”, and 
what Edward Said refers to as the reclamation of the Palestinian landscape via the imaginary 
(both cited in Cleary 2002). Because so much Palestinian land has been claimed by Israel — 
not just physically, through settlement and confiscation — but also through language and the 
re-naming of Palestinian villages and towns in Hebrew, Palestinian literature plays a central role 
in describing Palestinian villages and towns subsumed by Israeli control (Cleary, 2002). Third, 
Palestinian writing seeks to reconcile and come to terms with the trauma provoked by the loss 
of the Palestinian homeland in 1948. “One of the functions of writing in such situations is to 
perform the work of mourning (trauerarbeit) — a necessary and inevitable part of any longer-
term process of historical recovery” (p.193).

Homeland as the focus of Palestinian literature

Land is the central theme in Palestinian literature. Since 1948 the Palestinian national narrative 
has been one of the Palestinian homeland possessed by another: by Israel. That year saw the 
creation of the state of Israel and the mass displacement of Palestinians from their land. Known 
as Al-Nakba (the catastrophe), 1948 is the defining moment of contemporary Palestinian history 
and national identity. The state of Israel came into being on May 15, 1948. By that date 750,000 
Palestinians — over half of the 1.4 million Palestinian Arabs in Mandate Palestine — fled or 
were driven from their land. The remaining Palestinians were reduced to a small minority within 
the newly independent state of Israel, which controlled 77 percent of the territory of what had 
been Mandate Palestine. By the time Israel signed its final armistice agreement in July 1949, 
over 400 of 500 Palestinian villages were taken over by the Israelis, their inhabitants displaced 
and their land confiscated. Overall, over 18 million of the country’s 26 million dunams of land 
shifted from Palestinian to Israeli control. Jordan assumed control of those areas of Palestine 
west of the Jordan River, and Egypt took control of the Gaza strip. As a result of al-Nakba, 
most Palestinians found themselves displaced from their land, dispossessed of most of their 
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property, and living under foreign rule8. Writing about the impact of 1948 on the Middle East 
more generally, Rogan and Shlaim observe that no other event has marked Arab politics in 
the twentieth century as profoundly as the establishment of the state of Israel (2001)9. 1948 
constituted a crisis in narrative within the Arab world in general, and for Palestinian writers in 
particular: “nothing in his [sic] history, that is, in the repertory or vocabulary provided to him by 
his historical experience, gave him an adequate method for representing the Palestinian drama 
to himself” (Said in Cleary, 2002 p.193). 

Ami Elad-Bouskila identifies four “watersheds”, or key dates, in contemporary Palestinian 
history. Each one is linked to specific themes and developments in Palestinian literature. They 
are: 1948 and the establishment of Israel; 1967 and the seizure of what were to become the 
occupied territories of the West Bank and Gaza; the start of the first intifada in 1987; and the 
signing of the Oslo Peace Accords between Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization 
in September 1993. Each phase is also associated with a specific land-body metaphor in 
Palestinian literary writing.

Phase I: Metaphors for disempowerment and displacement

Prior to 1948, men’s and women’s bodies were invoked as metaphors for the Palestinian 
homeland and for the revival and redemption of the land (Katz 1996). With the loss of the 
national homeland in 1948, the bodies of both men and women became metaphors for the 
loss of the land, for displacement and exile. The Palestinian man, displaced from his land, can 
no longer provide for his family. Accordingly, he is portrayed as feminized and infertile. The 
Palestinian homeland is depicted as a woman’s body possessed by others, and rape is used as 
a metaphor for the lost homeland. Defeat and loss of the Palestinian homeland are expressed 
metaphorically on one hand as the loss of male virility, and on the other, as the loss of female 
virginity or honor (Amireh 2003). 

Masculinity was defined by one’s ability to provide for his family, to protect his land and his 
women, to the power to rule oneself in his own land rather than be ruled by others (Katz 1996-
b). Exile and displacement from one’s land were signs of diminished manhood. After 1948, 
the Palestinian man faced a crisis in masculinity. Displaced from his land, he is depicted as 
emasculated, infertile; the land, having lost its ability to sustain its people, is depicted as barren 
(Katz 1996-a).

Published in 1963 but set ten years after Al-Nakba, in 1958, Ghassan Kanafani’s novella Men 
in the Sun is one of the seminal literary texts to depict Palestinian men’s degradation and 
dislocation from his land using the metaphor of diminished masculinity. Men in the Sun is the 
story of three Palestinian refugees who make a desperate attempt to cross the Iraqi border into 
Kuwait in an effort to find work, having lost their ability to work their own land. Men in the 
Sun is a tale of masculinity in crisis. “The loss of homeland in 1948 is identified with a loss of 
manhood and with a failure of the paternal function that throws familial relations into disarray” 
(Cleary, 2002 p.210). The fourth Palestinian protagonist, Abul-Khaizuran, drives a truck for a rich 
Kuwaiti businessman. He offers to smuggle the three refugees across the border into Kuwait. 
However he is delayed by Kuwaiti border officials on the crossing from Basra, and the three 
refugees suffocate to death in the sweltering heat in his truck. 

Men in the Sun “is a narrative replete with fallen fathers and with sons that bitterly resent having 

8  Information in this section is taken from Khalidi, R. in Rogan and Shlaim (2001). 
9  The authors note that the war of 1948 between Israel and Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Transjordan and Iraq 
resulted in major military defeats for all of these nations, with the exception of Iraq; and that within three years 
following the 1949 Armistice signed between Israel and the Arab states, the prime ministers of Egypt and Lebanon were 
assassinated, as was the king of Jordan, and the president of Syria and the king of Egypt overthrown by military coups.

to take up the paternal legacy and who display a marked hostility... to any attempt to insert 
them into the conventional family and sexual system” (Cleary, 2002 p.211). Men in the Sun 
can be read as a story of Palestinian hopelessness and despair: Written at a time when there 
was no official Palestinian resistance movement, and when the pan-Arabist project was on the 
brink of failure, it confronts its readers with the possibility that no one, not the Palestinians and 
not the Arab states, can rescue or reclaim the Palestinian homeland. The novella’s pessimism 
and its avoidance of any sort of redemptory outcome confront us with the possibility of the 
disappearance and erasure of the Palestinian nation (Cleary 2002)10.

The ultimate symbol of emasculation and the loss of male virility as a result of his displacement 
from Palestine is Abul-Khaizuran’s castration after stepping on a landmine in 1948. The castrated 
male refugee is depicted as powerless, emasculated, feminized.11 But Kanafani’s use of the 
fragmented body is also a metaphor for the Palestinian homeland itself. Yet another character 
in the story, a woman named Shafiqa whom the father of one of the refugees marries, is an 
amputee. The damaged body, whether male or female, is a metaphor for the disembodied 
Palestinian nation, for the fragmented landscape under foreign control, for the damaged 
Palestinian body politic.  

Here the relationship between land and body is a literal one: The dismembered body is a 
metaphor for the dismembered homeland. The relationship between land and body becomes 
more complex in the Hamas images, where the body of the deceased suicide bomber - a 
metaphor for a homeland fragmented by Israeli construction projects - is depicted as whole and 
defiant, and not as exploded and destroyed. This represents a shift in the use of the body as a 
metaphor for land, to the image of the body as a metaphor for inflicting damage upon the Israeli 
body politic. These observations will be elaborated on in more detail later but provide a key link 
between Kanafani’s use of the dismembered body in the first phase of the Palestinian national 
narrative, and Hamas’ use of the body of the suicide bomber in this most recent one.

The dominant national narrative in the post 1948 period is one of Palestinian loss, as evidenced 
in Men in the Sun. Loss of land is equated with powerlessness, and powerlessness was central 
to Palestinian self-representations at this time (Amireh, 2003). However this begins to shift to 
one of Palestinian resistance and empowerment with the emergence of the Palestine Liberation 
Organization (PLO) in 1964. 

Phase II: Self-images of resistance and empowerment

From the 1960s, an image of strength and power begins to dominate Palestinian national 
narratives and self-representations. The image of the Fida’i (male guerilla fighter) became 
the symbol of the new Palestinian national hero and accompanied the rise of the Palestine 
Liberation Organization. This second phase of the Palestinian national narrative, from 
approximately 1964 to 1987, is characterized by a narrative trajectory in which the Palestinian 
homeland can be reclaimed and redeemed by the Fida’i. 

The emergence of the PLO soldier as a symbol of national liberation marked a shift from the 
use of the body as a metaphor for the loss of land, to the use of the body as a metaphor for the 
redemption of the land, and for Palestinian national and territorial aspirations. “Transformation 
of humiliated refugees into a people comes about through armed struggle, which, beginning in 
the 1960s onward, redeems the emasculated Palestinian man” (Amireh, 2003, p.754). Amireh 
observes that although some women participated in the armed struggle, their participation in 
this capacity was limited. The image of the national hero, the guerilla fighter, is a male one.

10  Cleary (2002) notes that when the novella was published its bleakness generated a great deal of outrage 
among Arab readers.
11  For a discussion of the emasculated or castrated male as a trope for powerlessnes and trauma in nationalist 
discourses, see Cleary’s reading of Kaja Silverman (2002). 
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There is also a profound shift in the use of men’s and women’s bodies in literary narratives, 
with an emphasis on renewed fertility. The figure of the emasculated, infertile man is replaced 
with an image of male virility, “The Palestinian male is now virile and as a result of his 
remasculinization, the land of Palestine is fertile again” (Amireh, 2003 p.755)12. There is a 
renewed emphasis on women giving birth not only to the Palestinian nation or homeland but 
also to the next generation of male guerilla fighters. 

The emergence of the fida’i marked a dramatic shift in Palestinian modes of self-representation, 
from those cast in defeat to those cast in resistance. Palestinian resistance — particularly 
after the conquest of the West Bank and Gaza in 1967 — often assumed the form of violent 
resistance against Israeli targets by groups such as the PLO. This too represents a substantial 
shift. The PLO guerilla fighter posed a legitimate threat to Israeli security through acts of 
hijacking, bombings, kidnappings and other forms of lethal aggression. Thus the figure of the 
fida’i also reinforced the notion that violent Palestinian resistance would always occur at the 
expense of Israeli national security. Similarly, Hamas’ images of its suicide bombers also serve 
as a reminder of their ability to wreak havoc on Israeli national security.

Phase III: Uprising

The image of the male guerilla fighter continued to dominate the intifada (uprising) that 
constitutes the third phase of the Palestinian national narrative, from 1987-1993. Intifada is the 
Arabic word for shaking off, in this instance, the shaking off of the Israeli occupation of the 
West Bank and Gaza. Julie Peteet notes that the intifada also represented a massive generational 
shake-up in Palestinian society. The intifada put young men at the center of the Palestinian 
national struggle, in leadership roles previously reserved for older men (2000). The most iconic 
image of the intifada is of young Palestinian men, heads wrapped in the white and black 
keffiyeh, defiantly throwing stones at Israeli soldiers and tanks. As the intifada progressed young 
men became active leaders, organizing activities such as boycotts and strikes. Because of their 
active roles in clashes with the Israeli security forces, young men were also most likely to suffer 
injury and death. Masculinity, played out as bravery, fearlessness, and a willingness to defend 
the honor of one’s community, was upheld by young Palestinian men and not by their fathers’ 
generation. The young man or shahid (martyr) has no fear of the Israeli army, even under threat 
of death. Here the shift away from the PLO fida’i to the intifada shahids as the primary symbols 
for Palestinian resistance and territorial aspirations is reflected largely in the generational shift in 
Palestinian self-representations toward youth. 

Peteet (2000) further observes that the specific ways in which the male body was publicly 
displayed during the intifada period also served to represent Palestinian resistance, manhood/
masculinity, and power. Israeli attempts to humiliate and subjugate the shahids through 
beatings, torture and imprisonment — the infliction of violence and marks upon the body — 
were instead transformed into symbols of endurance and resistance, masculinity and heroism. 
The battered male body is recast as powerful: “The pre-given defining power of the collective 
Palestinian body, which requires a violently negating intervention [Israeli violence], lies 
precisely in its assertive national identity, which in its very existence denies the mythical Zionist 
landscape of Palestine” (Peteet, 2000 p.106)13. Here again, the body is invoked as a metaphor 
for redemption of the Palestinian homeland from Israeli control. The battered male body 
becomes a symbol of Palestinian power and resistance.

Another defining feature of the intifada period, is the more prominent role played by women 

12  Amireh (2003) notes the Israeli demographic war against the growingPalestinian population at this time. On 
Israeli attempts to increase Jewish birthrates and discourage Palestinian ones see Yuval-Davis (1989). 
13  My addition to the text. Peteet cites these beatings and periods of imprisonment as masculine rites of 
passage into adulthood for Palestinian males. Kaplan (2000) cites military duty as the Israeli-Zionist equivalent to a 
masculine rite of passage  for Israeli men.
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and children. The boy in particular occupies a central place in Palestinian literature of the 
intifada (Elad-Bouskila, 1999). The boy is a symbol of the Palestinian people under occupation: 
innocent, at a distinct military disadvantage, but unafraid to take action against the Israeli 
security forces. Children are depicted throwing stones at Israeli tanks; they also represent hope 
and the promise of a future Palestinian state. In a story by Qasim Mansur, the protagonist, an old 
man who lost his land in 1948 remarks, 

The stone thrown by my grandson brought me out of my cave, the cave of loss, of dispersion, 
of fear that paralyzes the human will... now I understand what foreignness is... My grandson 
understood it more quickly than I did... Our grandchildren are the ships that will carry us to a 
safe harbor (in Elad-Bouskila, 1999 p.95). 

Women also became more visible and during this period. Early in the intifada women appear 
in literary writings mostly in the role of the bereaved mother mourning the imprisonment 
or death of her son the shahid. As the intifada progressed, women and girls took a more 
active role in confrontations with Israeli soldiers, participating in demonstrations, throwing 
stones, and intervening to prevent the arrest and harassment of the shahids. On one hand, the 
intifada offered women a new place in the national struggle, in leadership roles in popular 
organizations14. However women’s participation, while more visible and prominent, often 
manifested as the public display of women’s traditional private (domestic) roles. Mary Layoun 
observes this transition in terms of “inside” and “outside”. She notes that women’s place had 
traditionally been “inside” the home, as mothers and wives, as “sustainers of life” (1992 p.412), 
and not on the streets throwing stones at soldiers or participating in demonstrations. However 
as the home became an increased site for Israeli aggression (of arrests, harassment and even 
demolitions), and Palestinian men were beaten, arrested, detained, exiled and even killed in 
larger numbers, there occurred an erosion of the boundary between inside and outside the 
home, and consequently women took to the streets. Brinda J. Mehta notes that the intifada 
simultaneously upheld and subverted women’s traditional roles (2003). Her detailed study of 
Liana Badr’s novel The Eye of the Mirror analyzes the ways in which Palestinian mothers in a 
refugee camp use traditional women’s tasks such as cooking, housework and nurturing men and 
children, as forms of resistance against Israeli oppression. 

A detailed analysis of women in the intifada lies outside the scope of this writing. The present 
discussion of women’s roles reveals some of the complexities around gender roles but is more 
relevant in highlighting the increased visibility of women during this period, in literature and the 
national narrative more generally. This trend would be sharply reversed toward the end of the 
intifada as a result of a shift toward the masculine and the militarized in Palestinian society and 
its modes of self-representation.

Land-body metaphors in contemporary Palestinian visual art

Before examining land-body metaphors in the most recent phases of the Palestinian national 
narrative, I wish to consider three land-body metaphors using examples from visual art: the 
female figures of the mother and the virgin, and the male figure of the martyr. This analysis 
relies heavily on studies of gendered land-body representations of the Palestinian homeland in 
art, by artist and historian Tina Sherwell. Sherwell notes that these representations are central to 
the conception of both the Palestinian nation and the lost Palestinian homeland, “Each of these 
figures represents different characteristics of the homeland and the relationship between the 

14  For an account of women’s involvement in the first intifada see Strum, P. (1992). The Women are Marching: 
The Second Sex and the Palestinian Revolution. Lawrence Hill Books; Augustin, E., Developments in the Palestinian 
Women’s Movement During the Intifada in Augustin E., ed., 1994. Palestinian Women: Identity and Experience. London 
and New Jersey: Zed Books, pp.22-42; Holt, M., Palestinian women and the Intifada: An exploration of images and 
realities in Afshar, H., ed, 1996. Women and Politics in the Third World. London and New York: Routledge, pp.186-203.

land and its inhabitants” (2003, p.132).15

More generally, Sherwell notes, the Palestinian homeland is depicted in contemporary visual 
art using metaphors of the rural landscape, the village, and the peasant laborer. Rather 
than depicting specific individual villages, the elements that represent the ideal village or 
landscape — olive groves, traditional harvests, landscapes in bloom women and children — 
are woven together into a utopian, archetypal rural image that has, in turn, become a symbol 
of the Palestinian nation. These idealized images of the landscape and the peasant establish 
a link to a time when Palestinians were inhabitants of their own land; they also represent an 
idealized vision of the future homeland. Within these images there is a focus on a specifically 
domestic landscape, and on the figure of the peasant woman. “More than any other member 
of the community the peasant woman in traditional dress has come to be a marker of national 
identity” (2001, p.68).

The Palestinian homeland is often depicted as a mother figure. Sliman Mansour’s painting The 
Village Awakens (1990) depicts a peasant woman in gigantic proportions against the backdrop 
of a rural landscape in which peasants tend the land, harvest wheat and olives and care for 
livestock; peasant workers emerge from between her legs. Here the homeland as motherland 
is a place of security and comfort. Sherwell also cites literary writings by Fadwa Tuqan and 
Mahmoud Darwish, in which the connection to Palestine is described using metaphors of 
a child’s biological bond to its mother, and by extension, exile from the lost homeland is 
metaphorized as the child’s separation from its mother (2003).

The figure of the virgin bride is also used as a metaphor for homeland. In yet another instance 
of the wedding trope, Palestine is depicted as the virgin bride, her groom as the hero-martyr 
who sacrifices himself for his bride, for his homeland. This metaphor of the female virgin bride, 
and the male martyr, is depicted in a painting titled The Martyr’s Wedding (1992) by Fayez al 
Hassan, in which the groom is being carried to his burial, in other words, to his wedding to his 
virgin bride, Palestine.

Notions of male virility have also evolved from their initial manifestations in the 1960s. The 
martyr sacrifices his life to Palestine; here it is not his semen but his blood that symbolically 
fertilizes the homeland (Sherwell, 2001). In the painting Untitled (1987) by Nabil Anani, a fetus 
grows from within the center of a tree, painted in the colors of the Palestinian flag; the tree is the 
womb, and the umbilical cord is one of its branches. The land — in the form of a tree that was 
presumably inseminated by the martyr’s blood — gives birth to the child. The mother has been 
effaced (Sherwell, 2003). This reflects a larger trend in Palestinian painting from the 1990s, in 
which women and specifically mothers cease to appear as metaphors for the homeland and for 
a desire or longing for the homeland. The elision of the mother (and by extension, women) is 
consistent with Palestinian national aspirations in which women “are simultaneously elided and 
idealized as the reproducers of the nation” (Sherwell 2003 p.143). 

One can trace a trajectory in the evolution of land-body metaphors in the Palestinian national 
narrative, considered in this study in the context of literature and visual art. As the national 
narrative shifted from one cast in territorial conquest and defeat, to one characterized by 
resistance to occupation and the struggle for territorial rights, the invocation of men’s bodies 
as metaphors for the Palestinian national struggle also shifted. The male body, at first depicted 
as emasculated, castrated, infertile and lacking virility, soon became a symbol for resistance, 
fertility and strength, embodied in the figures of the guerilla fighter and later the martyr. This 
represents an overall shift, from 1948 to the present, from the use of men’s bodies as metaphors 

15  She also refers to the lost Palestinian homeland as “the mother-land”, “the beloved-land” and “the virgin-
land” (2003 p.124). Sherwell discusses the female figures of the mother, the virgin and the  beloved; she discusses the 
male figure of the martyr  in relation to that of the virgin.
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for powerlessness, to their invocation as metaphors for Palestinian empowerment. Women’s 
bodies, to the contrary, were steadily used to metaphorize an idealized and at times nostalgic 
connection to the homeland. With few exceptions, women’s depictions in literature and 
painting continued to be cast in more traditional gender roles such as lovers, virgins, mothers, 
and nurturers.16

Phase IV: the exploded body of the suicide bomber

The signing of the Oslo Accords between Israel and the PLO is the fourth watershed in 
contemporary Palestinian history (Elad-Bouskila, 1999), and it marks the beginning of the fourth 
phase of the Palestinian national narrative, the Oslo period, from 1993-2000.

The intifada ended abruptly with the signing of the Oslo Accords in September 1993. Formally 
known as the Declaration of Principles On Interim Self-Government Arrangements, the Oslo 
Accords established the Palestinian right to self-government in parts of the West Bank and 
Gaza and stipulated a five-year framework for negotiating a lasting peace between Israel and 
the Palestinians. The Accords sought to resolve the longstanding conflict by making provisions 
for a two-state solution. Palestinians would be granted interim control over certain areas of the 
West Bank, with the final territorial borders of a future sovereign state to be finalized during 
the negotiation period. The Accords were hailed as offering a solution to the Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict. However they were also denounced and criticized by some Palestinians who perceived 
them as a means of formalizing Palestinian subordination to Israeli national interests (Cleary, 
2002)17. 

Instead of providing Palestinians with control over contiguous areas of land, the Accords further 
divided areas of the West Bank that were already dominated by Israeli settlements, roads, 
checkpoints, and military outposts. The Accords divided the West Bank and Gaza into three 
zones:  Area A, the autonomous area to be under full control of the Palestinian Authority; Area 
B, to be under shared Palestinian (civil) and Israeli (military) control; and Area C, which was to 
remain under full Israeli control. Area A, over which the Palestinian Authority was to have full 
control, consisted of no less than 13 separate areas across the West Bank, and separated from 
each other by geographical distance, and by Israeli settlements and bypass roads over which 
Palestinians have no jurisdiction, and in some cases, no access rights whatsoever. 

The Oslo period witnessed the emergence of the suicide bomber. First deployed by Hamas in 
1994, other militant Palestinian organizations would soon follow suit18. The exploded, shattered 
body of the suicide bomber is a metaphor for the Palestinian territorial landscape, carved up 
and bisected by settlements and roads, and then further fragmented by its division into a series 
of separate zones under Oslo. I cite the suicide bomber as a metaphor for the Oslo period in 
part to adhere to a temporal trajectory of Palestinian modes of self-representations in response 
to key phases in the national narrative. Yet construction projects and discipline of the landscape 
have been central features of the Zionist nation-building project going back to the end of the 
19th century, and the fragmentation of Palestinian territory can be said to have begun at that 
time19. Nonetheless, it was during the Oslo period that the Palestinian suicide bomber emerged, 
and I consider it as a metaphor for the territorial fragmentation that Oslo (directly or indirectly) 

16  Amireh cites feminist literary works by Liliana Badr, Jamal Bannoura and Sahar Khalifeh, however, they fall 
outside of the scope ofthepresent research.
17  See Said, E. (2000). The End of the Peace Process: Oslo and After. London: Granta; and Said, E. (1995). 
Peace And Its Discontents: Gaza-Jerico-1995. London: Vantage.
18  Five Israelis were killed in Hadera when Hamas deployed its first suicide bomber on April 13, 1994. See, 
“Fatal Terrorist Attacks in Israel  since the DOP (Sept 1993)”. Israel Ministry of Foreign Affairs. <www.mfa.gov.il> 
[Accessed 13 April 2006].
19  On Israeli architectural policy from 1936 on, see Rotbard, S., Wall and Tower (Homa Umigdal), the Mold of 
Israeli Architecture in Segal and Weizman eds 2003, pp.39-56. 
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imposed despite the best intentions of its engineers to bring a Palestinian homeland into fruition.

Perhaps Oslo was doomed to failure in large part because, despite comprising less that two 
percent of the total land in the West Bank, Israeli settlements have managed to impose complete 
control and geographical fragmentation upon the entire territory (Segal and Weizman, 2003). 
Gideon Levy notes that the settlements constitute the largest obstacle to peace, and observes, 
somewhat idealistically:

It is not difficult to imagine what would have happened if the settlements had not been 
established; how the territorial aspect of the conflict would be so easy to resolve, how it would 
simply dissolve into thin air, and how the only just borders, those of June 1967, would have 
easily become Israel’s international borders, thereby separating it from the small Palestinian state 
and perhaps even enabling peaceful relations (in Segal and Weizman, 2003 p.170).

Israeli settlements and bypass roads in the Occupied Territories separate and divide 
Palestinian villages from each other, resulting in the loss of any contiguous territorial control, 
and irreparably scarring the landscape of any future Palestinian nation-state. These Israeli 
construction projects can be seen as the embodiment of the Palestinian body politic within the 
Israeli national body (Weiss, 2002). The Palestinian body politic is a de facto stateless entity 
without fixed national borders — a body without organs (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987). What 
are the “organs” of the Palestinian body politic, in the wake of Israel’s ongoing destabilization 
of its governing body, the Palestinian Authority, as well as internal Palestinian conflicts and 
divisions?

The modern body politic — the modern state — is often represented by an image of a 
masculine, whole, healthy, strong body (Gaetens, 1996). This metaphor is evident in Israeli-
Jewish representations, which are symbolized by the male T’zahal (Israel Defense Force) soldier 
(Weiss, 2002). Amireh (2003) notes a more general shift toward the militarization of Palestinian 
society during the latter stages of the intifada. She observes that while the use of weapons was 
largely symbolic, it allowed Palestinian men to assert their manhood by putting them on more 
equal footing with Israeli soldiers. Once depicted in opposition to the Israeli body as a weak, 
emasculated, defeated body, Palestinian representations toward the end of the intifada began 
to resemble more closely Israeli self-representations of the soldier as the symbol of the nation. 
Suicide bombers, depicted in Hamas’ commemorative images as weapon-wielding, fatigue-
wearing militants, can be seen as confronting Israeli power and might as equals visually, if not 
militarily and technologically. 

Until this point in my analysis I have argued in favor of a specific land-body metaphor relative 
to particular phases of the Palestinian national narrative. From this point on I note schism or gap 
between the physical body as a metaphor for land/territory, and the body’s visual depiction by 
Hamas. Whereas the suicide bomber may be a metaphor for the shattered Palestinian territory 
under Israeli occupation, and further divided under Oslo, Hamas’ commemorative images 
depict the suicide bomber as a militant whole — as a martyr. 

Phase V: The martyr and the al-Aqsa intifada

The al-Aqsa intifada, which began in September 2000, has the unfortunate distinction of being 
the most violent phase of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, marked by an ongoing escalation of 
hostilities, violence and intransigence. This phase also marks the abandonment of the Oslo 
peace process, coupled with increased Israeli military repression and economic deprivation of 
Palestinians in the occupied territories. 

The martyr is an extreme form of self-representation (Sherwell, 2003). Hamas uses the exploding 
body of the suicide bomber to wreck havoc on Israel. It uses the visual image of the martyr as 
an idealized self-image of the Palestinian nation: as a whole, powerful, defiant entity. Hamas’ 
commemorative images displayed prominently in public spaces under Israeli occupation serve 
as a reminder of the Palestinian power to inflict substantial damages upon the Israeli body 

politic. The Hamas images put themselves on par with Israeli modes of self-representation that 
use the soldier as the symbol of national strength and power. Hamas suicide bombers explode 
in Israeli public spaces, unleashing death and destruction upon the Israeli population and in so 
doing seek to tear at the heart of the Israeli body politic and its self-image as a whole, healthy 
body. Even the construction, by Israel, of a concrete security barrier has not been able to contain 
the exploding body of the suicide bomber. 

Similarly, geographical territory cannot contain the dissemination and distribution of Hamas’ 
images. Scopic regimes, defined as politicized agendas and techniques of visualization, 
“regimens that prescribe modes of seeing and visual objects” (Feldman, 2000, p.49), are linked 
to territorial control. “Canonical ideological narratives” (p.71) — in this case, narratives of 
Islamic martyrdom and jihad — are expressed through images, and the dissemination of such 
images in public space is related to domination and control of space and territory. When placed 
in Palestinian areas under Israeli occupation in the form of printed posters the Hamas images 
represent an attempt to assert Palestinian control over public spaces such as buildings and 
walls; these images are used to dominate contested physical terrain. When distributed over 
the Internet on Hamas’ websites, they are used to dominate digital spaces. Disseminated over 
computer networks and dislocated from physical space, Hamas’ images are targeted spatially 
as well as visually. As phatic images (Virilio, 1994), Hamas targets these images across national 
and geographical boundaries using computer networks and the Internet; digital space also 
becomes contested territory. A case in point is that Hamas’ English language websites have been 
outlawed under anti-terrorism laws in various countries including the US and Canada, at times 
reappearing for brief periods of time before being taken offline by the authorities again.

The figure of the martyr, ideals of martyrdom and sacrificing oneself for the Palestinian 
bride/homeland have appeared previously in literary and artistic modes of Palestinian self-
representations. The upsurge in martyrdom as a widespread nationalist discourse during the 
al-Aqsa intifada is now also expressed in the political rhetoric of organizations such as the 
PLO, Hamas and the Al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigades, and not only in cultural expressions (Sherwell, 
2003)20. Hamas’ images of its suicide bombers function as public memorials that posthumously 
commemorate the individual suicide bomber as a martyr, while simultaneously attempting 
to destabilize the Israeli self-image as a strong and secure nation. In so doing Hamas’ martyr-
images seek to promote ideals of Islamic martyrdom and jihad, and as such they also perform a 
call to arms. 

20  For an account of a more widespread and troubling culture  of martyrdom that has gripped  the Gaza Strip — 
one in which anyone who dies at the hands of the Israeli army and/or in support of the Palestinian cause is 
considered a martyr — see Miller, James and Shah, Saira. Death in Gaza. VHS, 80 minutes. Frostbite Films/Channel 4, 
2004.
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PROPOSAL FOR A FUTURE MONUMENT TO MEMORIALIZE ALL OF 
HISTORY HUMAN OR OTHERWISE OFFERED IN THE FORM OF A 
CONDENSED NOVEL

Jeremy Hoevenaar

Chapter the First

From the safe distance of spaceships one can make pronouncements like “constellating is the 
historic hospital for the human wound.”  There is no need to fear reprisal.  Reprisal is another 
node that can be appropriated by the vocal net and misconstrued into the negative potential 
of made decisions.  It couldn’t be clearer.  Which may be.  Wait.  A diagnosis is forthcoming.  
Something will have to be colonized under an expanded conception of colonization – a flag 
or a bronze folly implicating the generosity of empirical mishaps perhaps.  What is the smallest 
component of rupture?  How much time is left of money?  One finger on the killing floor.  
“Blood Is Beautiful.”  The past is ridiculous - a good opportunity to employ the word ridiculous.  
Propose space grammar.  Ruin-syntax.  Relax.  Our doctors will set the broken appendices.  It’s 
too late to explain.    

Chapter the Second

Specters thrive in a vacuum and abhor ornamentation.  Keep this in mind when raising your 
glorious monument.  Use materials that glint or gleam when washed with light.  You hope for 
a staggering effect.  Also the ability to be interesting.  Upstairs from curiosity is where most 
upstaging takes place.  For_______sake check the temperature!  Insert rhythmic designation of 
that which circumscribes context.  In other words – con the text before it cons you – out of your 
surplus medium, into running backwards and feeling philosophical – other effects are certain 
but remain undocumented.  The last deposed dictator was famous for saying “it was never 
meant for us to build anything.”  Above all use solid, high-quality materials.  Take lessons from 
the Project for the New American Entropy.  Otherwise you run the risk of your slashes tipping 
into a highly unstable hyphen-state.

Chapter the Third

You might call this the denouement.  You might consider your audience to be the green 
flamingoes of Impetus Island.  You might see Babel in every beehive.  But these are only loose 
suggestions hard up for cash.  Smoke is evocative.  The faster you fly away.  Vanishing talking 
points.  Slather honey on yourself to ease your entry into the future.  Thusly.  “Something 
happened” can appeal to almost anyone.     
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MY BODY IN SPACE/THE IMMINENT PHILOSOPHY

As we detach from the horizon line and see the world and ourselves from above, as only 
astronauts can, new questions about the politics of our materiality emerge. Three simultaneous 
phenomena deserve our attention: the coding of the feminine throughout art history and 
philosophy as sublime; visual and literary descriptions of outer space as sublime and/or 
feminine; and the increasing militarization of space.

By examining discourses around space it will be possible to occupy space, transfigure its 
political use and return the conversation ultimately home, to earth, the body, ground zero. This 
is a surprise attack on the very language and policy that consistently figure the feminine as a 
quiet, submissive space in need of paternalistic controls. 

The specific focus of this essay will be to examine an instance where radical philosophy missed 
an opportunity to realize the weakness of imperial cultures by itself taking for granted “outer 
space” metaphors and not interrogating them as one of the primary symbolic languages of 
20th/21st century colonization efforts. The abstract notion of outer space, if employed properly, 
I will argue, could be a key component in a constructive counter-discourse to current loci of 
power.

What will be proposed is a body-based interruption of what is commonly understood as the 
emptiness of space and its sublime/feminine associations. As well, it will be proposed that 
this would weaken the strength and influence of military trajectories (**if you like, change to 
“objectives/movements”**) which traverse and attempt to contain space. By extension it will be 
suggested that practitioners of the visual arts and similar living philosophies (religious, scientific, 
ecological, popular resistance and civil rights movements, etc.) will be best able to achieve 
these interventions. Through performative experimentation, ie: body-based artworks, violent and 
non-violent resistance, speech acts, and ecstatic rituals, the entropic, lawless and ungendered 
state of materials can be examined and/or embodied while the volatility of language proves 
itself un-policeable as it slips uncontrollably away.

In an article from the 5/27/04 issue of “ctheory”, an online journal edited by new media 
theorists Arthur and Marilouise Kroker, and whose board of directors include Jean Baudrillard, 
Paul Virilio, Stelarc, and DJ Spooky to name just a few, (**I think this is important information 
for the reader to know that various male philosophers of language, speed/technology, body/
performance practice, and intertextuality have endorsed this text I’m about to deconstruct…**)  
I read an analysis of Deleuze and Guattari’s ever-perplexing “Nomadology: The War Machine”. 
Philosophers of radical thought and language, Deleuze and Guattari propose in “Nomadology” 
to “deterritorialize the enemy by shattering his territory from within; deterritorialize oneself by 
renouncing, by going elsewhere.” 1 Interestingly, in this ‘renouncing’, the rhetorical journey 
of resistance is figured in space - perhaps ‘going elsewhere’ being non-Western cultures (as 
was common in mid-20th century thinking), or perhaps, elsewhere-elsewhere like beyond this 
known world - into outer space.

Certain aspects of these writings excite me. The nomadological war machine fights for “thought, 
grappling with exterior forces instead of being gathered up in an interior form, operating by 
relays instead of forming an image; an event-thought, a haecceity [‘this-ness’, a singularity], 
instead of a subject-thought, a problem-thought instead of an essence-thought or theorem.”2 

1 Deleuze, Gilles and Guattari, Felix. Nomadology: The War Machine. Trans. Brian Massumi. New York: 
Semiotext(e), 1986. pp. 4/77.
2 Ibid. p. 47.

This event-thought - or, ‘action/’speech’ - is the singularity of expression that allows a being (in 
my interest, woman)(*my “interest” is woman, but my “argument” applies to all genders as the 
“patriarchy”in question harms everyone, not just women*) to attain an identity that is problem-
based and complex rather than one postulated by essentializing equations. She is not confined 
to a binary complex of exteriority/interiority (image/feeling), but instead thinks/exists through an 
electric system of relays.

(**I wanted to stay away from the suggested words above because they might make “her” sound 
as if she is “problematized” by others instead of essentially being that way, and that “she” is 
“complicated” by external forces or judgements instead of herself containing and embodying 
“complexity”.)

Sounding Mckuenesque in nature, any useful gender-critique employing this metaphor is 
really only possible if we re-situate the emphasis of the idea away from event/speech and 
within the concept of embodied information. Following N. Kathryn Hayles (“How We 
Became Post-Human”), I will suggest the idea that language, as a material, already contains 
a body of information that has been routinely ignored - or just made invisible - in favor of 
(what “Nomadology” terms) “the image” of the language, or its “function”, as in a “relay”, 
a switching mechanism. If we transpose Deleuze and Guattari’s idea to a system of electric 
pulses we might reconstitute a body just where a body is needed. For if thought were bound 
only to interpretation (the logical “switches” between thought) it would remain disinherited 
from the materiality **(small “m” – thank you – I definitely want to avoid getting caught up in 
this Physical/Material debate too overtly)** and thus local politics, of that information and its 
transmission.

In an interpretation of Deleuze and Guattari’s theory of interpretation, Ctheory postulates: 
“The problem with the ‘problem-thought’ of the nomadological war machine is that it appears 
to indeed pose a threat to the security of existing societal peace. [It] seeks a space that is 
‘anti-dialogue,’ an ‘affirming [but] noncommunicating force.’”3 Because it is always one step 
ahead of language, formulating language, Deleuze and Guattari’s “problem-thought” cannot 
function as a language itself or even as an intervention - it is outside, above, beyond it. Ctheory 
posits this thought as “a space” that “fragments speech communities..., [and is] always a 
clearing for an immanence of community ... without the requisite of speech even, and hence 
without negotiating or compromising the full force of a singular thought or speech through 
accommodation or assimilation.”4 The ‘problem-thought’ seems to only operate in the crisis that 
it continues to create. It can never be absorbed because then, by definition, it wouldn’t exist.

But if we impose the idea that all thought is a type of language, composed of pulses like Morse 
code or data, the ‘problem-thought’ is seen in a different light. It always creates something new 
through fragmentation - a “new language” - to which referents have not yet been formed. Rather 
than “community”, it is a “clearing for community”; intended for, but never containing, the 
society of speech. This “clearing”, if extrapolated, might also suggest a metaphor for a beyond-
space -- like the universe itself, constantly expanding and as elusive as matter traveling the 
speed of light.

Beyond its utopian grandiosity the “problem-thought” is actually a bigger, denser problem. 
Because there can be no consensus, no “community”, there is never intercourse, only 
micro-discourses. The only connectivity between actions and being is some libidinous sea. 
(Baudrillard: “The ecstasy of communication.”) This is a space “whereby singularities come 
together through the sheer forces of desire,”5 much like gravity I guess. So contrary to their 

3 Ibid. pp. 46/ 57.
4 ctheory. “Dangerous Philosophy”. May 27, 2004. www.ctheory.net
5 Ibid.
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argument, there is or will be assimilation and compromise here. Depending on which carries 
more weight, one body will circle the other in subservience or worship, or bodies may be 
sucked into the black holes of other bodies, losing their meaning or sovereignty, never to return.

On the one hand, ctheory/Deleuze and Guattari seem so much to be speaking an early-70’s 
feminist language, one I can relate to. In postulating a kind of thought that is not structured 
like a language but rather some force of nature, they seem to meet the “goddess worship” of 
Schneemann, Mendieta, and others, head-on. Could this pre-date what theorist Diana Fuss 
has called “strategic essentialism” - the timely ignition of essentialist categories (as thruster 
rockets) by non-essentialists to break the barrier of binary logic between essentialism and social 
constructionism?6 The evidence suggests this might be true: thought as action is privileged over 
thought as subject, but then becomes a bodily subject by acting as a singularity. 

To my disappointment, these philosophers betray themselves as patriarchs at one key point. 
An obvious retreat to military metaphors describes the on-the-ground functioning of their 
philosophy: “the problem-thought is not an ‘obstacle’ ... it is the surpassing of the obstacle, a 
projection,”7 (ctheory even elaborates: “a projectile-thought” “smashing through”...), opening 
access, I suppose, to the ideal thought-universe, “a heterogeneous smooth space.”8 

Where is this alternate (sublime) universe? And what material is this that is heterogenous and at 
the same time smooth? Smooth to whose touch?

If we are to use theory toward action, contemplation, and a living philosophy, the captivating 
space metaphors of the mid-20th century that have held a grip on us since Deleuze and Guattari 
need greater scrutiny now as the world is poised for a second wave of space colonization and 
real, Earthly, ecological disaster. Still the question of physicality (**I think this actually works 
here as it is the object of my critique, rather than earlier in the essay where it was one point 
of my argument? Let’s discuss if you want.**) plagues philosophy and grounds it to a body 
over-determined as silent and abject. It’s high time body-based practices and feminist critique 
redefine the “problem-thought” and assist its radical entropic materiality to emerge. 

6 Fuss, Diana. Essentially Speaking: Feminism, Nature, Difference. London: Routledge. 1989.”The tension 
produced by the essentialist/constructionist debate is responsible for some of feminist theory’s greatest insights...[But] 
this same dispute has created the current impasse in feminism, predicated on the difficulty of theorizing the social 
in relation to the natural, or the theoretical in relation to the political. The very confusion over whether or not the 
essentialist/constructionist tension (including over such categories as essential “femininity”, “gayness”, “blackness”, etc.) 
(emphasis mine) is beneficial or detrimental to the health of feminism is itself over-determined and constrained by the 
terms of the opposition in question.” (1)  
7 Nomadology. p. 19.
8 Ibid. pp. 19/ 34.
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A RUIN DESTROYED

Sreshta Rit Premnath

Texts do not signify the world; they signify the images they tear up. Hence, to decode texts 
is to discover the images signified by them. The intention of texts is to explain images, while 
that of concepts is to make ideas comprehensible. In this way texts are a metacode for 
images.1

On March 12th 2001 Taliban officials announced that the destruction of two colossal statues 
of Buddha, in Bamian, Afghanistan, was complete. The international community, horrified 
by the prospect of this eventuality, had tried to negotiate other options with the Taliban. 
The Metropolitan Museum and UNESCO had suggested boarding up the 175 and 120 foot 
idols, thus hiding what fundamentalist Islam deemed idolatrous and hence forbidden2. No 
compromise could be negotiated.

When Quintin Craufurd wrote his Researches in 1817, these statues were already in a state of 
ruin. After Genghis Khan and his Mongol army ransacked Bamian in the early thirteenth century 
the statues were mutilated further by Aurangzeb’s army with canon fire in the seventeenth 
century. This must have continued well into the nineteenth century, since Craufurd, speaking of 
the statues mentions that “the Musulmãns never march that way with cannon without firing two 
or three shots at them”3. In light of this history the Taliban’s actions were hardly aberrant; surely, 
if the Khan or Aurangzeb had been able to fully destroy these idols, they would have.

After a history of invasions and destructions, the city, Bamian, has begun to mirror the 
monument’s demise. Where there was a figure there is now a gigantic niche speckled with 
catacombs; where monks once lived, live the wandering poor, the militants4. It is through 
the historical representation of the monument that we can approach the city. A written 
history beginning, as far as we know, with Alexander in 330 BCE (before the monument was 
built), continues to this day as various governments and organizations attempt to rebuild the 
monument and fill the empty niche. For now, however, Bamian has reclaimed its Tartarian 
appellation - Mu-baligh, or the “city of desolation”5, a name given to it upon its destruction by 
Genghis Khan in 1221.

Ecphrasis or ekphrasis (from Greek ek out + phrasis speaking, verb ekphrazein, to proclaim 
or call an inanimate object by name) A vivid literary description of a work of art, which 
allows the reader to imagine it.

Lassen claims that in 330 BCE 

1  Flusser, Vilem; Towards A Philosophy of Photography; Reaktion Books London; 2000; Pg 11
2 Shirk (idolatry) : Islam forbids idolatry and polytheism. Most sects of Islam forbid any artistic depictions of 
human figures, even those of Muhammad, this being shirk, which originally means “partnership”: the sin of associating 
some other being with the one God, Allah, a sin that is considered akin to idolatry, if not idolatry outright. Furthermore, 
images of God are even banned outright in most sects of Islam, reinforcing absolute monotheism in Islam and 
attempting to eliminate any and all forms of idolatry. This position is not unique to Islam; The Decalogue, the root of the 
Semitic religions, states: “You shall have no other gods before me. You shall not make for yourself a graven image, or 
any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth; 
you shall not bow down to them or serve them; for I the Lord your God am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the 
fathers upon the children to the third and the fourth generation of those who hate me, but showing steadfast love to 
thousands of those who love me and keep my commandments.” (RSV Exodus 20:3-6).
3 Q. Craufurd; Researches Concerning The laws, Theology, Learning, Commerce, Etc. of Ancient and Modern 
India. (Vol. 1); London; 1817
4 Allen, Charles; The Search for the Buddha; Carrol & Graf; NY; 2003
5 The Travels of Marco Polo; John Masefield Ed.; E. P. Dutton & Co. NY; 1914
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Alexander passed over the plateau of Bamian, which lies at an elevation of about 8500 
feet, and in which men supposed they had found the cave of Prometheus”6. Despite the 
refutation of this historical claim as far back as the second century BCE by Eratosthenes 
[who in his lost book is said to have argued that “the Macedonians saw this cave and on the 
strength of some local legend (which they well may have invented) put it about that it was 
the cave where Prometheus was hung in chains when the eagle used to come to feed on 
his guts, and that Heracles came thither to kill the eagle and set Prometheus free; so that by 
means of this tale the Macedonians transferred Mount Caucasus from Pontus to the far east, 
fixing it in India in the country of the Parapamisidae, and gave the name Caucasus to flatter 
Alexander by the inference that he had crossed Caucasus”]7 

Both Huan Tsiang in the 7th century and Craufurd in the 19th century actually locate and place 
this site “near the pass of Sheibar, between Ghor-band and Bamiyan.” At this site which marked 
the end of Alexander’s reign, a monument had been imagined.

After Alexander’s defeat, the rise of the Maurya Dynasty saw an embrace of Buddhism more 
than a century after the Buddha’s death. By the third century BCE Bamian had become the 
center of the trade routes that connected Rome, India and China. In this context, despite the 
rise and fall of dynasties, this center of trade became the center of Buddhist pilgrimage. In this 
context alone can we comprehend the function of such gigantic monuments. After all, the Silk 
Road functioned as the main conduit for the spread of Buddhism.

The statues are thought to have been completed by the sixth century. The first record of these 
statues is to be found in Huan Tsiang’s seventh century Travelogue:

On the declivity of a hill to the north-east of the capital is a standing image of Buddha 
made of stone, 140 or 150 feet high, of a brilliant golden color and resplendent with 
ornamentation of precious substances. To the east of it is a Buddhist monastery built by a 
former king of the country. East of this is a standing image of Sakyamuni Buddha above 
100 feet high, made of t’u-shih (probably ‘bronze’), the pieces of which have been cast 
separately and then welded together into one figure.8

Strangely enough, after Huan Tsiang’s record, for eight centuries we find no descriptions of 
the statues (not even by Marco Polo in the thirteenth century) until the sixteenth century when 
Akbar’s Vizier, Abul Fazel writes:

In the heart of the mountain of Bamian, are twelve thousand cavities or grottoes cut into 
rock, with ornaments and mouldings in stucco. They were used by the natives of the country 
for an asylum in winter, and are called Summij (caves): enormous figures are found in them, 
as of a man eighty ells in height, a woman fifty and a child fifteen. In one of these grottoes 
you may see an embalmed corpse (or mummy), whose origin is unknown to the natives and 
they hold it in high honour.9

It seems that during the span of eight centuries the specific significance of these idols has 
been completely lost. This marks the first disappearance of the Buddhas, from the time of the 
expulsion of Buddhists from Bamian in the thirteenth century until the re-inscription/description 
of the statues by the Orientalists in the nineteenth century.

The nineteenth century saw an influx of amateur archaeologists, who included medical doctors, 
military personnel, government agents and the occasional traveler.

6 Humboldt, Alexander Von; Cosmos: A Sketch of A Physical Description of the Universe, Vol II; London; 1871
7 Arrian of Nicomedia; Anabasis. Section 5.3.1-2; Translation by Aubrey de Sélincourt
8 Tsiang, Huen; Si-Yu-Ki, Buddhist Records of the Western World; Trans: Samuel Beal; 1983
9 Adams, W. 1`cH. Davenport; Famous Caves and Catacombs: described and Illustrated; 1886

In 1817, an employee of the East India Company, Quintin Craufurd writes:

But what never fails to attract the notice of travelers, are two colossal statues, which are 
seen at a great distance. They are erect, and adhere to the mountain, from which they were 
cut out. They are in niches, the depth of which is equal to the thickness of the statues. It is 
said in the Ayeen Akbary10, that the largest is eighty ells high, and the other only fifty. These 
dimensions are greatly exaggerated; according to the opinion of all travellers I have seen, 
the disproportion is not so great between the two. According to the author of the Pharangh-
Jehanghiri cited by Dr. Hyde11, they are said to be only fifty cubits high; which appears to 
be the true dimensions. At some distance from these statues is another of smaller size, being 
about fifteen cubits high. Native and Persian authors who have mentioned them, agree 
neither about their sex, nor their names. The few Hindus who live in these countries, say, 
that they represent Bhim and his consort: the followers of Buddha affirm that they are the 
statues of Sháhámá, and his disciple Sálsálá. The Musalmãns insist, that they are the statues 
of Key-Umursh and his consort, that is to say Adam and Eve; and that the third is intended 
for Seish or Seth, their son; whose tomb, or at least the place where it stood formerly, is 
shewn near Bahlac. These statues are so much defaced by the effects of time, and the 
intolerant zeal of the Musalmáns, that I believe it is difficult to ascertain their sex. Travellers 
do, however, agree that one of them at least, is a beardless youth: some more particularly 
insist that the swelling of the breasts is remarkably obvious, and that both look towards 
the east; so that when the sun rises they seem to smile, but look gloomy in the evening. 
These statues were visited, at least ten or twelve different times, by a famous traveler, called 
Meyan-Asod-Shah, who is a man highly respected, both on account of his descent from 
Mohammed, and also for his personal character. He informed me lately, that these two 
statues are in two different niches and about forty spaces from each other. That the drapery 
is covered with embroidery and figured work; which formerly was painted of different 
colors, traces of which are still visible. That certainly represents a female, from the beauty 
and smoothness of her features, and the swelling of her breasts: the head being so much 
elevated is secure from injury from those below, and is also protected from weather by the 
projection above. The statue of their supposed son is nearly half a mile distant, and about 
twenty-five feet high. One of the feet of the male figure is much broken; for the Musulmãns 
never march that way with cannon without firing two or three shots at them  As to their 
being hollow, I believe, it is an idle tale: at least the travelers, I have consulted, knew 
nothing of it. Between the legs of the male figure, is a door leading into a most spacious 
temple; the size of which, they could not describe otherwise, than by saying, that it could 
easily hold the camp-equipage and baggage of Zemaun-Shah, and of his whole army.12

In 1825 Moorcroft and Trebeck write:

Of the two colossal idols cut out of rock, opposite to the hill on which stood the city, one 
larger than the other is called Sang-sal, or Rang-sal, and is said to represent a male; the 
smaller, called Shah-muma, is considered to be female; but the general appearance and 
costume of both are essentially the same, and indicate no difference of sex… Both figures 
have been mutilated, by order, it is said, of Aurangzeb. The faces and forearms of both 
were knocked off, and a thigh of the larger was broken. They are both clad in long loose 
robes, descending below the knee. The height of the smaller figure was one hundred and 
seventeen feet; that of the larger we could not measure, but it must have been about one-
third more.

They finally conjecture:

10 Abul Fazel’s description is quoted in pg. 1
11 Hyde, Thomas; De Ludis Orientalibus; London; 1694
12 Craufurd, Quintin; Researches Concerning The Laws, Theology, Learning, Commerce, Etc. of Ancient and 
Modern India; Strand: London; 1817
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My own conviction, from the character of the buildings, of the caves, paintings, and 
sculptures, is, that Bamian, whatever its ancient appellation, was the residence of the great 
Lama, bearing the same relation to the Lamaism of the west, as Lhassa does now to that of 
the east. The name of the smaller idol, Shah-muma, is evidently only a corruption of Shak-
muni…13

There are other writings from the early nineteenth century, including Fred. H. Fisher’s which at 
best restate the above opinions. After his 1839 book Travels Into Bokhara, Alexander Burnes, a 
Lieutenant in the East India Company, became the authority on the Bamian colossi. Importantly, 
Burnes was one of the first people who made observational drawings, which became the 
template for several lithographs and prints of the statues through the early twentieth century.

There are no relics of Asiatic antiquity which have roused the curiosity of the learned more 
than the gigantic idols of Bameean. It is fortunately in my power to present a drawing of 
these images. They consist of two figures, a male and a female; the one named Silsal, the 
other Shahmama. The figures are cut in alto relievo on the face of the hill, and represent 
two colossal images. The male is the larger of the two, and about 120 feet high. It occupies 
a front of 70 feet; and the niche in which it is excavated, extends about that depth into the 
hill. This idol is mutilated; both legs having been fractured by cannon; and the countenance 
above the mouth is destroyed. The lips are very large; the ears long an pendent; and 
there appears to have been a tiara on the head. The figure is covered by a mantle, which 
hangs over it in all parts, and has been formed of a kind of plaster; the image having been 
studded with wooden pins in various places, to assist in fixing it. The figure itself is without 
symmetry, nor is there much elegance in the drapery. The hands which held out the mantle, 
have been both broken. The female figure is more perfect than the male, and has been 
dressed in the same manner. It is cut in the same hill, at about 200 yards, and is about 
half the size. It was not be to be discovered whether the smaller idol was a brother or the 
son of colossus, but from the information of the natives. The sketch, which I attached will 
convey better notions of these idols than a more elaborate description. The square and 
arched apertures which appear in the plate represent the entrance of the different caves or 
excavations; and through these there is a road that leads to the summit of both images. In 
the lower caves the caravans to and from Cabool generally halt; and the upper ones are 
used as granaries by the community.

I have to now note the most remarkable curiosity in the idols of Bameean. The niches of 
both have at one time been plastered, and ornamented with paintings of human figures, 
which have disappeared from all parts but that immediately above the heads of the idols. 
Here the colors are vivid, and the paintings are distant as in the Egyptian tombs. There is 
little variety in the design of these figures; which represent the bust of a woman with a 
knob of hair on the head, and a plaid thrown half over the chest; the whole surrounded by 
a halo. In one part, I could trace a groupe of three female figures following each other. The 
execution of the work was indifferent, and not superior to the pictures the Chinese make in 
imitation of an European artist.

The traditions of the people regarding the idols of Bameean are vague and unsatisfactory. 
It is stated that they were excavated about the Christian era, by a tribe of Kaffirs (infidels), 
to represent a king, named Silsal, and his wife, who ruled in a distant country, and was 
worshipped for his greatness. The Hindoos assert that they were excavated by the Pandoos, 
and that they are mentioned in the great epic poem of the Mahaburat… I am aware that 
a conjecture attributes these images to the Boodhists; and the long ears of the great figure 
render this surmise probable… I judge the figures to be female; but they are very rude; 
though the colors in which they are sketched are bright and beautiful. There is nothing 

13 Moorcroft, William and George Trebeck; Travels in the Himalayan Provinces of Hindustan and the Panjab; in 
Ladakh and Kashmir; and Bokhara; John Murray; London; 1825
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in the images of Bameean to evince any great advancement in the arts, or what the most 
common people might not have easily executed… I find in the history of Timourlane [14th 
century], that both the idols and excavations of Bameean are described by Sharif o deen, 
his historian. The idols are there stated to be so high that none of the archers could strike 
the head. They are called Lat and Munat; two celebrated idols which are mentioned in the 
Koran… It is by no means improbable that we owe the idols of Bameean to the caprice of 
some person of rank, who resided in the cave digging neighborhood, and sought for an 
immortality in the colossal images which we have now described.14

After Samuel Beal’s 1884 translation of Huan Tsiang’s Si Yu Ki, it became clear to historians that 
the attribution of the statues to the Buddhists was indeed accurate and the mystery surrounding 
the statues seemed to have been almost fully dispelled. An exception to this post-Beal shift in 
perception is evidenced in Helena Blavatsky’s treatise The Bamian Statues: Their Mysterious 
Origin from her Secret Doctrine:15

Who cut the Bamian statues, the tallest and the most gigantic in the whole world? 
Burnes, and several learned Jesuits who have visited the place, speak of a mountain “all 
honeycombed with gigantic cells,” with two immense giants cut in the same rock. They 
are referred to as the modern Miaotse [in Chinese legend, an antediluvian race of giants. 
-- Eds.], the last surviving witnesses of the Miaotse who had “troubled the earth”; the Jesuits 
are right, and the Archaeologists, who see Buddhas in the largest of these statues, are 
mistaken. For all those numberless gigantic ruins discovered one after the other in our day, 
are the work of the Cyclopes, the true and actual Giants of old.

…The Buddhist monks, who turned the grottos of the Miaotse into Viharas and cells, came 
into Central Asia about or in the first century of the Christian era. Therefore Hsuan-tsang, 
speaking of the colossal statue, says that “the shining of the gold ornamentation that 
overlaid the statue” in his day “dazzled one’s eyes,” but of such gilding there remains not 
a vestige in modern times. The very drapery, in contrast to the figure itself, cut out in the 
standing rock, is made of plaster and modelled over the stone image. Talbot, who has made 
the most careful examination, found that this drapery belonged to a far later epoch. The 
statue itself has therefore to be assigned to a far earlier period than Buddhism. Whom does it 
represent in such case, it may be asked?

Once more tradition, corroborated by written records, answers the query, and explains 
the mystery. The Buddhist Arhats and Ascetics found the five statues, and many more, 
now crumbled down to dust, and as the three were found by them in colossal niches at 
the entrance of their future abode, they covered the figures with plaster, and, over the old, 
modelled new statues made to represent Lord Tathagata. The interior walls of the niches are 
covered to this day with bright paintings of human figures, and the sacred image of Buddha 
is repeated in every group. These frescoes and ornaments -- which remind one of the 
Byzantine style of painting -- are all due to the piety of the monk-ascetics, as are some other 
minor figures and rock-cut ornamentations. But the five statues belong to the handiwork of 
the Initiates of the Fourth Race, who sought refuge, after the submersion of their continent, 
in the fastnesses and on the summits of the Central Asian mountain chains. Moreover, the 
five statues are an imperishable record of the esoteric teaching about the gradual evolution 
of the races.

The largest is made to represent the First Race of mankind, its ethereal body being 
commemorated in hard, everlasting stone, for the instruction of future generations, as its 
remembrance would otherwise never have survived the Atlantean Deluge. The second -- 
120 feet high -- represents the sweat-born [second root-race]; and the third -- measuring 60 

14 Burnes, Alexander; Travels Into Bokhara, Vol III; London: John Murray; 1834 
15 Blavatsky, Helena; The Secret Doctrine; Theosophical University Press; 1888

feet -- immortalizes the race that fell, and thereby inaugurated the first physical race, born 
of father and mother, the last descendants of which are represented in the Statues found 
on Easter Isle; but they were only from 20 to 25 feet in stature at the epoch when Lemuria 
was submerged, after it had been nearly destroyed by volcanic fires. The Fourth Race was 
still smaller, though gigantic in comparison with our present Fifth Race, and the series 
culminated finally in the latter.

These are, then, the “Giants” of antiquity, the ante- and postdiluvian Gibborim of the 
Bible. They lived and flourished one million rather than between three and four thousand 
years ago. The Anakim of Joshua, whose hosts were as “grasshoppers” in comparison with 
them, are thus a piece of Israelite fancy, unless indeed the people of Israel change the 
millenniums of their chronology into millions of years.16

In the 1920s, with John Marshall heading the Archeological Survey of India, trained 
archeologists, rather than travelers, enthusiasts or petty officers finally took up the study of 
monuments. However the Bamian statues were still remote enough that they continued to be 
described only by travel writers.

In one of the largest selling travel books of this period, Robert Byron’s Road to Oxiana (1934), 
it becomes clear that there is a shift in the way the Bamian statues are described. There is no 
residue of doubt in the writer’s mind that the statues in question depict Buddha.

I should not like to stay long in Bamian. Its art is unfresh. When Huan Tsang came here 
the Buddha’s were gilded to resemble bronze, and 5,000 monks swarmed in the labyrinths 
beside them. That was in 632; Mohammed died the same year, and the Arabs reached 
bamian before the end of the century. But it was not until 150 years later that the monks 
were finally extirpated. One can imagine how the Arabs felt about them and their idols in 
this blood-red valley. Nadir Shah must have felt the same 1,000 years later when he broke 
the legs of the larger Buddha.

that Buddha 174 feet high, and the smaller 115; they stand a quarter of a mile apart. The 
larger bears traces of plaster veneer, which was painted red, presumably as a groundwork 
for the gilt. Neither has any artistic value. But one could bear that; it is their negation of 
sense, the lack of any pride in their monstrous flaccid bulk that sickens. Even their material 
is unbeautiful, for the cliff is made not of stone but of compressed gravel. A lot of monastic 
navies were given picks and told to copy some frightful semi-Hellenistic image from India 
or China. The result has not even the dignity of labour.

The canopies of the two niches which contain the two figures are plastered and painted. 
In the smaller hangs a triumph scene, red, yellow and blue, in which Hackkin, Herzfeld 
and others have distinguished a Sasanian influence; but the clue to the idea comes from 
Masson, who saw a Pahlevi inscription here a hundred years ago…

The [style] suggest[s] that Persian, Indian, Chinese, and Hellenistic ideas all met in Bamian 
in the fifth and sixth centuries. It is interesting to have a record of this meeting. But the fruit 
of it is not pleasant.17

It is important to observe that all the descriptions we have of these statues were written by 
foreigners as they traveled through Afghanistan. The first and most obvious reason may be that a 
textual representation of an object is most useful to those who cannot experience the object first 
hand. The second reason maybe that Afghanistan has for centuries been an Islamic state and the 
acknowledgement of idolatry let alone any kind of participation in it through the description 

16 Blavatsky, Helena; The Secret Doctrine; Theosophical University Press; 1888
17 Byron, Robert; The Road to Oxiana; New York: Oxford University Press; 1934
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of idols would have been condemned. However, by destroying the idol do they not themselves 
reaffirm their faith in that other idol the Text - the Koran. Flusser says, Texts do not signify the 
world; they signify the images they tear up. Can we reverse this statement thus: The torn up image 
cannot signify, except through text. The destruction of the idol has released its descriptions, 
whether it is possible to translate the text back into an image we are yet to find out.

Death of a Zombie

In 2001, reacting to the destruction of the WTC and the Buddha’s, Muschamp asks “does 
destruction capture the imagination more than building?”18 The answer is obvious: once an 
object is built it need not be imagined.

What is strange is this: that what was destroyed could only be imagined through the descriptions 
which preceded its destruction. This history of representations is viewed from a fixed vantage 
point an imagined moment of crises, a historic moment. The destruction of the statues was seen 
as singular and final, as though the statues had until then stood undisturbed. The rhetoric which 
framed the “destructive rampage”19 of the Taliban could be exemplified in the romanticized 
image of a previously tolerant religion which, “for a better part of two thousand years, [allowed] 
the Buddha’s of Bamiyan [to keep] watch over the midpoint of what was once the Silk Road.”20

When Karen Armstrong attests that the “Koran says that all morally guided religions come from 
God”21 she is clearly stretching her point. After all, the most fundamental monotheist principle 
that there is only one God whose Word is True. Religions cannot be considered different unless 
they worship different Gods.

What then is the motivation for the contemporary politically correct liberal who pretends to 
respect the fundamentalist other - especially the farther away he (the other) is? What then is the 
complex network of blind spots which frame the attitudes of the nineteenth century orientalist 
in relation to the contemporary (early twenty first century) liberal? The key to this may lie in the 
relationship between the following statements by two theorists:

In 1979 Edward Said said:

The Oriental, is depicted as something one judges (as in a court of law), something one 
studies and depicts (as in a curriculum), something one disciplines (as in a school or prison), 
something one illustrates (as in a zoological manual). The point is that in each of these cases 
the Oriental is contained and represented by dominating frameworks.22

In conjunction with this description of the relation of the Orientalist to the Oriental, we must 
read Zizek’s more recent examination of fetish as the new ideological structure:

The doxa today, which you have to obey is the following one I claim:

Freud opposed the normal mourning, the successful acceptance of the loss, to the 
pathological melancholy, the subject insists on his or her narcissistic identification with 
the lost object. That is to say Freud’s idea was when someone dear to you passes away, the 
proper thing to do is to come to terms with this loss through the loss of symbolization or 
internalization. You renounce the real object but gain his or her or it’s meaning. Melancholy 
is then conceived of as a failed mourning. You remain attached to the particular object and 
you are unable to perform the sublation of the immediate reality of the object into it’s, his or 
her meaning.

18 Muschamp, Herbert; Filling The Void; NYT, September 30, 2001
19 Romney, Kristin M.; Cultural Terrorism; Archeology; May/Jun 2001
20 Hertzberg, Hendrick; In the Ruins; The New Yorker; March 19, 2001
21 Armstrong, Karen; Breaking the Sacred; NYT; March 11, 2001. 
22 Said, Edward; Orientalism; pg 40; 1979; Penguin
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In contrast today’s doxa is to the reverse the terms and to claim that mourning is the betrayal 
of the fidelity to the object... so, in other words, melancholy is the truly ethical stance of 
fidelity. The one who accomplishes the work of mourning is the traitor. Of course, this story 
can be given a multitude of twists from the queer one to the post-colonial ethnic one...

I claim that this reassertion of melancholy is not only politically wrong - although it 
renders perfectly the ideal structure of subjectivity of today’s so-called post-modern, global 
subjectivity - but that its also theoretically wrong.

Georgio Agamben emphasizes how in contrast to mourning, melancholy is not only the 
failure of the work of mourning, the persistence to the attachment to the real of the object, 
it also offers the paradox of an intention to mourn which precedes and anticipates the loss 
of the object. What’s strange about mourning is that even though the object is still there it is 
already treated like it is lost... The melancholic is not the one who loses the object of desire, 
he has the object, but has lost the cause of desire.

… [In order to understand the disavowal which allows this reversal we must discuss the 
structure of today’s ideology] The predominant structure of ideology today is no longer that 
of the symptom (the return of the repressed truth within the global field of the lie), but rather 
the fetish, which is the particular lie, which enables you to endure the truth. The pragmatic 
solution of the fetishist when confronted with a traumatic fact is that they organize their 
universe so that they can very well survive in a cynically realist way, because the fetish 
enables them to maintain a necessary distance.23

This distancing, which Zizek speaks of, is demonstrated in a concrete way in UNESCO’s 
proposal to board up the Bamian statues, thus hiding that which is blasphemous to the Taliban, 
to prevent their destruction - a disavowal, specifically different from that of the Taliban whose 
impulse was to erase all evidence of religious history predating Islam in Afghanistan.

Zizek has said in regard to the Bamian bombings:

Recall the outrage when, three years ago, the Taliban forces in Afghanistan dynamited 
the ancient Buddhist statues at Bamiyan: although none of us, enlightened Westerners, 
believed in the divinity of Buddha, we were so outraged because the Taliban Muslims 
did not show the appropriate respect for the “cultural heritage” of their own country and 
the entire humanity. Instead of believing through the other like all people of culture, they 
really believed in their own religion and thus had no great sensitivity for the cultural value 
of the monuments of other religions — for them, the Buddha statues were just fake idols, 
not “cultural treasures.” (And, incidentally, is this outrage not the same as that of today’s 
enlightened anti-Semite who, although he does not believe in Christ’s divinity, nonetheless 
blames Jews for killing our Lord Jesus? Or as the typical secular Jew who, although he does 
not believe in Jehova and Moses as his prophet, nonetheless thinks that Jews have a divine 
right to the land of Israel?)24

What is specifically interesting about the Western academic’s (both the Orientalist and the New 
Liberal) relationship to the archeological ruin is that it functions like a fetish. If the trauma of 
the “Western” subject is his discovery that the “Eastern” other is no better or worse than herself, 
then this trauma is kept in check through the fetish. In the case of Bamian, it is specifically the 
ruin, in its zombie state of the living dead, which mutely allows the western subject to project 

23 Slavoj Zizek. “Zizek’s Plea for Fundamentalism.” Slought Foundation Online Content. [11 September 2004; 
Accessed 1 October 2006]. <http://slought.org/content/11236/>. 
24 Slavoj Zizek. “Passion In The Era of Decaffeinated Belief.” Lacan.com. <http://www.lacan.com/passion.htm>.

upon it. It is an empty space of reverie, which through the deflection of intention allows the 
subject to maintain a belief in his ethically moral position while simultaneously subjugating the 
other. It is imperative for the politically-correct liberal to focus his attention on preserving the 
ruin in order for him to ignore the ruination of a nation, which has resulted from the political 
action of his country. It is the powerlessness of the neo-liberal that is embodied in the disavowal 
of reality and preoccupation with the ruin.

The destruction of the fetish is therefore by far the most traumatic event. The immediate 
response to such a trauma is the desire to reconstruct the fetish and fill the void. What better 
way to reconstruct the fetish than from the very history of its representations? In fact, wouldn’t 
the perfect ruin be the reconstruction of a ruin from its descriptions - a monument to the dying?

Alexander’s historians may have been right to conjure up the image of Prometheus, as 
punishment for who’s deeds Zeus devised for humanity “such evil… that they shall desire death 
rather than life.” Prometheus tied in a cave to be eaten by vultures was this very monument; the 
body held in a state of the living- dead.

And who can forget the greatest example of the ruin|monument - Christ on the Crucifix.

Reconstructing a Ruin

Here, given a limited history of representations we are presented with three proposals (all being 
carried out) for the construction of a monument in place of the destroyed Bamian statues:

1 But now one of the Buddhas is rising again, except this time in western China, where a 
team of workmen are carving a replica figure into a cliff-face in Sichuan. As more than 300 
stonemasons chip away at the rock, the giant figure is gradually emerging into view. The 
sandstone cliff near Leshan, in the lush green hills of Western China, is redder than the more 
golden sandstone near Bamiyan. Nonetheless, the Chinese project aims to recreate the Afghan 
Buddha the way it used to be, before erosion and intolerance destroyed its face and dynamite 
reduced it to a heap of rubble.

The figure will be 37m high - the same as the smaller of the two Afghan statues. It is being 
carved by hand with mallets and chisels, just like the original figures.25

This effort relies loosely upon Huan Tsiang’s description of the Bamian Buddhas in his Si-Yu-Ki. 
However given the fact that research26 has shown that the Buddhas were only crudely carved 
out of the sandstone cliffs - all the details and features having been layered on top of the crude 
rock carvings with plaster and bronze - the claim of authenticity (endorsed by the BBC) is at 
best questionable.

2 The artist, Hiro Yamagata, 58, from Torrance, Calif., would use 14 laser systems, powered by 
solar panels and windmills, to project 140 overlapping faceless “statues,” 125 to 175 feet tall, 
across four miles of the Bamiyan cliffs, about 80 miles west of Kabul, in neon shades of green, 
pink, orange and blue, continuously changing color and pattern, for four hours every Sunday 
night. “I’m doing a fine-art piece,” said Mr. Yamagata, whose work was recently displayed at 
the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao, Spain. “That’s my purpose - not for human rights, or for 
supporting religion or a political statement.”27

Yamagata’s project seems to embrace the Western Buddhist/ New Age notion asserted by Pirsig 
in Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance: The Buddha, the Godhead, resides quite as 

25 BBC Asia-Pacific; Buddha Rises Again; 10/5/2001
26 Grun Armin, et al; Photogrammetric Reconstruction of the Great Buddha of Bamiyan, Afghanistan; The 
Photogrammetric Record Vol. 19 No. 107; September 2004
27 New York Times; Arts Briefly; 8/10/2005
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comfortably in the circuits of a digital computer (or the gears of a cycle transmission) as he 
does at the top of a mountain or in the petals of a flower.28 Stating the ironic contradictions of 
this philosophy is only redundant as he has himself asserted them in his quoted statements - 
statements which characterize the contradictions of the neo-liberal.

3 ETH Zu¨rich has volunteered to perform the computer reconstruction, which can serve as 
a basis for the physical reconstruction. In fact, using a computer model, a statue at 1/10 of 
the original size will first be built and displayed in the Afghanistan Museum in Bubendorf, 
Switzerland. But the most recent developments actually call for the placement of this model into 
the National Museum of Kabul, Afghanistan  The physical reconstruction will be based on a 3D 
computer model derived from three metric images. These images were acquired in Bamiyan in 
1970 by Professor Kostka, Technical University of Graz (Kostka, 1974). They form the basis for 
a very precise, reliable and detailed reconstruction with an accuracy of 1 to 2 cm in relative 
position and with an object resolution of about 5 cm. Manual image measurements had to be 
applied in order to achieve these values.29

The description of this last project must be regarded as a conclusion to this essay. It is after all 
the description of that perfect ruin spoken of before - the reconstruction of a ruin from its image. 
Like the Christian memento mori, the reconstructed ruin will no longer stand for the monument, 
which once was, but instead for the death of the monument. It will not fill the void of the 
missing ruin; rather, it will articulate the ruin’s absence.

28 Robert Pirsig; Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance; W. Morrow & Company; London; 1974
29 Grun Armin, et al; Photogrammetric Reconstruction of the Great Buddha of Bamiyan, Afghanistan; The 
Photogrammetric Record Vol. 19 No. 107; September 2004
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THE DISAPPEARANCE OF THE AUTHOR?
HYPERAUTHORSHIP AND THE CASE OF ARAKI YASUSADA

Doubled Flowering: From the Notebooks of Araki Yasusada contains translated poetry, notebook 
entries, personal letters, and fragments of English lessons, all supposedly written by the Japanese 
poet Araki Yasusada.  The Yasusada biography, collected in various journal and newspaper 
articles, tells us that the poet was married in 1930 and had three children with his wife, 
Nomuro.  His wife and eldest daughter, Chieko, were both killed in the bombing of Hiroshima.  
A second daughter, Akiko, died of radiation poisoning five years after the bombing.  Yasusada 
died in 1971 and was survived by his son, Yasunari, who discovered his father’s notebooks 
in the 1980s.  Poems from these notebooks were published in translation in several literary 
journals in the early 1990s.

The notebooks evince Yasusada’s acquaintance with several major Japanese poets of his time, 
including Taneda Santoka, Ozaki Hosai, and Kasano Shimpei, as well as his interest in French 
Poststructuralist theory (namely the work of Roland Barthes) and American poet Jack Spicer.  The 
notebooks also emphasize Yasusada’s participation in two avant-garde Japanese poetics groups: 
the Kai [Oars] Renga group and the Soun [Layered Clouds] group.

What emerges from the Yasusada notebooks is not a complete biographical picture of their 
author, but rather a startling look at life after the bombing at Hiroshima: the Yasusada poems 
tenderly recall the speaker’s courtship with his wife nearly fifteen years before the bombing 
(“Crysanthemums and Shoes,” August 9, 1953) .  They ask the reader to watch the speaker’s 
daughter go mad and die of radiation poisoning after the bombing (“Mad Daughter and Big-
Bang,” December 25, 1945), and they share the strange guilt of a father who enjoys the physical 
sensation of warmth produced by his daughter’s cremation (“Trolley Fare and Blossom,” May 18, 
1949).  Taken as a whole, the poems nuance the account of a witness, insisting not simply on a 
narrative of post-bombing trauma, but instead on a speaker who is haunted by memories of life 
before the bombing, yet whose intellectual, emotional and social life thrives after the tragedy.  

This nuanced look at life after Hiroshima may partially account for the outrage over the 
Yasusada notebooks in the American poetic community in the mid-1990s.  In July 1996, the 
Village Voice published an article declaring that Araki Yasusada was pseudonym.  Soon after, 
the American Poetry Review published a supplement on the Yasusada scandal, representing the 
poet with “what appeared to be the blurred Xerox of a Xerox of a mug shot of some low-level 
yakuza” (Weingerber).  As Yasusada’s name and image fell under scrutiny, so too did his identity.  
Rumors began circulating that not only was Yasusada a pseudonym, but also that there was no 
Yasusada at all.  Speculation about the “real” Yasusada began in major academic and popular 
publications and the Internet well before Doubled Flowering was published in book form.

The more the poetic community speculated, the more complex the case of the Yasusada author 
became.  The rumor mill pointed fingers at various public intellectuals and poets, all of whom 
denied responsibility.  After Eliot Weingerber published an article on the Yasusada scandal in 
Jacket magazine,  a “poet [he knew] called me out of the blue—he had never called before—
to ask point-blank if I was Yasusada; he had a long list of entirely persuasive reasons.  An 
editor at one of the magazines that ha published the poems thought it was her old boyfriend” 
(Weinberger).  Part of the problem of identifying the notebooks’ true author lay not in the few 
known details of “Araki Yasusada’s” life, but in the ease with which the poems might have been 
written by anyone with poetic talent, an interest in Japanese poetic form and some knowledge 
of the bombing at Hiroshima.  

Although the notebooks proved convincing as accounts of Hiroshima to both academics and 
editors at the time of their translation, they also contain a number of anomalies.  As Marjorie 
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Perloff points out,

“The name Araki Yasusada means, in Japanese usage, that Araki is the family name, Yasusada the 
first name.  Araki is indeed a common family name in Japanese.  Yet the ‘translators’ regularly 
refer to the poet as Yasusada, which would be equivalent to referring to Roland Barthes as 
Roland.  By the same token, the poet’s wife’s name, Nomura, is in fact a family name, not a 
first name, so the reference given would be like Robert Lowell referring to his wife as Hardwick  
Again, ‘Motokiyu’ is a misspelling for ‘Motokiyo’ and ‘Ojiu’ should be ‘Ogyu.’  So the author is, 
at the very least, playing fast and loose with Japanese names.” (150)

Perloff’s commentary suggests that it is unlikely that a Japanese author, or even a translator 
familiar enough with the conventions of the Japanese language to translate these notebooks 
into English, would make such simple errors with regard to Japanese names.  The supposed 
editors of Doubled Flowering point out that Yasusada “had fluency in English and French,” yet 
the notebooks’ English entries—particularly his correspondences with his English teacher, a 
Mr. Rogers— contain spelling errors that Perloff insists that “no Japanese student who was a 
far along as Yasusada, could possibly make” (165).  The problem of language becomes twofold 
here: on the one hand, we can understand the notebooks as an imaginary translation from 
Japanese by someone who does not actually speak Japanese.  On the other, we can understand 
them as written in error-riddled English by an English speaker self-consciously adding 
misspellings and other anomalies along the way.

Simultaneously, as Marjorie Perloff remarks, Doubled Flowering creates “a poetic world that 
satisfies our hunger for the authentic, even though that authentic is itself a simulacrum” (164).  
The combination of Yasusada’s poems, letters, and biography as presented in Doubled Flowering 
insist upon the reality of the bombing at Hiroshima, even as they are presented by an imaginary 
witness.  Perloff suggests that the idea of authenticity is a simulacrum, a copy without an 
original.  That is, the notebooks attempt to recreate an authentic experience by positing Yasusada 
as a witness to the Hiroshima bombing. There is no authentic experience to recreate, however, 
because there is no real Araki Yasusada: Yasusada becomes an impossible witness.  

The scandal of the Yasusada notebooks does not just seem to be that there is no Yasusada.  
Instead, it relies on the fact that the fictive Yasusada is historically contingent, and that the 
contents of the notebooks are comprised of false testimony.  This inauthenticity of experience, 
combined with the anomalies of the pseudo-translation, have caused critics to suggest that the 
Yasusada authors are guilty of racism at worst, and exoticism at best.   John Solt, a professor of 
Japanese culture at Amherst College, refers to the notebooks as “just Japanized crap” (Nussbaum 
83).  From this perspective, the poems have no merit of their own and simply play into incorrect 
Western impressions of Japanese culture.  For Solt, the notebooks “[play] into the American idea 
of what is interesting about Japanese culture—Zen, haiku, anything seen as exotic—and gets 
it all wrong, adding Western humor and irony” (Ibid.).  This critique suggests that the poems 
simply exoticize their supposed Japanese origin: the “Japanized crap” of the poems apes a series 
of ideas about Japanese culture and language, yet it is not grounded in Japanese culture or 
language itself.

In this attack, Solt attacks the poems themselves, but misses an opportunity to critique the 
project.  In calling the poems “just Japanized crap,” he seems to displace his distaste at 
the Yasusada project onto the poems and their absentee authors, not the subject matter of 
Hiroshima or the false witness the poems posit.  Solt’s outrage regarding the Yasusada project, 
then, is not one of inauthentic witness, but of inauthentic voice.  For Solt, the problem is not 
that the Yasusada author writes about Hiroshima, but that the Yasusada author writes about 
Hiroshima from the wrong subject position:  his critique of Doubled Flowering stems from the 
distinct possibility that the volume’s actual author or authors are most likely not Japanese or 
Japanese speakers.  As Yunte Huang states, “The controversy was not because of the content [of 
Doubled Flowering], but because [Araki Yasusada] was not a real Japanese poet” (227).

Indeed, the most likely authors are neither Japanese nor fluent in Japanese.  The purveyors of 
the Yasusada notebooks, Javier Alvarez, a composer from Mexico, and Kent Johnson, a junior 
college professor in Freeport, Illinois, are considered the most likely authors of the notebooks.  
Neither of them, however, has ever accepted responsibility for the notebooks.  Although it 
was Johnson who first submitted Yasusada’s poems to the American Poetry Review, he denies 
authorship.  He admits that Araki Yasusada is fictional, but insists that his friend from college 
wrote the poems, saying, “My friend Tosa wrote them.  His name is also fictional, but I can’t 
tell you his real name or nationality” (Huang 227).  “Tosa,” then becomes an authorial entity as 
mysterious and more mysterious as Yasusada himself.

The “Tosa” in question refers to Tosa Motokiyu, whom Kent Johnson and Javier Alvarez claim 
was their roommate in Milwaukee in the 1980s.  They point out, however, that Tosa Motokiyu 
is also a pseudonym, that they were instructed to publish his notebooks after his death, 
and that they were instructed never to reveal his true identity.  In an interview with another 
fictional persona, Groany McGee, in 1997, Johnson and Alvarez insist that “[i]n entrusting 
his works to us, Motokiyu instructed us to acknowledge publicly, after his death, that the 
Yasusada manuscript is a fictional creation.  At the same time, he directed us never to reveal 
his legal name” (Johnson 125).  Johnson and Alvarez defend the possibly imaginary author 
Tosa Motokiyu to an invisible interviewer.  Thus, Tosa Motokiyu becomes a stand-in for both 
an invisible author (whoever actually wrote the Yasusada poems, be it Johnson, Alvarez, or 
any number of collaborators) and an imaginary author (the Araki Yasusada persona himself). 
Moreover, the possibility of Tosa Motokiyu unravels critiques of the Yasusada’s inauthenticity.  If 
Tosa Motokiyu is Japanese, is he somehow more qualified to speak about Hiroshima?  If he is 
not Japanese, are critiques like Solt’s somehow more valid?  

The many layers of the Yasusada notebooks suggest that an emergent concept of authorship 
is not only more important than Doubled Flowering’s subject matter or the (in)authenticity of 
experience it creates.  Would that the case were as simple as determining who actually wrote 
the contents of the notebooks, we might be able to say more about how Japanese they are, as 
well as what is at stake for claims of authenticity or inauthenticity.   Instead, these notebooks 
seem to emerge from a decidedly postmodern standpoint.  As Frederic Jameson posits in 
Postmodernism, or the Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, history is radically unavailable to the 
present, “the past as ‘referent’ finds itself gradually bracketed, and then effaced altogether, 
leaving us nothing but texts” (Docherty 75).  The Yasusada text takes for granted that Hiroshima 
refers to the past and therefore decidedly inaccessible.  Indeed, Doubled Flowering makes few 
attempts to mimic, play into or converse with other accounts of the hibakusha (survivors of the 
atomic bomb); Bill Freind points out that “there is no mention of the initial detonation of the 
bomb, nor of the numerous corpses of those killed immediately, nor of the those scarred with 
radiation burns, nor of the general destruction of the city” (147).  In spite of an emphasis on the 
Yasusada biography, Doubled Flowering makes no attempt to utilize the recognizable features of 
a Hiroshima survivor’s narrative to locate Yasusada in the Hiroshima bombing.

Ultimately, the scandal that arises around the identity of the Yasusada author suggests that 
the notebooks do little to disrupt conceptions of an inaccessible history or the authenticity 
of experience: the notebooks take these conceptions as given.   Instead, the Yasusada project 
challenges traditional notions of authorship.  Both Araki Yasusada and Tosa Motokiyu become 
more than simply pseudonyms or even heteronyms for an actual author.  A pseudonym suggests 
a one-to-one correlation between actual author and assumed name, while a heteronym 
suggests a number of authorial personas that stem from one individual.  The Tosa Motokiyu-
Kent Johnson-Javier Alvarez-Araki Yasusada network suggests a far more elaborate system of 
authorship, in part because the one “real” author cannot be identified.

This system becomes increasingly complicated as one tries to find its center: the criticism 
surrounding the Yasusada case continues to produce increasingly viable suspects for the “real” 
author, and the circulation of the manuscripts only confounds the riddle’s answer.  For example, 
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the Yasusada poetry manuscripts originally submitted to various poetry journals were “mailed 
from a variety of locations, including California, Tokyo, Illinois, and London” (Nussbaum 
82).  Ultimately, as Emily Nussbaum suggests, “[t]here was no Yasusada… at least not in the 
usual, one-author-one-body sense” (82).  What emerges from the idea of no Yasusada is the 
possibility of many Yasusadas: as the case of Doubled Flowering becomes increasingly complex, 
it becomes more difficult to imagine a single Yasusada occupying a single body and writing a 
single corpus of poems.  Rather than attempting to prove who actually wrote the contents of the 
Yasusada notebooks, or problematize the fact that we cannot know the identity of the author, we 
might instead ask how these notebooks imply a collaborative, living system of authorship that 
goes beyond the use of pseudonyms or even heteronyms.  We might conceive of the Yasusada 
case as it implies a system of hyperauthorship.

Hyperauthorship suggests a type of collaboration in which individual contributors disappear, 
becoming part of the whole concept of a single author, or becoming an invisible part of the text 
itself.  A recent article in the Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology 
attempts to “solve” the problem of hyperauthorship in the hard sciences, concerned by the fact 
that “scholarly articles and clinical reports have scores or even hundreds of authors… [and] 
the precise nature of each individual’s contribution is often masked” (Davenport and Cronin 
770).  The authors suggest a concrete method of “tagging and categorizing scholars’ cognitive 
contributions” using a “taxonomy, embodied in metadata, and, where appropriate, embedded 
in texts” (771).  This taxonomy would allow individual contributions to be identified and permit 
“both individual and group activity profiles to be developed across an electronic corpus” (Ibid.).  
Thus, for Davenport and Cronin, hyperauthorship presents problems of responsibility and 
credibility.  Their proposal would allow contributors to experiments and reports to be identified 
and tracked by both the volume and content of their contributions to their scientific pursuits. 

In the case of the literary text, hyperauthorship also suggests difficulties of responsibility and 
credibility, yet it also permits the authors who occupy the virtual space of “Araki Yasusada” to be 
both fluid and multiple.  Ironically, perhaps, hyperauthorship outside of the hard sciences does 
not present a problem to be solved, but a space for creativity and invention.  Simultaneously, 
though, the Yasusada notebooks self-consciously point to a specific—but imagined— biography 
behind this virtual space.  Not only is the imaginary Yasusada biography key to much of 
Doubled Flowering’s content, but the notebook’s introduction also claims that “[m]uch of the 
experimental impetus… comes from Yasusada’s encounter in the mid-1960’s with the poetry 
of the American Jack Spicer and the French critic Roland Barthes” (10).  In a text that seems in 
many ways either author-less, or comprised of so many authors that Nussbaum’s “one-body-
one-author” author can never be pinned down, it does not seem coincidental that Barthes, 
who famously claimed “it is language which speaks, not the author,” in “The Death of the 
Author” would be cited as a key influence (1467).  When confronted with the possibility of an 
anonymous or unknown author in the Yasusada notebooks, only the text can survive: Doubled 
Flowering can be understood as a text in which “language speaks, not the author” because Araki 
Yasusada, who never existed, can never speak.

When confronted with the possibility of many potential authors or collaborators in the Yasusada 
notebooks, however, the issue of authorship is foregrounded while the text is of secondary 
importance.  The references to Barthes seem tongue-in-cheek in this case: an author who never 
lived—and indeed never lived through a large-scale catastrophe like Hiroshima—can never 
die.  Moreover, a work that comes deeply connected to its own authorial scandal can never be 
divorced from the concept of authorship.  Indeed, nearly all of the academic work on Doubled 
Flowering focuses on the scandal of authorship the Yasusada case raises: critics like Solt, who 
address the Yasusada author’s writing, dismiss the poems in favor of larger conversations of race 
and authenticity.  In her article, “In Search of the Authentic Other: The Poetry of Araki Yasusada,” 
Marjorie Perloff performs several closer readings of the Yasusada poems, but only after she fixes 
the identity of their author: 

[W]hen American Poetry Review and Stand [both journals that published poems by Yasusada 
before the hoax was revealed] recently demanded the return of their author’s payment, it was 
to Kent Johnson they addressed their letters.  And since he is at the very least the middleman 
and facilitator of the ‘hoax,’ as a matter of convenience, I shall refer to him here as its author. 
(Johnson 149)   

Perloff’s impulse, then, is to reassign the scandal’s most obvious figure, Kent Johnson, to the 
figurative center of the system of authorship.  In doing so, she assigns Johnson sole responsibility 
for the Yasusada notebooks.  What Solt and Perloff share is that both of their readings privilege 
the presence of the author over the presence of the text.  This insistence suggests that the “death 
of the author” is not an apt metaphor for the Yasusada case: for Solt, the overwhelming presence 
of the wrong kind of author prevents him from considering the content of the notebooks as 
anything other than “Japanized crap.”  Perloff seems unable to address the poems without first 
resurrecting the author.  For Perloff, demanding the presence of the most likely author secures 
the text in the traditional “one-body-one-author” mode and allows her to address the poems 
within the notebooks.  

Both Solt and Perloff’s readings hinge on the possibility of the single, fixed identity of the 
Yasusada author.  Other critics, however, are far more interested in the multiple, flexible 
possibilities of Yasusada as many authors.  For Bill Freind, the critical emphasis on the Yasusada 
biography stems from a moment in history when, “[d]espite the pervasive influence of both 
criticism which stresses textual autonomy and art which seeks to diminish the role of the artist… 
the Author perhaps occupies a more central role in the text than at any time in history” (141).  
Freind cites Marcel Duchamp’s ready-mades, compositions by John Cage and Jackson Mac 
Low, and the work of the Oulipo poets as examples of work that foregrounds textual autonomy 
and diminishes the role of the author.  Not only does the Yasusada project foreground the 
role of an author, it deploys conventional ideologies about authorship to emphasize just how 
much readers desire an author in spite of criticism that stresses textual autonomy.  According 
to Freind, the Yasusada project “offers a means of both acknowledging the continued desire of 
many readers for the presence of an author behind a work of literature while simultaneously 
calling attention to the fictive state of that presence” (138).  The Yasusada case satisfies the 
reader’s desire for an author behind the work, yet it creates an author who exists only to fulfill 
this desire.      

Kent Johnson himself has remarked that the Yasusada project can constitute “guerilla warfare 
of the heart against the ideology of the Author” (Freind 142).  Johnson indicates that the way 
authorship is deployed in the Yasusada notebooks is not an intellectual project, but instead 
“warfare of the heart.”  This perspective suggests that the Yasusada text satisfies a reader’s 
emotional craving for an author behind the text, and that emotion can somehow overcome 
criticism that insists upon the importance of the text over authorship.  If this is the case, then 
hyperauthorship might be understood as a means of fulfilling a reader’s desire for an author 
while calling attention to the absurdity of this desire.  What kind of author does the reader 
want?  Does she want a name?  A biography?  An identity?  A persona?  Hyperauthorship 
becomes an affective response to all these desires: in the Yasusada case, it provides answers to 
all of these desires, yet in refusing to pin down a single author’s name, nationality, or identity, it 
also demonstrates that the answers to the desires are decidedly hollow. 

In addition to serving as an affective response to reading, hyperauthorship might also be 
understood as a kind of affective mode of writing.  In a letter to the pseudonymous Tosa 
Motokiyu in February 1996, Russian critic Mikhail Epstien recommends the establishment 
of an “International Society (or Network) of Transpersonal Authorship” (Johnson 134).  Epstein 
suggests that membership for this society could consist of “those people who feel themselves 
overwhelmed by different (and multiple) authorial personalities that want to be realized through 
their transpersonal creative endeavors” (Ibid.).  That is, what Nussbaum imagines as the “one-
body-one-author” model of traditional authorship could begin to look like “one-body-many-
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authors,” “many-bodies-one-author,” or even “many-bodies-many-authors.”  For Epstein, this 
model is only appropriate in the current intellectual and cultural climate:

“Hyper-authorship relates to an author similarly to how hyper-text relates to a text.  Hypertext 
is dispersed among numerous virtual spaces that can be entered in any order, escaping any 
linear (temporal or causal) coherence.  Hyper-authorship is dispersed among several virtual 
personalities which cannot be reduced to a single ‘real’ personality.  As thinking is always 
thinking “of,” without necessary specification of the object, writing is always ‘writing by,’ but 
this ‘byness’ of writing cannot be reduced to any biological, or historical or psychological 
subject.”  (Ibid.)

In Epstein’s model of hyperauthorship, “Araki Yasusada” becomes a virtual space that can be 
entered by Kent Johnson, Javier Alvarez, an author posing as Tosa Motokiyu, or even a “real” 
author created by the reader or literary critic’s imagination.

At the same time, the Yasusada biography that plays so pivotal a role in Doubled Flowering, 
serves to authenticate the possibility of an author behind the notebooks: if it cannot be Araki 
Yasusada, it must be an author who creates and writes the story of Yasusada’s life.  The tension, 
then, becomes one of an author whose identity we desire, and a text whose importance is 
sublimated by this desire.  This tension reflects a larger conflict between a text with a fictional 
author and the possibilities of hyperauthorship, or the tension between a concrete object with a 
fictional creator and the possibility for authorship as comprising a series of virtual spaces.  For 
critic Alan Liu, this tension might be understood on a broader context as the tension between 
literary aestheticism or “the literary” and “the cultural life of information” (1).  Liu argues 
that because we live in a culture of information, “Literature as traditionally understood no 
longer survives as an autonomous force” in part because we live in an era that compels the 
“‘systematic abandonment of the established, the customary, the familiarity, the comfortable’” 
(Ibid., 2).  Liu adopts Peter F. Drucker’s terms for this phenomenon: we live in an era in which 
traditional understandings of “the literary” cannot survive because the only innovation is in 
“creative destruction” (2).  That is, our current cultural condition demands that traditional 
understandings of the literary be destroyed and re-imagined if literature is to survive in a culture 
of information.

Liu’s notion of “creative destruction” serves as one way to understand the importance of 
hyperauthorship to the Yasusada notebooks: Doubled Flowering destroys the traditional concept 
of authorship—and, through its emphasis on the Yasusada biography and reluctance to name 
the true author of the notebooks, emphasizes and mocks Barthes’s notion of language, not an 
author, speaking.  In its place, hyperauthorship emerges.  To solve the whodunit of the Yasusada 
notebooks by assigning responsibility to a single author—or, as Davenport and Cronin suggest, 
to treat the notebooks as a collaboration and to assign responsibility for individual parts of 
the notebooks to their respective authors—  is simply to revert to the traditional model of 
authorship.  This is not creative destruction, but rather a particularly non-creative reversion to 
what is familiar, known, and understandable.  Discovering the true Yasusada author might satisfy 
a reader’s desire for an author behind the text, but solving the mystery ultimately seems no more 
satisfying than the possibilities hyperauthorship emphasizes.  In both cases, simply answering 
the question of who the author is only foregrounds the desire for an author.

If hyperauthorship deploys many of the same models as traditional authorship, then what 
is at stake for the Yasusada project?  Doubled Flowering creatively destroys the bombing at 
Hiroshima by sublimating it to historicism; in doing so, Hiroshima emerges as a site where an 
authorial persona can be inserted and then dissected: the events at Hiroshima are relegated 
to an inaccessible past.  Hiroshima is then posited as a historical fact, but reimagined through 
the testimony of an impossible, invisible witness.  Bill Freind suggests that “Doubled Flowering 
begins by appropriating a Japanese voice, [but] as the work progresses chronologically it drops 
the self-conscious orientalisms and begins to dismantle the persona of Yasusada-as-victim” 

(138).  Once it has posited an authorial voice, persona and identity, it seeks to undo all that it 
has created.  In doing so, Doubled Flowering opens itself to the scandal of its own authorship.  
That is, only in dismantling the authorial voice through inconsistencies and anomalies within 
the text does it create a space for doubt and questioning about who the author actually might 
be.  The problems of the text, then, highlight the significance of the author’s role even when the 
text works under the guise of its own irrefutable author: Araki Yasusada, Hiroshima witness and 
survivor. 

At once, though, the Yasusada scandal questions the irrefutability of single-authored works.  
How can the desire for an author ever be fulfilled?  What can one ever know about an author 
besides the information we know about Yasusada?  In seeking an author’s identity, we seek a 
name, a biography, a personality, and the traces of these elements within the text.  And yet the 
desire for an author is consistently intensified by its lack: there is a finite amount of information 
we can know about any author.  The question that the desire for an author begs is just how 
much our knowledge of the author adds to the reading of a text.  In other words, how much do 
we need to know about an author to interpret a text?  What do we need to know?  How does it 
help us interpret?  In the case of hyperauthorship, authorial personas, identities and biographies 
have the potential to merge and change.  What we know about an author (as represented by 
one facet of a hyperauthor) and how it affects our reading of the text is at best temporal and at 
worst illusory.  The Araki scandal Yasusada ultimately highlights the tension between knowledge 
of an author and knowledge of a text.  What hinges upon identifying the author of a text?  In 
the case of Araki Yasusada, the answer is clear: absolutely everything and, simultaneously, 
absolutely nothing.   
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Editorial

“Milk is not opaque because it is white, - as if white were something 
opaque. If ‘white’ is a concept which only refers to a visual surface, 
why isn’t there a colour concept related to ‘white’ that refers to 
transparent things?” - Ludwig Wittgenstein, “Remarks on Colour”

Things that can be imagined but not seen.  Things that can be seen but 
not named. Things that can be imagined but not articulated, nor seen. 
Things that can be said but not seen or imagined.  I think “Transparent 
White” belongs to the last of these categories. 

Of course, I use words loosely here.  

But imagine, for instance, contemplating a picture of a Martian 
landscape. We imagine a place, like a red desert. We look toward 
its hazy horizon as if we could actually see it.  In a way, we imagine 
the object - the target of our gaze - knowing that we do not (cannot) 
actually stand on Mars.  In fact the only way we can access the object 
is by seeing it in terms that are imaginable. We look from the wrong 
context, we are displaced, yet we transpose our horizon onto the 
picture’s and we see a desert. Desolate but nameable. 

Can a word mean without representing something? Or can a word be 
understood if we do not know or have not seen what it represents?

Shifter’s 9th issue Ruin|Monument focussed on the way in which 
the empty ruin signifies.  Like a vacuum it absorbs everything.  Like 
a mirror it reflects back our pointing fingers.  The Monument, it was 
proposed, is the past (memory) embodied, hurtling backwards towards 
the future.  

If the ruin is an absence, which is transformed into object by our 
projections, then “Transparent White” is fully formed language that 
does not stick to an object.  In a way they are at least mirror images of 
each other, if not always already the same thing.  While the Monument 
like the Ruin exists physically (it occupies space, we can walk around 
it, we can photograph it), “Transparent White” occupies a conceptual 
site of contention.  One is not sure if/ what it could represent.  Yet 
one can imagine using the phrase “Transparent White”, in a poem for 
instance, and meaning something.

Shifter’s 10th issue “Transparent White” will attempt to engage this 
untethering of utterances from straightforward representation.

-Sreshta/ Rit Premnath
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EXTRACTIONS: FROM POET TO DRAFTSMAN

I. PARSING THE POET’S DEPICTION  

He saw…

an intimacy, concision of economy and line,
looked at them intently
to say
taking in to account.
They have that effect
defy viewer attempts at drawing out or divining some
straightforward reading.

They will say,
this is art, this is drawing, this is A drawing, this is the soul, this is
the record of the soul, this is like a graph or a series of squiggles or…that is,
the reading will be metaphorical or descriptive (this makes me feel, this looks
like), but not so easily defining or denotative (this is). That is something
that music and visual art, much more so than writing, can achieve
effortlessly…

I have been thinking increasingly about what you were saying with regard
to Richter, intimacy and the public address/space/exchange that paintings foster,

intimacy
public address
space
the exchange paintings foster

this distinction that Arthur Danto makes
between pictures and paintings,

the former being transparent representations of 
something identifiable (what is pictured) the latter being material entities
that represent, but whose purpose, so to speak, is their presence, materiality,
there-ness.

The distinction is 
fascinating.

Newman thought (his) paintings surpassed beauty in favor of
sublimity—not just in the Kantian sense, but in the sense that they achieved a
condition that was so much more than beauty.

Jeremy-Gilbert-Rolfe wrote a book about beauty, proposing a secular theory of beauty, in which 
it is

glamorous rather than good, frivolous rather than serious, deriving from
technology rather than nature, etcetera

I am trying to work through this idea of
sublimity

(in the sense too of sub limen, below the threshold, and sub-lime,
under the white surface/lime)
of your drawings and how they function, how color
is there but isn’t, etcetera

II.

Her/his art could be

arid, venal, noxious
bourgeois ambitions
insidious and metathesitic
bidding done
authenticity
dogma to dazzle
positioned benign
casual elegance
pursuant of happinesses
the deeper meaning
resurgent

A DIRECTED INTERJECTION BEGINNING BELOW

what the surface connotes
causing consternation from the tension of the painter’s withholding
provost, the drama of withholding, controller, liberal
discipline and ascetic practice
the references in the painting hinting and by virtue extolling the
elegance in the rough.
Extra Dry or slippery bodily emissions
emboldened, gesture filled and minutia magnified and made grand
by apposition juxtapositions. holy. wholly hole. whole.

grade, scale, perception, flatness
the deeply felt versus the platitudinal
approach to art: he goes in through the door of his pedestrian day and finds valor in the bright 
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valleys of her
awareness, his presence among the lint, the dust, the dirt, the air, the spinning axis of earth, the 
buzz, gravity 

what can/will one extract from the painting

what moral value is considered, can painting alone impart moral values
can it change perceptions of…opposites, making them like—

at the brink of rendering someone else’s version of sameness turn
then find one of the many questions, ode to savoring the unction

directional, contrapuntal, siphoning from the cacophony
the harmonious tension à deux, surface, hand—

actually
how daring is clinical faithlessness?

EXTRACTIONS: ADDENDUM SECTION III 

Actually,

how daring is clinical faithlessness?

Beguiling.

“Historical context” the culmination of “art about making art”
                                 (the present event,            (photog, painting, movies, etc.)
   or set of)

What one argues is his/her own position, so when we discuss
individuality/authenticity,
                     (as in having an original idea or novel approach to a given subject)

thought ‘mobilized’ then is perhaps the ‘authentic position’

informed by what?        Surfing.       And what isolates your ‘state of being’
       (the particulars of such)

Imparting whose ideas to what end.

The ideal argument.
The model survival.

And so after that what?      Par instance      

   Technology/techne-
tronic fetish.
 
A system of audiences.

“I” as a culmination of exclusivity, which is about
privileging inheritance and theft         some would
call appropriate

so in sequence -
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THE ARTISTS, THEY WANT TO SIT IN A ROOM TOGETHER

The artists want to sit in a room together,
talk and not talk, about the wars around them.

In the fashion of artists, they sip, nibble, pine
for arguments sake, the variations of yellow. 

Today, a bourgeois moment each protean conn-
oisseur howls a coloratura, promising not to 
forget photos of the amputee, an erotic thong.

Their bricolage forged, available in unlimited editions.

RHODOPSIN

Dressed in purple- stet
-etcetera- bash in - stet
sons and daughters - com
- plete - etcetera - bash - in style
slick - remember me -dick
trace or slur - etcetera - stet –
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IN PARTS (A)

This radical disintegration of parts squeals gesture, erasure, assertive 

tearing away or open a hole in the scene, the grid everybody sees –

To be vulgar, mass and volume, flesh is modular, peeling back themselves

reduced to an immense silence, a thick mucus in the throat, proxy for pedigree, 

all pleasure being equal, you are not supposed to look good if you have desire –

the best guess trapped beneath surface tension, cursive against cursive,  seminal

in the plain air cross fade taxi unmade, stretched, contractible, catching light in the pass -

staving descension, becoming apart, what seems to be nothing, this is what happens.

IN PARTS (B)

This radical disintegration of parts squeals gesture, erasure, assertive 

tearing away or open a hole in the scene, the grid everybody sees –

To be vulgar, mass and volume, flesh is modular, peeling back themselves

reduced to a thick mucus in the throat, proxy for pedigree, becoming apart

all pleasure being equal, you are not supposed to look good if you have, desire –

X or face in a bubble or nosing in on its contour, turning away from nothing

the best guess trapped beneath surface tension, cursive against cursive,  seminal

in the plain air cross fade taxi unmade, stretched, contractible, catching light in the pass -
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THERMOSTAT–SENSE, DECIDE, ACT
RECURSION, ABSTRACTION
HEIDEGGER AND THE MACHINE

Seats and tray tables locked in their upright position, the plane touches down. You’ve landed.  
What you didn’t realize, hurtling through the sky, is that several tons of steel (and your life) have 
been handed over to a toaster. Or the intelligence there of. But a thermostat is a better example:

Picture a thermometer. Connect it to a heater and you’ve got a thermostat.  Set it: 72 F.  It’s 
cold outside; the temperature falls. At seventy, mercury drops touching a lead forming a circuit. 
Current flows across the circuit starting the heater.  At 74 F the thermometer rises forming 
another circuit turning the heater off. Inside, the room cools; entropy leveling temperatures 
across gradients: the inside and outside.  But entropy’s loosing as long as the thermostat decides 
to turn on and off.

It seems a mistake to say the thermostat “decides” anything. It’s a machine. It didn’t decide 
because it couldn’t, deciding requires agency, being alive. To say otherwise is to speak 
metaphorically, perhaps anthropomorphically. Yet from one perspective it did decide. 

Think of it this way. Say there’s no thermostat, but a button.  You sit at your desk, cold.  Get up 
and push the button and you turn on the heater. Now you’re hot. Push the button and turn it off. 
With a thermostat you delegate that decision to something else: a machine.

In this scenario, we say you’ve decided at a higher level of abstraction. The machine “decides” 
nothing: you do. You decide what the temperature should be and the machine merely 
implements the things your decision entails. But in another sense, it did. It sensed the world, 
not through eyes or ears, but through a thermometer. And more than just sensing, the machine 
acted. Turning on the heater, it changed what it sensed in the world. We call this recursion and 
from this, some very interesting things follow.

Lets pick up where we left off a moment ago: abstraction. Abstraction lets us do more but at 
a price, alienation. When we set a thermostat we don’t decide when to turn the heater on or 
off but what the effect will be. That effect, temperature, is abstract, an abstraction; a metaphor 
designed to free us from having to decide when to turn a machine on or off.  Yet to achieve 
that effect requires a machine, the thermostat, to translate that abstract metaphor into an effect, 
which it does, but it alienates us, forces us to deal with the world through the entailments of the 
metaphor, rather than dealing with the world directly. 

We can imagine other devices that operate this way, sensing and affecting the world along other 
‘senses’ in a kind of machine sensiorum: sound dampeners, light switches, etc etc. But still, 
there’s only so much such devices can do.  What if you wanted to decide something at a still 
higher level of abstraction.

Say you found yourself making a list and you said to yourself, “Gee, I’m making a list, I wish I 
had some help making this list because I’m an idiot and don’t know how to do it.”  Perhaps you 
could imagine a talking paperclip helping you, forcing you to use it’s alpha-numeric numbering 
system, interpreting your input as mistakes, “correcting” them.

How would you go about making this totalitarian paperclip?

The first thing you need is about a billion thermostats. Change out the thermometer with a 
different sensor, a sensor sensing other thermostats. Then change out the leads (connected to the 
heater) with other leads connected to thermostats. Pseudo-thermostats sensing other pseudo-

thermostats, pseudo-thermostats transmitting to other pseudo-thermostats.  Billions of them.  All 
wired together.

Now we’re going to do something totally perverse: we’re going to use this billion pseudo-
hermostat contraption as the material to represent other machines, to do so we’re going to 
arrange the pseudo-thermostats recursively, structured in terms of itself.

To make that previous sentence make any sense, I want to step back and talk a little bit about 
recursion. For example, consider the recursive method for the mathematical operation factorial 
defined as the product of a given positive integer multiplied by all lesser positive integers: The 
quantity “four factorial” (4!) = 4 X 3 X 2 X 1 = 24.

In other words:

 if n = 1, then Factorial n = 1

 else n * Factorial n - 1

So, let’s use this definition to evaluate the expression factorial 3:

Factorial 3: 

 Does 3 = 1? No, so Factorial 3 = 3 * Factorial (3 - 1) = 3 * Factorial 2.

 3 * Factorial 2: Does 2 = 1 ? No, so 3 * 2 * Factorial (2 - 1) = 3 * 2 *    
Factorial 1

 3 * 2 * Factorial 1: Does 1 = 1? Yes, so 3 * 2 * Factorial 1 = 3 * 2 * 1 = 6

Like Baron Von Munchhausen pulling himself out of a swamp by pulling on his own hair, 
recursively made things are made in terms of themselves.

So step back for a moment. You have a physical machine on the outside made of physical pieces 
all connected together.  These pieces are internally arranged to model, to internally represent 
other machines, machines you could build with physical pieces in the world. In other words, 
you’ve built a machine that simulates not only another machine, but any other machine; the so-
called ‘Universal Machine’.

Once you have that, you can use the physical machine on the outside to build virtual machines 
on the inside: any particular virtual machine you want, any pseudo-thermostat built for your 
particular needs: a totalitarian list-building thermostat, plane-landing thermostat, a pornography 
displaying thermostat, a music stealing thermostat. Conceptually, they’re all the same.

If all this sounds a little like Hegel: the machine on the inside, the machine on the outside, the 
material machine, its virtual supplement, recursion as a process of self relation, that’s because 
it is. And if it seems like magic that from a little pseudo-thermostat machine you get your iPod, 
that’s because Hegel seems like magic. But he isn’t.

Think about that standard piece of Hegelian magic, sublation. You know: thesis, antithesis, 
synthesis. The magic way of understanding this is that synthesis somehow magically 
comprehends the contradiction of thesis-antithesis. 

Think of sublation as Soho. Thesis: industrial Soho. Antithesis: art scene Soho. Synthesis: 
Shopping center Soho. What sublation does is to retroactively tell the lie to any kind of truth 
posited by the thesis-antithesis axis. In other words, the truth of all the little boutiques, of 
the commodity reclaiming Soho, is that all those myths about art being authentic, individual 
expression, “high” culture, and industrial production being alienated, mass-culture, “low” 
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culture, all those myths are wrong.

And if you’re with me this far, let me try to convince you of something totally crazy. 

Look back at that recursive definition of factorial. It’s a definition in three parts: if-part, then-
part, else-part. The else-part is called the recursive part because it’s the part defined in terms of 
itself. The if part is an equation the machine can handle directly, the base case. Without it the 
machine would spin out infinitely--think spinning beach-balls, hourglasses.

Now I want you to think something else. According to Lacan, signifiers in the symbolic order 
(the Law, culture, etc) float, more or less tied to what they signify--like a beach blanket caught 
in the wind. Of course, you need something on the beach blanket to keep it down, otherwise 
it would float away, if the signifiers in your symbolic order floated away, you’d be crazy 
(technically, psychotic). That place where the signifier is tied to its signified is called a point 
de capiton, the thing keeping the beach blanked down, a metaphorical upholstery tack that 
holds the Symbolic couch’s fabric (the system of signifiers, the beach blanket) to its frame (the 
signified, the beach).

There’s a very important point de capiton, the subject, you. We think of this subject as an 
identity, as that within you that remains the same even if everything else changed. For Lacan, 
that’s not true. And here comes the crazy part.

The subject is the place in the symbolic order that is not recursively defined, is not understood 
in terms of relation to the symbolic order. The subject is understood directly. It’s the base case. 
The subject is that signifier whose signified is itself. In other words, the subject is precisely the 
space for subjectivity in the symbolic order.

So when I say the subject is the base case of the symbolic order, and this is the part that 
makes Rit and Pieter nervous, I mean it literally. It’s the Lacanian concept of the subject: the 
constituative lack, the meaninglessness within meaning, the partially constructed nature of 
nature, the parallax gap.

So the reason why the machine can bootstrap itself into all the wonderful little machines we 
call programs is the same reason why the subject exists at all. It reveals the partially constructed 
nature of the universe, that God got lazy and didn’t finish the job of creation.

From this, two things follow. One, the subject is an equation, not an identity. It is not some 
unchanging property that weathers vicissitudes. It’s an equation. It is simply that for which its 
signified is itself. Two the metempsychosis some science fiction desires, the transmigration of the 
soul from man to machine is impossible: not only because of materialism, but also, as the base 
case, the ghost in the machine is already there.

Anyway, another thing about the machine and abstraction: as anyone who has tried to make 
a machine on the machine within the machine will tell you, there are peculiar difficulties 
involved. And this is exactly why our list-building paperclip is so fascist. The machine within the 
machine isn’t good at understanding what you want it to do because it only does what you tell it 
to.  That’s it.  People used to say, garbage in garbage out. But it’s not really like that. It’s more like 
shit in desire out.

And the reason why it’s more like shit in desire out is that you don’t know what you’re asking 
for.

It’s a wonderful thing about the machine within the machine. It is the perfect object of 
transference. It has no counter-transference--it hurls nothing back at you. It merely and perfectly 
executes what you tell it to. In doing so, it tells you what you’ve asked for.

Of course some will say that these gifts of the machine are undesirable. They will call them 
‘bugs’ and go through a seemingly endless process of secondary elaboration removing traces of 
desire from the instructions for building a machine within the machine. Thus the psychodrama 
known as programming.

But there is another implication as well. As you decide at increasingly higher levels of 
abstraction and use the power of the machine to elaborate metaphors of thought, you take 
yourself further from sensing and acting upon the world, letting the machine decide the messy 
details of implementation. In other words, its easy to build a machine within the machine that 
can build a machine to build a machine... that will build exactly the kind of machine that will 
do whatever stupid thing I want it to do.  And all the intermediary steps will follow perfectly, 
since these machines never fall apart (and unlike physical machines, they never will). The 
machine can decide all the intermediary steps and translate it all into the physical machine.

But of course, there are trade offs involved. It used to be that letting the machine decide so 
many intermediary steps could result in slower simulations. But since the speed of machines has 
doubled every

eighteen months for the last thirty some years, today we regularly put in our laps the equivalent 
of supercomputers, so performance is not really an issue here, except for some instances of 
intense financial speculations or rendering cartoons and acts of violence in near lifelike detail. 
For most other purposes, performance isn’t really an issue.

And so, at this point, naturally, I would like to turn to Heidegger.

There is a curious part in “The Question Concerning Technology” where Heidegger, speaking 
of the essence of technology, quotes Holderlin, “where the danger is, grows / the saving power 
also”. This might lead you to believe that, although technology is essentially dangerous (as we 
know from various movies where robots take over the world), in technology Heidegger might 
show us something of Being in our times. 

You’d be wrong. Heidegger drops technology like something you want to drop and turns to the 
idea of poetry. Like always. It’s one of Heidegger’s classic dick moves, totally wussing-out, like 
he always does somewhere near the end. It’s the reason Derrida needs to Heidegger Heidegger, 
like Marx Hegeled Hegel, putting the cart of material before the horse of Spirit. In the same way, 
Derrida has to turn Heidegger’s move, deconstruction, upon Heidegger, so he can get around 
mouthing the same inane conclusions (you know, like when Heidegger says “Only a return of 
the Gods can save us now,” and shit like that). So, Derrida replaces Being with Being-with-a-
line-through-it. And makes nonsense of whatever anyone says. It’s really annoying.

Anyway, the point is, by insisting on ontology and ontology alone, Heidegger and Derrida 
show us two sides of a coin: that either banality or nothing (possibly everything) follows. Right? 
I mean, when Heidegger says Being is always the same, yet whenever it comes it changes 
everything around it, so we see that things are different and call it history, it’s kind of the same 
as when Derrida says the logic of the one is contained in the other and so it really doesn’t 
matter if we misunderstand the one because the other perversly implies the one and the 
meaning gets out and goes if we read it right and know the perversity in the one, or the other, it 
really doesn’t matter. All that really follows is this: we get to watch somebody think, which may 
work for you, but it really doesn’t work for me.

Anyway, lets pick where Heidegger left off. Where there is danger, there is also the saving 
power. How might this relate to technology, if the saving power of technology is in technology, 
not poetry?

Incidentally, the reason why Heidegger got it wrong is he understood the machine by the wrong 
name. He called it the computer, the person who calculates values so we can do things in the 
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world with equations we know about it, you know, launch missiles and know where they’re 
going to land, that sort of thing. Not that the equations are wrong. Far from it. But how often 
do we use the machine this way? What Heidegger misunderstood about the machine is that it 
computes as a means, not as an ends in itself. Those ends are to simulate other machines. That’s 
why we call it the machine and not the computer.

Anyway, it’s clear that when Heidegger is talking about technology he is thinking about energy. 
He calls the essence of technology “standing-reserve”, which means something like seeing the 
world as a potential that can be developed. And when he talks about the danger of technology 
to the world and to humanity, it’s hard not to see the shadow of the atomic bomb. But what if 
the “standing-reserve” is not the unleashing of energy contained within the transmutation of 
mass to energy, but something else, something more like what we saw in the billion-thermostat 
machine. Something is going on here, and it isn’t the invisible hand of global capital.

A few years ago, Bill Gates made an offhand remark, the gist of which was this: 640 kilobytes 
ought to be enough for anyone. It turns out it isn’t--not if you want to render billions of polygons 
of blood in real time, not if you want to keep the Columbia Records catalogue in your shirt 
pocket, not if you want pictographic evidence of every acne scar of the celebrities you love, 
not if you want to archive every character you’ve ever typed--every edit and every possible 
combination. No, for these things, you need the kind of technologic development where 
machine power doubles every eighteen months for thirty years. So, Bill got it wrong.

But that’s not the point. Bill got it wrong because there was no demand for the kinds of things 
we do with all the machine power we now have. The advances in machine power do not come 
from demand. If anything, the advances in machine power fuel the demand for the kinds of 
things we do with it.

All of which is to say, the essence of technology isn’t in the things you do with technology, it is 
in all the uses technology makes of the advances it has generated so far. And the machine within 
the machine is the perfect instrument for these advances because of the way it lends itself to 
abstracting, because it can build things upon other things in a building-block fashion.

But this isn’t because you can build perfectly planned edifices out of hand designed pieces. 
Rather, the machine is generative because you can pervert pieces from their designed uses; 
the machine is so many solutions waiting for a problem. It’s here that the machine has power 
(what Heidegger would call the coming of Being), that the machine can be perverted so many 
different ways, it can be hacked and pushed until it makes devices that were unimaginable for 
those who built earlier solutions.

Because we can abstract out little decisions, push them onto the machine or onto previous 
abstractions, we can not only get more done but do things we couldn’t think of before.  Yet 
this comes at a price.  Think about perfect abstraction, think about the little jukebox in your 
pocket.  Does it matter whether you think little elves live inside it and sing songs into your head 
or whether you “really understand” how it works?  How would you even tell someone how 
it “really” works? Could you explain every one and zero in an Enya album?  Where does real 
understanding begin and where does it end?

The problem is not the same as asking how many angels can stand upon the top of a transistor. It 
has real world consequences, and not just because we imperfectly implement our abstractions, 
not just because our abstractions “leak”:  machines crash and like the return of the repressed, 
abstractions shatter at their lowest levels, reminding us no matter how much we love our iPods 
they still posses cold mechanical hearts.

The real problem, however, comes with the terms of the abstractions, the entailments of the 
metaphors we’ve chosen. Think about how we interact with our machines. We’ve got windows 

on our desktops with icons in them that “really are” documents. If that’s not a set of mixed 
metaphors, I don’t know what is. And it’s here that alienation takes hold.

Think about the last time you wanted your machine to “just work”. Your desire was frustrated 
because the metaphors between you and the machine broke down. You expected the machine 
to interpret your actions according to your intentions, which seemed logical at the time since 
your actions were well within the entailments of metaphors the machine offered you.  You did 
what you did because it made sense, it was what you would have done if the situation were 
“real”, if you were actually working with material windows, icons, files or desktops. Perhaps 
you felt foolish for being so “computer illiterate”.

The problem is, though, the whole system is built that way. A long time ago machines went 
from being something someone could get a handle on entirely concretely.  Their power has 
necessitated that we impose metaphorical understandings upon what they do--it’s the only way 
we can contain some of the complexity they embody.  And it is not just for the “end user,” but 
for everyone.  The complexity contained within the explosive power of abstraction, the power 
within the technology has necessitated it.  Even those who now tell the machines what to do, 
who build all the machines within the machine that we use both at work and at play, in order 
to leverage the awesome power of the machine, even they must metaphorically understand 
what they ask the machine to do, both in terms of metaphors they create and in metaphors they 
inherit from others. And every metaphor fails to entail all that it promises. It is the necessary 
compliment to the unpredictable possibility of technology’s perverse growth.

It’s the very same gap that allows people to push the machine and its ever increasing power into 
new and diverse regions that allow for the alienation from the terms of the metaphors.  The one 
is the flip-side of the other.

Think about the thermostat again. The metaphor it offers you is a thermometer. But it is a special 
thermometer. Instead of telling what the temperature is, you can tell it what the temperature 
should be.

But, of course, the thermostat doesn’t exactly work that way. Instead, the thermostat gives you a 
small range of temperatures, oscillating above or below the temperature you’ve set. For the most 
part, this doesn’t really matter. It’s a small oscillation. 

But you could imagine situations where it would. For instance, if you were preserving sensitive 
materials. Then you’d be frustrated when your materials spoiled because the thermostat didn’t 
“just work”.

Likewise, if you were really clever, you could figure out some kind of neat trick to pull with 
the thermostat. Perhaps finding a chemical that could change state, from solid to liquid, with 
the temperature oscillation of the thermostat. In that case, you could use the thermostat to do 
something it wasn’t intended for but rather for transmuting compounds.

So  the power to pervert and the power to alienate seems inherent to technology. I wonder 
which pilots feel when the machine lands the plane.

It’s something to think about next time you fly.
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RE: SUN @ AQUARIUS 

(Harmolodic projeKct for Charles Olson)1

1 The form of “Re: Sun @ Aquarius” is drawn from the bar code on the Ornette Coleman double-CD The 
Complete Science Fiction Sessions (Columbia, r. 1971); the content is taken from the subject lines of  “spam” received 
by email under the sign of Aquarius, 2006. The Charles Olson/Ornette Coleman connection is suggested by the figure of 
Harvey Brown. Additional sources: Pharoah Sanders, King Crimson. 

IN BIRTH)          ON SMOKE         A         DEPENDENT      (HOTTEST)   OFFER    MEET HER    
( MORE    THAN     ANY       ( OBSTRUCT     ( SEE… ROSA      (TRY CHANSON       (SAUTÉ),  
TRY      (ORNERY       MAY      (GUARDHOUSE) ,       (SOME      DE- COMPOSITION ,     BUT     
DIDO         CROMWELL           ELVIS            GLUTAMINE      THERE:      SEE    AUSTRALIS, 
ITS    ROADWAY    ( TOW    MERCILESSLY,    SIGFRID!)      TRY       SOME           SLACK...  
(SEE!)    MERGE       ANTONY,     OR,     ROSELINE…     ICE,     HEADWAY      STAY  PUT) )  
THE        NEW         TREATMENT       DEAL           IS              RIGHT             ON 
LONGLASTING   ERECTHIONS      AGHARTA   /   HATCHET     C H R I S T !  
IT’S BONITO...     DWARF    BREASTS’       VOLTMETER )                TYPHON   
NO  MORE  DRY   SPELLS   G-E-T  I-T   (FROM HOME   (ARE   YOU THERE?     
A    FICTIVE   WORKING      CELESTIAL,      ZAP!     THESE      DELINEATE     
HORUS,      NICOTINE     AND      IRRESOLUTE       PERRY              ( TRUCE:   
JUST       SIX  -  GUN    SLINGING          ANABAPTIST       MANIAC    RETIRE      
(STUPENDOUS    DATA    MAGI    (BEST  REPORT,   TALLY  HUGE    INFO-
MATION      (AGAIN:      SEAGULL...          SPEARMINT...                 HOOCH!) 
OWN     FAMINE  /  SING…     INAUGURATE        ABOVE    PESTE    CORAL  
EUCRE     OR        NEUTRON.      NEVER     KINK,       ENDURE       VIRILITY     
MECCA          BALINESE       ACIDENTALS        AND               CIRCULATORY   
( AUSCHWITZ ) ?           SYRUPY      CLEMENTIUS!     EACH        CAMPSITE   
CATHODIC       THIS     IS     NO       DISCOUNT         THIS       IS          MAXI –
T I M E       INHIBITORY       “ACCIDENTAL”      REALITY)   —    ( IMPEACH 
LEGITIMACY    NOT!      FIND    VIRUS    FARMHOUSE,               MIDPOINT.   
WEDNESDAY’S  PICK )    ISABELLA  COMMA)    FINGERPRINT    EUCLID’S  CODPIECE. 
PAROCHIAL      PERHAPS   LIVE      FIRST PATROL ...    IT    SWEPT    DEFORESTATION              
IN     DEMON      CHORUS )       DRINK!    NECTAR    /    ACCEPT     BIGAMY 
REFUSE      LESS           MY   TERESITA,          MARLEAH,               DARLEEN  
RETALIATORY  DUCAT         PASS      BE    FLATIRON   CLAMBER      ( OR,     
SAY      BY      STUPID     HEAT                  (SLEEP                                 (SEMITIC 
BUNG!   REVULSION,    CUFFLINK  JUAN:   THE  STAGY  SCAM      CLOSE
FLAUTIST’S     “LITHO-LOGIC”         (THIMBLE,        BASIL,     KEROSENE) 
BELMONT’S    GNU  VITRIOLIC     DOLL...     IN    CYCLOID  DOORSTEPS)
BYRON...    TAKE  MY  RIVER!    HASTEN   SOME   LINKAGE    ( JUST FOR  
GUYS   (CENTENARY  SYNAPSE   BEFOULS  THE NEWS       DEAR BALLS! 
YORTOWN    BALLETS  AND   ATELIERS   CONCUR   IN     RUBRICATION 
A PRIORI  –    INCENSE  PASSAGE   –   DENIABLE     START  -  UP       HALF  
CASHED    IN,      OPENS        LOGIC     G A F F E  :    BAN        PARLIAMENT 
ON    YOUR      WAY        TO        DELPHI’S    PIT )    AID’S    ARM      STUCK   
IN  FETISH  ( CATHOLICISM’S  FARINA ? )    LABORATORY DOCUMENT)   
CROSBY,   ARE   YOU    SUCCESFUL?    HALF-ARISTOTELIAN  ELK   FEET 
&    THERMAL    GROSS      DIGESTIVE      FLUOROCARBONS :      A   KEY.    
MORE   MONEY   THAN   YOU   CAN   MAKE ?  EMBEZZLED  DOMINIONS    
JACK - ASS     BONI -  FACE,     RUDDY     BUTCHERY         HAVE     FUN   &
MAKE         SUCH        PROVEN        ELECTRONIC        CHERUB,     PROFIT !  
(SADE’S     ANTE  - ROOM      ( ONLINE     RE - VISION      ( CASINOS’   RE – 
VISION  )   EXTERNAL  TO  THE    SNUFFER    SY STEM      THEN,    THERE,    
AGAIN :   HEY !     B E L M O N T      N O R W I C H        F R A N C E      IN  ( VOICE    I  .  D .       
PONDER     MAJOR    CORONARY       I   M   P   U   L   S   E   !     SHOULD    “ NEWTONIAN     
MATHEMATICIANS  ”     REGIMENT     PIGMENT       FINANCE    ACTINIC    VIALS    OF
D O O M ,   ANDRE !     SOOTHSAY     BEFORE    NECTARINE    ATTIRE     COMMISSION,
DRAB  BOOTH   OF  SHEER   APPLICANTS  ) )        MAY      LOOKED     TOO     FLOWERY
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THE WAY BIRDS BECOME

1
A woman with a bird caught in her hair is a woman with her hair aflame, palm trees where the 
mind starts

Drifting. A song of women jumping from deck, splashes

Entering the ear through a sentence: a charred oar, the toy bird children long for

sleep. And a sleeping woman, and a woman with arms empty, and here (full) she is stronger 
than flame, than heat, that bird, through that empty sky descending, having descended, having 
funneled into a surrogate for a nest

See those twigs scattered late winter—forward—to a tree in bloom—but not that tree over there?

“That bird demonstrates the sky.” Scratch that

2
A possibility: a question ascends in a moment of ______, while the substance of the unasked 
drips, reddening 

us, children. Scratch that

New question: Does that bird demonstrate the children who play at becoming

fire. “The child plays at being not only a shopkeeper or a teacher but also a windmill and a 
train.” Imagine this

Fire spread from feather to follicle. Fire sparing no substance. Sparing no fire. No children, 
child, no

A woman jumps from deck. Scratch that

A woman shuffles the deck, dealing two hands, dealing with her hands, her fingers

10 birds. 10 flames flickering, lapping over. 1 fire. That fire

Demonstrates 0. The ground 

“This ocean, a spilled deck”   
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FROM THE WAY BIRDS BECOME

Shapes / of poems / fly out of the dark

              * 

When I burst into a million
birds so wonderfully, you 
won’t know which look like dinner 
and which don’t. And no greeting card 
to the birds will stitch this 
skin over wilderness, or even over 
the dread of writing someone else’s poem.
Because the birds arrive breathless. 
To whet them, drinking no alphabet 
—no reader’s inhabiting this body— 
it’s the other hand touching the birds
asking, “Who or where are you?”

A treeful of white
noise is sufficient answer. 
            

A bird’s breath is in my throat. 

              * 

To say this ocean is or is like a poem
is like a fist pounding a head into 
the shape of a bird’s, a violent soma 
stuttering the second person pronoun 
birds—When I kill you for this last 
time, you’ll roll over, playing dead so well
it seems almost real. To murder in this 
dirty sea, all I have to say is “you.” Then 
The chalky birds or boats stand still
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Not even the birds know where they are going.

 *

Wolves under the moon
howl the sea so close
to you, your swoon. Watch
how the hair and whiskers grow
outward, drown in soft meter, 
rhyming shafts of ocean split
as if a last rind unpeeling. 
This is the edge
of only a bird. Jettied beak
open, no sundering light 
protrudes outward from
plumes of frangible cloud.
Animal only in the arms, birds 
drive into the sky
speckled like rhyme—
you remain only under
the moon, salt and pepper
patches ungrowing like children.

a / bird curled out of the leaves

 *
  Its shape so
Quiet, bent wings seen through the other
         side of the page even clearer than the scratches in the 
Face we’re facing             When we’re facing
        A blazing noonlight, 
                         the deafness of sun
                  so
Alarmed to hear a bird 
Confuse its voice with a siren
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To hear the birds pipe oer their amorous fits

 *

What happens when the birds go quiet
when you go dim

  and the fingers ache for without
      or for your width, pressed—What 

is pressed between two bodies, is flattened 
and saved, and flat
         as this page of you is the remains of you, held
  against light to see through the

 Hollow all that is you.

 Don’t look
 At what’s there: 

      It’s in the echo, evidence
            of a sounding

with my feathers entangled in your navel
there was nothing left of the hands 
but an arc, the disturbed air of a gesture
with my feathers entangled in your navel
there was nothing left of the hands 
but an arc, the disturbed air of a gesture

and who finds in that a bird. You
walking millions of miles on your hands,
in your grasping, arms twitching for a rail
or a body to take hold of, hold yourself aloft

let’s leave you in that graceless
swoop. And with nothing left of the hands
let’s question what was held

and the was when we were holding 
we, with nothing yet of let’s.
Let’s let the question of you, once grasped, 
ascend. And find in that a bird.
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THE BOY MADE OF GLASS

Once upon a time there was a house without walls  And inside this house was a boy made of 
glass  The boy was filled with light and would sing a song inside the house without walls  This 
song was made of just one note  And when he sang his note his light inside would get brighter 
and one long thin powerful ray of light would come out of his glass mouth  There were one 
hundred boys made of glass inside this house without walls  Each of them sang one note  When 
they all sang it sounded like this:

The house without walls was where they would meet to sing  But each boy made of glass lived 
in his own house made of glass  And the only thing inside each house was sand no water no air 
no light  Sand was packed tight into every corner of every single room  This way the glass knew 
where it came from and the sand knew what it would be  They were happy together the glass 
and the sand  And there was only enough room for the boy made of glass to just fit in when he 
came home after a day of singing in the house without walls  A tight impression was packed into 
the sand with the exact shape of the boy made of glass  This made the boy happy and when he 
was happy he sounded like this:

The boy made of glass with light inside him would come home and fit into his exact shape  He 
would dream of sand and water and air and what he would be one day  Each grain of sand was 
one note and he would wake up every morning with one more note from the house made of 
glass filled with sand to sing in the house without walls  He would meet the other boys made of 
glass at the house without walls and sing his new note  Every day they would all sing their new 
note  When they sang that note they sounded like this:

One day the boy made of glass dreamed about water and when he woke up he thought he was 
wet with light  He left his glass home full of sand and went to the house without walls to sing 
his note  All along the path was a stream of light following him  Every few steps he would stop 
and turn around thinking the light was water disappearing into glass  The boy made of glass 
was so sure he was wet with light that for the first time he sang his note before reaching the 
house without walls  The boy made of glass on the stream made of light stood still as the ground 
became soft around him and melted into sand  As the boy was sinking into the sand he sang his 
note and a ray of light came out of his mouth straight into the sky  The stream of light continued 
around him as his ray of light reached the clouds just before he disappeared into the ground  
And his last note sounded like this:

He would never sing in the house without walls again  And his home made of glass and filled 
with sand remained empty where his body\’d5s glass impression had been  One grain of sand 
started moving away from the rest of them and began forming into a new boy made of glass  It 
would take one hundred years for a new boy to form where the old boy had been  The house 
knew this and waited  There were many empty homes waiting for new boys made of glass  All 
the other boys made of glass in the house without walls would sing for each missing boy and his 
note  They would float and listen to the missing boy filled with light  And when they floated they 
sounded like this:
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BITCHFOXLY

Is this he asks where you keep it this where you keep it this the
board where you keep it the flitch on the palm where you keep it the rotor
that keeps it the train of the camlet where keeps it is this where you
keep it the druid that keeps it the shoepeg that keeps it the window the
weep in the spine where you keep it is this where you keep it is this
where you keep it is this when you open this open it
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SONNET K

Kneel down, river.  The river dead with glim. 
A dead face parted in the forehead.  Having boats. 
Myself a kneeler.  About to kneel into my head. 
At Malaga, before the night boats go.  Glim in holes. 
Kneel down boats.  Night boats parted in the face. 
Go down rivers down in holes.  Myself a kneeler. 
About to kneel before the face.  Maria. 
Golden face.  Maria.  Glim boats go. 
Maria.  Maria.  See the river in her holes.  
About to kneel into the river.  See?  In her. 
Not circling back, not parting back.  About to kneel
into my head.  Kneel down.  Kneel down.  Kneel down
dead with boats.  Kneel down and let the dead boats go. 
Kneel down the dead face go down kneel down dead I kneel down—

CERTIFY 

When the sidecar
 of your mouth gives over

 to broke-down skin  salt 
cache
  
the tongue     tall       
beneath golden slur     of roof will  
press:      
                                                a bale
                                    of white flowers
                                    
                       how what you give
                                               tastes in.
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COFFEE

Robert Redford & I are having coffee together.
It’s 6 a.m.—I’ve tied my afro in the pale green scarf he brought me years ago
from Malta.   We’re standing just above the treeline
at the white crest of a window, in a tower room paved
with blistering planks.  I’ve never been to Malta. Does it snow
much there?  I pour the coffee from my best thermos, the one
with the French press inside.  The brimless metal cup shifts
in Redford’s hand.  Terribly, he says & moves
his other hand to the tender of my back.  Drifts so high, you can’t
waltz through.  I imagine us there, in yellow opera cloaks
& Maltese snowshoes, back-step-turning beneath the shadowy
ice towers.  I lean back & Redford traces my spine
with his thumb.  I feel as though I’ve just done well on something—
my Algebra exam, the fragile zipper on my tightest
dress, my federal taxes.  Let me get you something
now.  His wide palm disappears from my skin, leaving a hard
flag of heat.  From his leather satchel, Redford lifts
two heavy slices of baguette spread liberally
with chevrier & wrapped in wax paper.  Just a second, don’t
eat that yet.  He tilts the bread in my hand.  Adds a crinkle
of fresh rucola.  There.  We watch the broken polo fields fill up
with fog.  I tell Redford how, after saving Peter
the Never Bird slips away from their island, sheltering
her eggs in the top hat Peter gave her.  The top hat is silk
& black with a plain brim.  The top hat is 100% waterproof. 
How fine, Redford says.  His tanned face is very still.  In the shallows
of his ears, the new sun.  & I look away from him then
in the direction of roofs.

CHINA CLIPPER

Robert Redford & I are alone in the darkened galley
of the Martin 130 flying boat that rests on the exhibition floor
of the City Museum of Industry.  We don’t have much
room to move—just this narrow strip of tile between two
moulded counters & a miniature drinks trolley
with its wheels glued down.  The cabinets above our heads shelter
a permanent supply of gilt-rimmed fiberglass plates
& Kirk Stieff silver welded into bristling
thickets of service.  I’m standing so close to Redford
that the chemical taste of his aftershave mingles with the flakes
of dust that peel down from the highball glasses. 
Redford presses my hand tightly into his chest.  Darling—
I could marry you in this goddamned airliner, built or unbuilt. 
His mouth tastes warmly of night mail & belted
trenchcoats.  On that breakfast approach to Midway
at 160 mph, the Chief Engineer watched gooney birds thicken
& glow above the island & grinned over the hydromatic
rim of his coffee.  As for me, I’ve crossed
the International Dateline & felt
so much older afterwards, as if my body had adjourned
into hollow stalks of cane.  Many times it was
like that for me, alone.  I could move
in two directions at once—it was a broken
kind of trying I could not tell the bottom of. 
It stirred with me in rooms, a frightened thing
of glass & shifting wire.  I didn’t tell about it. 
Only held with it & fevered nightwise over slanting
countries of my thought—& then I knew there was no
taking back that trying from me, & I was made for being this
& this is how.  This is how—in the half-dark, Redford, even closer. 
I kiss his jaw & say This is the maiden flight of harm, the green
air above Manila.  I slowly draw his collar open. 
I feel his ribcage lift against me:  Tell me what
thou art, wild.  & then: What art thou, wild? 
The floor begins to sound & tilt; we quicken
in the blackest way of engines. 
I tell Redford I want such days as days forgive. 
I flick my tongue across his bottom lip. 
How can I keep from singing? 
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